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Overview 

Our planet is far to be well-known and to date open questions about its formation and 
composition still remain. Geophysicist and geochemists are trying to answer to the question 
'how works the Earth interior?', defined in 2005 by the Science journal as one of the most 
relevant among the unresolved questions. However direct investigations deeper than tens 
kilometers are missing and the model-based composition of the mantle is affected by a lot of 
sources of uncertainty. A better determination of the radiogenic energy budget is essential to 
bind the main geophysical and geochemical processes that have driven the evolution of the 
Earth. The studies conducted during my research activities in these years gave me the 
opportunity to take part in this scientific debate.  

Combining experimental results of geoneutrino signals at operating and future 
experiments, can place better constraints on the mantle signal and in turn on its composition. 
In this perspective a deep understanding of the continental crust, in particular the region 
immediately surrounding the detector, is mandatory. Going to a bigger scale, the study of 
heat producing elements and the previsions of their distribution are key-points for the 
understanding of local geological processes affecting the crust as well as for the investigation 
of environmental radioactivity.  

In these years I dealt the problematic aspects related to the numerical and cartographic 
modeling at different scales and I proposed operative solutions regarding mainly the study of 
statistical distributions, the treatment of the input and output uncertainties and the 
combination of multivariate information. This thesis presents the scientific challenges and the 
goals supporting the advanced modeling for the spatial analysis of gamma-ray data and for 
the predictions of geoneutrinos signal from the Earth. Although at a first sight these two 
topics appear distant, based on different measurement techniques and fields of view, they are 
strictly connected: in both the cases the natural radioactivity represents a probe for the study 
of the properties of Earth’s surface and interior.  

The unstable nuclei, i.e. radioactive nuclei, reach a lower energy status emitting 
particles (alpha or beta decays) or electromagnetic waves (gamma decay). When alpha decay 
occurs, the instable nucleus emits a helium nucleus (or alpha particle) and become a nucleus 
with reduced mass number and atomic number. During beta decay the mass number remains 
constant, because a neutron is transformed into a proton with the emission of an electron 
(beta minus decay) or vice versa with emission of a positron (beta plus decay or electron 
capture). Commonly, an excited nucleus, originated from alpha or beta decay, emits gamma 
rays to reach the nucleus ground state. The energy conservation law, in the case of beta 
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decay, is ensured by the emission of a neutral and nearly no mass particle, the antineutrino in 
the case of beta minus decays and the neutrino in the other cases.  

Terrestrial radioactivity is due to naturally occurring radioactive isotopes (238U, 232Th, 
40K, 235U and 87Rb) with half-lives comparable to the Earth’s age. Among them, the 
potassium and some radioisotopes in the uranium and thorium decay chains emit gamma-rays 
having energy of the order of MeV and can be easily detected. Indeed, these highly energetic 
electromagnetic waves are the most penetrating of the radiations in contrast to the highly 
ionizing alpha and beta particles that are easily adsorbed by matter, including the atmosphere. 
This makes the gamma ray spectroscopy a powerful tool for the identification and 
quantification of radionuclides and in turn the study of their spatial distribution. Originally 
developed mainly in the mineral exploration field, gamma ray surveys performed in 
laboratory, in field setting and from aircraft permit monitoring the environmental 
radioactivity as well as provide valuable insights on geological mapping, structural geology 
and soil surveying. Furthermore, the assessment of the natural background radiation is 
essential in case of nuclear fallout, for the location of lost radioactive sources and in the study 
of radon prone areas. 

The gamma rays surveys, in which I was involved in my PhD, were performed 
through the use of NaI (sodium iodide) and HPGe (Hyper Pure Germanium) detectors. Due to 
the high efficiency and the good spectral resolution, the NaI detectors are scintillation 
detectors used during ground surveys and airborne surveys. In particular the portable ZaNaI 
(Zaino NaI) detector, being able to perform real-time measurements, is mainly suitable in the 
case of presence of a good exposure of rocks. For example this method used in the case study 
of the Northeastern Sardinia survey, allowed for frequent granitic outcrops that facilitated 
collecting a statistically significant dataset that stimulated detailed geostatistical analyses. 
The AGRS_16L, an advanced modular NaI detector further equipped with auxiliary 
instruments, is particularly efficient for the extensive survey of wide areas like the wide plain 
in the Veneto region. For the laboratory measurements, the most commonly used instruments 
are the HPGe detectors, semiconductor detectors characterized by a high energetic resolution 
that assures a very low uncertainty for the activity concentration of K, U and Th. In particular 
the fully automated MCA_Rad system made possible the characterization of the radioactivity 
content for thousands of rock and soil samples.  

While in the last decades gamma-rays spectroscopy became a well consolidated 
technique, only in 2005 the KamLAND experiment confirmed for the first time the detection 
of geoneutrinos, i.e. electron antineutrinos produced in beta decays along the uranium and 
thorium decay chains. Indeed only antineutrinos produced in four beta transitions, two each 
in the in the 238U and 232Th chains, have energy greater than 1.8 MeV, the threshold energy 
for the current detection mechanism, the inverse beta reaction. The construction of large-mass 
detectors in underground laboratories, SNO+ in Canada and JUNO in China, represents the 
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attempt to face the challenges of detecting geoneutrinos. Thanks to the Earth shinning with 
1025 antineutrinos per second and organic liquid scintillators with huge quantities of target 
mass, we can detect the reaction between an antineutrino and a proton creating the uniquely 
distinctive signature of a geoneutrino event. Geoneutrinos are able to pass through most 
matter without interacting, they could, in theory, zip straight through more than a trillion 
kilometers of lead. So they can bring to surface useful information about the planet’s 
composition and specifically determine its radiogenic element budget. In the last decade, 
thanks to the progresses in the understanding of neutrino physics (i.e. oscillation parameters) 
and in the technological development of low background neutrino detectors, the geoneutrino 
detection comes forward as a new method for exploring the Earth’s interior. Borexino (Italy) 
and KamLAND (Japan) are two operating detectors which periodically publish new 
experimental data of geoneutrinos measurements that could be combined with the data from 
the future low background detectors, SNO+ and JUNO. 

In these three years, my research activity took part in this scientific framework giving 
the valuable opportunity to insert me in a well consolidated and multidisciplinary network. In 
the 2015 the participation to the International workshop on KamLAND Geoscience (Tokyo) 
and to the Neutrino Geoscience Conference (Paris) were for me the occasion to present the 
recent results of my activity to the international community. Moreover the recent period spent 
during my research visit at University of Maryland, together with the joining to the JUNO 
collaboration, favored a fruitful exchange and permitted to me to focus on the open questions 
still remaining.    

The contents of this thesis are included in 6 published works realized with the 
involvement of about 30 coauthors, geologists and physicists, from different areas in the 
world.  In each of the following chapters a specific case study is presented from a particular 
point of view shedding light on my contribution. 

In Chapter 1 is presented the map of terrestrial natural radioactivity of the Veneto 
region (Italy) obtained on the basis of an integrated gamma-ray dataset composed by 
laboratory measurements performed on rock samples and airborne measurements. I integrated 
these two different types of data in a unique cartographic product, using suitable geostatistical 
algorithms based on the distinctive geological and morphological features of the investigated 
areas. Moreover I addressed the problem related to the significant percentage of 
measurements below the minimum detection limit and applied well-known estimation 
methods to reconstruct the probability density functions for the radiological characterization 
of the analyzed rocks. 

The uranium distribution map of the Northeastern Sardinia, coming from a very 
refined radiometric investigation, is presented in Chapter 2. The γ-ray spectroscopy 
measurements, realized with two different methods, are characterized by heterogeneous 
measurement errors. Taking on this challenge, I applied a particular geostatistical method that 
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permitted to analyze the input and the output uncertainties. In the estimation process the 
degree of the confidence associated to two different gamma-ray techniques is taken in 
account leading to an original cartographic product.  

Chapter 3 describes a multivariate spatial interpolation used in the case of airborne 
gamma ray survey of Elba Island (Italy) for obtaining the radiometric maps using the 
geological map as a constraint. I dealt with the complex aspects of correlating quantitative 
data (γ-ray measurements) with the qualitative information of the geological map. The 
realization of the radiometric maps, in which I was actively involved, permitted us to test this 
geostatistical approach examining possible bias of the multivariate interpolation.   

An extensive survey in one of the most oil productive regions (Vlora-Elbasan) in 
Albania is presented in Chapter 4 for the assessment of Naturally Occurring Radioactive 
Materials. My tasks concerned the analysis of the geological aspects of the surveys performed 
through the textural characterization of soil samples and the interpretations of the results in 
term of radionuclides abundances and mineralogical analysis. This led to emphasize the 
strong correlation between geological information and radioactivity content. In particular I 
participated in discussions about the description activity concentrations measurements based 
on geological and geochemical arguments. The discrimination of the lithologic features of the 
oil fields and the test of geodynamic models can result strategic issues for the planning of the 
future radiological assessment of the region.   

Chapter 5 presents a detailed 3D model compiled from geological, geophysical, and 
geochemical information that provided the estimation of the geoneutrino flux expected at the 
SNO+ detector (Canada). I developed the geophysical construction of a 3D structural model 
of the region, dealing with the related aspects to the complexity of the modeling the 
prediction of the geoneutrino flux. In particular I applied the method of Ordinary Kriging to 
local seismic inputs for modeling of the local crustal structure. For the first time the masses 
of the main crustal reservoirs containing U and Th are estimated together with their 
uncertainties. Together with geochemical uncertainties, these results are crucial for a reliable 
estimation of geoneutrino signal in SNO+. 

Chapter 6 provides the first estimation of the geoneutrino signal expected at JUNO 
together with an estimate of the expected reactor antineutrino signal. The location of the 
experiment, very close to two planned nuclear plants, allows for the main goal of JUNO, 
which is the study of the hierarchy mass of the neutrino using reactor antineutrinos. I 
produced the geoneutrino spectra and the relative uncertainties providing a result that will be 
a reference point and a guide for future refinements. In particular, I calculated the ratio 
between reactor antineutrino and geoneutrino signals considering the two under construction 
reactors operating or switched off, addressing strategic results for the analysis of the 
sensitivity of JUNO to the geoneutrino measurements.   
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Chapter 1 

Mapping the natural radioactivity in Veneto region 
throughout the integration of γ-ray measurements  

In this Chapter it is presented the first detailed map of the terrestrial natural 
radioactivity of the Veneto region, one of the main results of the research project 
Rad_Monitor in which I was directly involved. The investigated territory shows a clear 
separation from the geologic and morphologic point of view that distinguishes a mountain 
belt from a wide alluvial plain. For this reason, the research group decided to use two 
different measurement and analysis methods. The characterization of the geological 
formations, performed through the same strategy followed in the extensive survey in the 
Tuscany Region (Italy) [Callegari et al., 2013], was matched with an airborne survey of the 
quaternary deposits of the plain areas. The activity concentration of 40K, 238U and 232Th in 709 
representative rock samples of the main Alpine lithostratigraphic units were measured by 
using high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors to characterize the radioactivity content of the 
41 Cartographic Units (CU) of the Veneto Lithostratigraphic map at 1:250,000 scale. An area 
accounting for 61% of the territory, comprising alluvial plains was investigated through 
airborne γ-ray measurements.  

I was assigned to perform the statistical treatment of the rock analysis and the spatial 
interpolation of the airborne γ-ray measurements and in turn I integrated them into an unique 
cartographic product. This delicate issue resulted as the most difficult challenge of this study 
due to the different statistical distributions of the two datasets and also to the heterogeneous 
uncertainties of the γ-ray data. For the integration of the results and the elaboration of a 
unique descriptive legend, I chose appropriate statistical and geostatistical interpolators taking 
into account the types of data source, the nature of the investigated areas and the spatial 
resolution of the final map. The different contributions of the uncertainties, negligible in 
comparison to the overall error of the output model, are not analyzed. This aspect is widely 
faced in case study in the Northeastern Sardinia described in Chapter 2.  

This case study represented for me also the opportunity to deal with a considerable 
problem that the scientific community have to face in many fields, namely the treatment of 
the censored data [Helsel, 1990]. Indeed, due to the geochemical features of the analyzed 
lithologies (mainly limestone and dolomites), the analysis of HPGe measurements highlights 
the presence of a relevant fraction of Minimum Detectable Actvity (MDA). This evidence 
stimulated an accurate research of an appropriate method that led to the application of well-
known estimation methods to reconstruct the probability density functions for the radiological 
characterization of the analyzed rocks. 
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This study represents the first detailed investigation of the terrestrial natural 
radioactivity of the Veneto region and at the same time opened new scientific and technologic 
perspectives for the future. Indeed the obtained results encouraged detailed focuses on the 
correlations existing between the radioactivity content and anthropogenic activities, 
hydrogeology information and structural interpretations.  

1.1  Background 

Following the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) recommendation for the 
development of radioelement baseline maps [IAEA, 2010] here the total radioactivity map of 
the Veneto Region (Italy) (Annex A) is presented, based on γ-ray spectroscopy 
measurements. A map of the natural radioactivity content is a basic component for supporting 
research in physics, Earth and life sciences. Many research projects have focused on the 
absorbed dose distribution due to the natural background radiation [Grasty, 2004] or on 
mapping the geogenic radon considering the distribution of the geological units [Kemski et 
al., 2001]. Although different research teams in the Veneto Region studied the indoor 
exposure to natural radioactivity [Trotti et al., 1994] and mapped the areas with elevated 
indoor radon levels [Trotti et al., 1998], a map of the activity concentration is still a missing 
piece of knowledge in a region with one of the highest population densities in Europe. 

The mountainous areas were investigated following the Geological map with the 
reconnaissance of lithostratigraphical units division at scale 1:250,000: a sampling strategy 
was planned to characterize the 41 Cartographic Units (CU) on the basis of the radiometric 
responses of 709 representative rock samples. In the quaternary plain deposits, the distribution 
model of the activity concentration was obtained by geostatistical interpolation of the airborne 
γ-ray measurements, spatialized using the Ordinary Kriging interpolator. The map of total 
natural radioactivity of the Veneto Region is realized by using statistical arguments for 
combining all the data into a unitary and coherent cartographic reference frame. 

1.2  Geological setting 

The mountainous areas of Veneto are characterized, from the geological point of view, 
by rocks deformed during the Alpine orogeny, a mountain-building event that affected a 
broad segment of Southern Europe and the Mediterranean region during the Paleogene and 
Neogene periods (65.5 to 2.6 millions of years ago).  

The Alpine orogeny has been linked with the Cretaceous-Tertiary convergence that led 
to the disappearance of the Piemont-Liguria Ocean and to the subduction of the European 
plate beneath the African plate (Miocene). The Alps belong to the Alps-Himalaya orogenetic 
system, composed of relatively young mountains (Cretaceous-Paleogene) having a crustal 
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structure characterized by opposite vergence. Two main tectonic systems are distinguishable: 
the European chain, with a W-NW vergence, and the Southern Alps, with a S-SE vergence.  

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic lithostratigraphic map of  the Veneto Region. 

The stratigraphic succession of the Veneto Region, completely included in the 
Subalpine Domain, is formed by a Paleozoic crystalline basement and by sequences of 
sedimentary and volcanic covers (from Permian to Quaternary) (Figure 1.1). The crystalline 
basement, made up of metamorphic rocks (metasandstones, metabasalts, phyllites, 
metarhyolites), is the product of recrystallization and deformation processes undergone by 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The basement outcrops are confined in the Recoaro (western 
sector of Veneto Region), Comelico and Agordo (northern sector) areas. 
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The extended sedimentary covers (see Figure 1.1) are characterized by the presence of 
Paleozoic rocks (volcanic, sandstone, limestones and marls), Mesozoic rocks (mainly 
dolomites, limestone and marls) and Tertiary sequences (sandstones and conglomerates) in 
flysch and molasses facies. 

The volcanic rocks, mainly outcropping on Recoaro area and Euganean Hills, 
represent the evidences of two different magmatic cycles. The first cycle (Triassic, Recoaro 
area) refers to early products of rhyolitic, rhyodacitic and dacitic composition, followed by 
rhyolitic-dacitic flows and products of andesitic and basaltic compositions. The second cycle 
(Paleogene, Euganean Hills) is related to an intense effusive activity, characterized by the 
presence of basalt lava flows, hyaloclastite, breccias and volcanic dikes. 

The Subalpine Domain is covered by Quaternary sediments originated by erosion and 
transport processes. These sediments include moraine deposits and sequences of alluvional 
materials constituted by fluvial, lake and marsh deposits. 

1.3  Reference geological map and sampling strategy 

The geological map of Veneto at 1:250,000 scale [Antonelli et al., 1990] was used as a 
guide for the natural radioactivity survey. The Veneto Region (18,264 km²) was classified 
into the Southern Alpine sector and Hill areas (SAH), covering approximately 39% of the 
territory, and into a wide River Plain area (RP) for the remaining 61% of the territory, 
constituted by Quaternary alluvial deposits of  the Po, Adige, Brenta, Piave and Tagliamento 
rivers. 

 
Figure 1.2 Collection of fresh rock sample from representative outcrop. 
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The 41 CU in the SAH areas were investigated by collecting 709 rock samples, 
following the sampling strategy described in [Callegari et al., 2013], and obtaining an overall 
average of one data per 25 km2. In particular outcrops representative of each CU were 
explored collecting fresh rock samples (Figure 1.2).  

The quaternary deposits of the RP areas were investigated by airborne γ-ray 
spectrometry (AGRS) measurements [Guastaldi et al., 2013] performed in approximately 75 
h of effective flight, which correspond to approximately 7,000 km line. Figure 1.3 shows the 
locations of the collected rock samples and the effective flight lines performed during the 
AGRS survey. 

 

Figure 1.3 The locations of the collected rock samples and the effective flight lines: the maximum line spacing 
is approximately 2.5 km. 
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1.4  HPGe laboratory measurements and data analysis 

The activity concentrations of 40K, eU (equivalent uranium) and eTh (equivalent 
thorium) in 709 representative rock samples were measured using the MCA-Rad system 
(Figure 1.4), a gamma-ray spectrometer equipped with two HPGe p-type detectors having a 
60% relative coaxial efficiency and an energy resolution of approximately 1.9 keV at 1332.5 
keV (60Co) [Xhixha et al., 2013]. The MCA_Rad system is accurately shielded with 10-cm 
thickness of copper and 10-cm thickness of lead by reducing the laboratory background of 
approximately two orders of magnitude. The absolute peak energy efficiency of the 
MCA_Rad system is calibrated using certified reference materials (RGK_1, RGU_1 and 
RGTh_1) traceable by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [Xhixha et al., 2015]. 
The total uncertainty for the absolute peak energy efficiency is estimated to be less than 5%. 
Prior to measurement, each rock sample was crushed, homogenized and sealed in a 
cylindrical polycarbonate container of 180 cm3 volume. Then, the samples were left 
undisturbed for at least four weeks to establish radioactive equilibrium in the 226Ra decay 
chain segment. Each sample was measured for 3600 seconds with a statistical uncertainty 
generally less than 10% for eU. Less than 2% of the measurements are below the minimum 
detection activity of ~2.5 Bq/kg. 

The activity concentrations of 40K, eU, eTh of the 41 CU were characterized by means 
of the 709 rock samples. The dataset is composed of a relevant fraction of the Minimum 
Detectable Activity (MDA) values, corresponding approximately to 9.4 Bq/kg for 40K, 2.5 
Bq/kg for eU and 3.7 Bq/kg for  eTh, mainly found in the carbonate rocks. The distribution 
function for each dataset was graphically studied using univariate statistics by means of both 
frequency histograms and percentage-probability P-P plots to gain a first insight into the data 
structure. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test was applied to discriminate the normal 
and lognormal distributions, providing a p-value (usually p < 0.05) adopted as the figure of 
merit for rejecting the null hypothesis. The MDA values were properly treated on the basis of 
the statistical arguments described in [Helsel, 1990]. We verified that the distributions of 40K, 
eU and eTh are generally well fitted by a lognormal function (Figure 1.7). The total activity 
was calculated for each CU and the uncertainty propagation was evaluated using a Monte-
Carlo method [BIPM et al., 2008]. 
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Figure 1.4 View of the MCA_Rad system. 

1.5  Airborne γ-ray data and data analysis 

The AGRS measurements were performed using a modular instrument, called 
AGRS_16.0L (Figure 1.5), composed of four NaI(Tl) detectors (10 cm × 10 cm × 40 cm 
each) with a total volume of approximately 16 Liters mounted on an autogyro [Guastaldi et 
al., 2013] (Figure 1.6). The system is further equipped with an “upward-looking” NaI(Tl) 
detector of 1 L, partially shielded from the ground radiation and used to account for the 
atmospheric radon correction. The position of the AGRS_16.0L system is recorded using a 
GPS antenna, and the height above the ground is calculated by applying the Laplace formula, 
starting from the pressure and temperature values measured by dedicated sensors. 

The radiometric data acquired during the AGRS survey was  analyzed offline by first 
integrating the measured events in 12s interval γ-spectra. The γ-spectra are then calibrated and 
analyzed using the Full Spectrum Analysis with Non-Negative Least Squares constraints 
(FSA-NNLS) as described in [Caciolli et al., 2012]. The activity concentrations of 40K, eU 
and eTh at ground level were determined by applying several corrections to the measured 
signals, as described in [Guastaldi et al., 2013] (see Chapter 3): cosmic background 
corrections, topography corrections, variation in flying altitude and height corrections, 
atmospheric radon corrections. Finally, the approximately 19.103 radiometric data of the 40K, 
eU and eTh concentrations obtained, were used to calculate the total activity concentration. 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of the NaI(Tl) detector constituting the AGRS_16L.   

 
Figure 1.6  The AGRS_16L mounted on the autogyro used for the airborne γ-ray survey.  

1.6  Mapping radiometric data 

The frequency distribution of the total activity concentration of the overall geo-dataset 
obtained by laboratory and airborne γ-ray measurements are shown in Figure 1.7. The map of 
the total activity concentration is obtained spatializating the radioactivity content measured in 
representative samples of the 41 CU in the SAH areas and in the airborne γ-ray surveys in the 
RP area. In particular, the median value of the total activity concentration for each CU is 
assigned to the corresponding polygons in the SAH areas [Callegari et al., 2013]. For each 
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radionuclide (40K, eU and eTh) in the RP areas, the omnidirectional Experimental Semi-
Variograms (ESV) composed by 12 lags of 1 km were computed and modelled. To check the 
goodness of the ESV models, a cross validation procedure was used. The spatialization of the 
activity concentrations of 40K, eU and eTh were rasterized in a 200 m × 200 m grid and used 
to calculate the total activity concentration. 

The legend of the map was constructed following the arguments reported in [C 
Reimann, 2005]. The total activity concentrations were grouped into seven classes of 
percentiles, calculated on the total dataset of 19,735 records. In particular, the intervals of the 
classes were appropriately identified as the 5th, 20th, 50th, 80th, 95th and 100th percentiles.  

 

 
Figure 1.7 The frequency distributions of the total activity concentration in rock samples (blue) and airborne γ-
ray data measurements (red). The samples on the left of the dashed line are characterized by at least one 
concentration of K, U and Th below the MDA. 

1.7  Final remarks 

We presented the first detailed investigation of the terrestrial natural radioactivity of 
the Veneto Region (Italy) (Annex A), obtained on the basis of γ-ray spectroscopy 
measurements. In particular the activity concentrations of SAH areas refer to rock reservoirs, 
while the radiometric data collected by AGRS surveys come from the top soil of RP areas. 
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Following the lithostratigraphic map at 1:250,000 scale [Antonelli et al., 1990], the 41 
CU of the SAH areas were characterized with respect to the total activity concentration by 
means of 709 measurements on rock samples performed using a HPGe γ-ray spectrometer. 
Over 50% of the SAH areas primarily consists of limestones and dolomites, characterized by 
a low total activity, often resulting in MDA values. The highest values of  the total activity in 
the SAH areas are found in the magmatic rocks of the Euganean Hills and the Recoaro area, 
together with the crystalline basement.  

The quaternary sediments of the RP area were investigated by means of airborne γ-ray 
surveys, accounting for 75 h of effective time of flight. The extended area with medium-high 
values of total activity concentration could be related to anthropogenic activities [Wetterlind 
et al., 2012] and selective fluvial depositions of the main river basins. In particular, we 
observed that the S-E area surrounding the Euganean Hills is characterized by enrichment in 
the radionuclides, probably due to the erosion and transport processes undergone by 
magmatic rocks. 

 
The content of this chapter is based on the following publication: 

 
Strati V., Baldoncini M., Bezzon G. P., Broggini C., Buso G. P., Caciolli A., Callegari I., 
Carmignani L., Colonna T., Fiorentini  G., Guastaldi E., Kaçeli Xhixha M., Mantovani F., 
Menegazzo R., Mou L., Rossi Alvarez C., Xhixha G. and Zanon A. Total natural 
radioactivity, Veneto (Italy). Journal of Maps, 11(4) (2015) 543 - 551.  
DOI: 10.1080/17445647.2014.923348 
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Chapter 2 

Advanced analysis and modeling algorithms for spatial    
γ-ray data of Variscan Basement (Northeastern Sardinia) 

The map of uranium distribution of Variscan Basement of Northeastern Sardinia 
comes from a very refined radiometric investigation consisting of 535 γ-ray spectroscopy 
measurements covering an area of approximately 2100 km2, corresponding to 1 sample per 4 
km2. The investigated area is part of one of the largest batholiths in south-western Europe, the 
Corsica-Sardinia Batholith, and it represents a benchmark for the study of the Variscan 
magmatic processes in the Late Paleozoic. 

In this study geostatistical innovations are applied for the spatial interpolation of the γ-
ray measurements. The particular aspect of this survey consists in the input dataset that 
includes HPGe laboratory measurements and in situ measurements performed with NaI(Tl) 
portable detectors. Due to the features of the detectors and to the measurement methods, these 
two types of data are characterized by different sources of uncertainty. Indeed the in situ 
measurements, affected by a considerable 'noise' (e.g. geometry of the investigated area, 
atmospheric radon, soil moisture content, weathering) resulting in a overall uncertainty 
(~20%) greater than that one of the HPGe measurements (~5%), performed in laboratory 
under controlled conditions. Thanks to technological development affecting a lot of 
experimental fields, e.g. mineral exploration [Deraisme and Strydom, 2009], spatial data are 
more frequently gathered using different measurement instruments with different properties. 
For this reason, the questions arise on how to treat this heterogeneous data in the spatial 
interpolation and producing reliable estimate are a matter of interest for the world 
geostatistical community. 

I took the lead in the analysis of the data focusing on the treatment of both input and 
output uncertainties. In particular I handled this specific aspect by applying the method of 
Kriging with Variance of Measurements Error to combine gamma ray data collected with 
these two γ-ray techniques, characterized by different overall uncertainties. During the 
estimation process difference weights are assigned on the base of the degree of confidence 
associated to the measurements. Moreover the use of this geostatistical method implied a 
rigorous study of the data distributions considering normal and lognormal probability density 
functions together with chi squares. This refined analysis led to the realization of an original 
cartographic product that includes the uranium distribution map together with the 
uncertainties of the estimates. In particular it stimulated a focus in the area of Arzachena 
pluton where the link between uranium abundances and petrological associations was 
correlated to the behavior of this element during the magmatic processes. 
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Besides having a strong potential scientific impact (e.g. radiogenic heat flux and 
geoneutrino science) and societal benefits (i.e. Radon risk mapping) the uranium distribution 
map represents a useful support for further studies regarding the main geophysical, 
geochemical and geodynamic processes which affect the continental crust as well as for the 
investigation of Radon-prone areas 

2.1 Background 

The Variscan Basement of Northeastern Sardinia (VBNS) is a benchmark for the study 
of 'hot' collisional chains characterized by a high temperature-low pressure (HT-LP) gradient. 
Several processes might have enhanced the Variscan geotherm, such as i) shear heating 
[Casini et al., 2015a; Maino et al., 2015], ii) the advection of hot, mantle-derived melts, iii) 
the break-off of the mantle lithosphere [X-H Li et al., 2014] or iv) the selective enrichment of 
radiogenic heat-producing elements, such as U, Th and K, in the crust [Lexa et al., 2011]. The 
widespread late-Variscan magmatism in the Corsica-Sardinia Batholith (C-SB) has been 
occasionally explained in terms of enhanced radiogenic heating. The models that describe the 
efficiency of the processes depend strongly on the uranium content of the fertile crust [Bea, 
2012]. The heterogeneous distribution of uranium throughout the VBNS might be a proxy for 
investigating the applicability of thermal models based on the selective enrichment of 
radiogenic elements in the crust [Mohamud et al., 2015] [Tartèse et al., 2011]. In addition, the 
outcrops in VBNS are the most accessible intrusive bodies for studying the geoneutrino signal 
in the Borexino experiment [Borexino Collaboration, 2015], which is particularly sensitive to 
the U and Th contents and distributions in the Variscan continental crust [Coltorti et al., 
2011].  

Finally, this study has implications related to the public health, as recent investigations 
[Bochicchio et al., 2005] showed that the Sardinia region is characterized by high values of 
radon gas, monitored in 124 dwellings. Since for good bedrock exposure, as in the case of 
VBNS, the correlation between indoor radon concentrations and uranium content of the 
underlying rocks increases, the results of this study potentially constitute a baseline for future 
mapping of radon-prone areas. 

We present a map (Annex B) of the eU distribution (this notation indicates equivalent 
uranium, as we assume secular equilibrium in the 238U decay chain) in the VBNS at a scale of 
1:100,000 as support for further studies regarding the main geophysical, geochemical and 
geodynamic features of the continental crust in this region. This study is included in the 
framework of a research project which has already led to the realization of the total natural 
radioactivity map of the Tuscany region [Callegari et al., 2013] and Veneto region [Strati et 
al., 2015] (see Chapter 1). 

The spatial model, together with its uncertainties, was obtained using the Kriging with 
Variance of Measurement Error method for 535 gamma-ray spectrometry measurements. The 
eU distribution is discussed in the geodynamic framework proposed by [Casini et al., 2015a], 
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taking into account the petrological features of the C-SB, the compositional variation and the 
emplacement timing of Variscan granitoids. Finally, we focus on the eU distribution 
measured in the granitoids of the Arzachena pluton, linking it to the emplacement mechanism 
proposed in [Casini et al., 2012]. 

2.2  Geological setting 

The Variscan belt of Western Europe resulted from the collision of Northern 
Gondwana and Laurussia in a time interval spanning from the Late Devonian to the Early 
Permian (~380-270 Ma). The European Variscan crust, including the Corsica-Sardinia massif, 
experienced several episodes of plutonic and volcanic activity with different petrochemical 
affinities [Finger et al., 1997] [Corsini and Rolland, 2009].   

The C-SB, with its ca. 12,000 km2 area, constitutes one of the largest batholiths in 
south-western Europe, emplaced in approximately 40 Ma (Late Mississippian Pennsylvanian-
Early Permian). Three main magmatic suites can be recognized: a magnesium-potassium 
complex exposed only in northern Corsica, a peraluminous calc-alkaline complex [Casini et 
al., 2012] [Rossi and Cocherie, 1991] and finally, a late to post-orogenic alkaline suite in the 
VBNS [Bonin, 2007]. The 2,100 km2 of the VBNS (Figure 2.1) are characterized by several 
calc-alkaline plutons and a few minor alkaline complexes emplaced within migmatites and 
amphibolite-facies of metamorphic rocks [Casini et al., 2015b]. According to [Cruciani et al., 
2013], the migmatites outcropping in the study area are related to high-pressure 
metamorphism occurred in the Internal Nappes of the Sardinia Variscides at the age of the 
initial continent–continent collision. 

Both migmatites and the calc-alkaline plutons have been interpreted in terms of 
extensive crustal melting related to the establishment of an anomalous thermal gradient 
[Anderson, 2006]. One of the main contributions to the high geothermal gradient, which is 
required to induce anatexis processes, originates from the enrichment of radiogenic heat-
producing elements caused by several genetic processes, such as subduction of continental 
crust, crust-scale migmatization [X-H Li et al., 2014], melt dehydration and segregation 
[Gerdes et al., 2000]. Understanding heat production and transfer mechanisms is relevant for 
modeling thermal-kinematic and exhumation processes [Lexa et al., 2011]. 
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Figure 2.1 Geological sketch map of the VBSN (cartographic reference system WGS84 UTM ZONE 32N), 
modified from [Casini et al., 2015b] . 

2.3  Methods 

The 535 input data points used for producing the Main Map come from 167 rock 
sample measurements and 368 in situ measurements. The surveys were planned based on the 
Geological map of Sardinia at a scale of 1:200,000 [Barca et al., 1996] and the structural map 
of Variscan Northern Sardinia at a scale of 1:100,000 [Casini et al., 2015b]. 
 The eU abundances in the rock samples collected from fresh outcrops (Figure 2.2) 
were measured using the MCA-Rad system (see section 1.4).  
 In this survey, a total of 368 in situ gamma-ray measurements were performed on 
granitic outcrops using a portable NaI(Tl) detector mounted in a backpack to allow flexible 
operation (Figure 2.3), with an acquisition live time of 300 seconds. The NaI(Tl) detector is of 
a cubic shape (10.2 cm × 10.2 cm × 10.2 cm) and has an energy resolution of 7.3 % at 662 
keV(137Cs) and 5.2% at 1,172 and 1,332 keV (60Co). The instrument was calibrated following 
the method of Full Spectrum Analysis with the Non-Negative Least Squares (FSA-NNLS) 
constraint, as described in [Caciolli et al., 2012]. According to the FSA-NNLS method, each 
spectrum was reconstructed from a linear combination of standard spectra for 238U, 232Th, 40K, 
137Cs and for the background. The uncertainty of the method is estimated to be 5 % for 40K 
and 7 % for 232Th, with relatively higher uncertainty for 238U of approximately 15%. In 
[Caciolli et al., 2012], the coefficient of correlation (0.87 ± 0.12) between the eU values 
obtained by NaI(Tl) and HPGe is compatible with the unity at the 1 sigma level. Despite this 
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strong agreement between the two acquisition methods, it is well known [IAEA, 2003] that in 
situ gamma ray measurements are susceptible to many sources of 'noise': the geometry of the 
investigated area, the presence of atmospheric radon, the soil moisture content, the weathering 
and the outcrop exposure can affect the gamma signal, decreasing the precision of the survey.
 Because in our study we include the field measurements, relevant precautions were 
taken to ensure the reliability of our data. Indeed, we avoided acquiring data immediately 
after rainfall and preferred flat outcrops far from man-made constructions (Figure 2.3). 
 In the U decay chain, disequilibrium occurs when one or more isotopes are completely 
or partially removed or added to the system. Because gamma ray spectroscopy is a method 
that detects the gamma emitter daughters of uranium, secular equilibrium of the decay chains 
is commonly assumed and is reported as the equivalent uranium (eU). 
 

 
Figure 2.2  Collection of fresh rock sample from representative outcrop. 

Figure 2.3 Field measurements using the portable NaI(Tl) detector. 
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Figure 2.4 The locations of the 167 collected rock samples and the 368 in situ measurements (cartographic 
reference system WGS 84 UTM 32N). 

2.4  Mapping radiometric data 

 The map of the eU distribution in VBNS, a raster with a 100 m × 100 m spatial 
resolution, was obtained using all 535 measurements acquired by HPGe and NaI(Tl) using the 
Kriging method (Figure 2.4). The frequency distribution and the principal statistical 
parameters of the input data are reported in Figure 2.5. 
 The exploratory statistics analysis highlights that the HPGe and NaI(Tl) data are 
characterized by frequency distributions (Figure 2.6) described by the statistical parameters 
reported in Table 2.1. The chi-squared test was performed to evaluate the goodness of fit for 
HPGe data, NaI(Tl) data and for the whole dataset. In Table 2.1 are reported the values of the 
normalized chi-square calculated as follows: 
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where the parameters 0c  is the nugget effect, 1a  and 2a  are the ranges of the first and 

second spherical model respectively, 1c  and 2c are the sills of the first and the second 

spherical model respectively (Table 2.2). Since we are interested in small scale variability of 
U abundances, the parameters used for the ESV modeling were tuned for optimizing the fit in 
the first lags of the ESV. The nugget effect (1.7 μg2/g2), contributing approximately to 30% of 
the total amount of spatial variability, and the maximum distance of spatial variability equal 
to 4.8 km are in excellent agreement with the observed tendency of the experimental data. The 
goodness of fit of the ESV model was checked via a cross-validation procedure. The results 
are reported in Table 2.2, together with the parameter of the structures of variability used for 
the ESV modeling. 

Table 2.1 Uranium average abundance U (µg/g), standard deviation σ (µg/g) and goodness of fit (normalized χ2) 
obtained with normal and lognormal probability density functions applied to all data and both datasets (i.e., 
HPGe and NaI(Tl)).  

Dataset Number of records 
Normal distribution Lognormal distribution

U ± σ (μg/g) χ2 U ± σ (μg/g) χ2 

HpGe 167 3.5 ± 1.9 1.7 3.3

1.52.9+

−  4.3 

NaI(Tl) 368 5.2 ± 2.2 6.0 2.4

1.64.8+

−  0.5 

All data 535 4.7 ± 2.3 4.5 3.3

1.84.1+

−  6.1 

The estimation process, performed with Geovariances ISATIS® software, takes into 
account the overall uncertainties of the two methods of gamma-ray measurements as the 
known Variance of Measurements Error of the input data. In particular, we considered an 
overall uncertainty of 5% for each HPGe measurement and a conservative uncertainty of 20% 
in the case of the NaI(Tl) measurements. This methodology, known as Kriging with Variance 
of Measurement Error, allows for assigning different weights to the input considering the 
degree of confidence of the measurements, thus improving the quality of the estimations 
[Deraisme and Strydom, 2009]. The accuracy of the spatial model in terms of the variance 
normalized with respect to the estimated values is reported in the Main Map (Annex B) with 
the contour lines.  
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The frequency distribution and the main statistical parameters of the output model are 
reported in Figure 2.8. The chromatic variations in the color ramp of the legend were assigned 
to specific values of eU concentration. In particular, they correspond to the 20th, 35th, 45th, 
55th, 65th, 75th and 80th percentiles calculated for the entire dataset of 535 measurements. 

 
Figure 2.6 The frequency distributions of the eU abundances (μg/g) in rock samples (red) and in situ 
measurements (blue). 

Table 2.2 Parameters of the structures of variability used for the model fitted on the ESV; results of the cross-
validation procedure in terms of the Mean of Standardized Errors (MSE) and the Variance of Standardized 
Errors (VSE). 

ESV model parameters Cross-validation results

Structures of variability Range (km) Sill (µg/g)2 MSE VSE 

Nugget effect model - 1.7 

-0.04 0.74 First Spherical model 3.4 2.4 

Second spherical model 13.8 0.8 
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Figure 2.7 Model fitted for the ESV calculated with 9 lags of 2.2 km. 

 
Figure 2.8 Frequency distribution of the output model and main statistical parameters, where the 210095 records 
correspond to the number of the pixels of 100 m resolution. 
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AZN supports a strong positive correlation between the presence of U-bearing accessory 
minerals (e.g., zircons, monazite and xenotime) and the evolution of magmatic systems 
[Pérez-Soba et al., 2014]. Indeed, melting processes and melt extraction remove a large 
amount of radioactive elements from the magmatic system that are hosted by accessory 
minerals in which uranium can substitute other cations with a similar ionic radius and 
occasionally equal valences (e.g., Ca, trivalent REE, Zr and Y) [Mohamud et al., 2015] 
[Pagel, 1982] [Peiffert et al., 1996]. 

These results confirm the conceptual model proposed in [Casini et al., 2012], which 
explains the distribution of Large-Ion Lithophile Elements (LILE) within AZN in terms of in 
situ progressive differentiation of anatectic melts sourced from a compositionally 
heterogeneous lower crust. The obtained eU distribution in the AZN agrees with the 
emplacement history and the pluton evolution described in the proposed termo-mechanical 
model. 

2.6  Final remarks 

In this study, we present a 1:100,000 scale map of the eU abundance distribution in the 
Variscan Basement (Annex B), which occupies a total area of 2100 km2 in Northeastern 
Sardinia. The spatial model obtained performing Kriging on the 535 gamma-ray 
measurements is reported together with the uncertainties of the estimations. 
 Following a detailed statistical analysis performed on the input dataset consisting of 
167 laboratory measurements (HPGe) and 368 in situ measurements (NaI(Tl)), the spatial 
variability of the eU abundance was studied with the computation and modeling of an 
omnidirectional ESV (9 lags of 2.2 km). The map was obtained using the Kriging with 
Variance of Measurement Error method, a geostatistical tool that allows for combining eU 
abundances with different levels of confidence associated with the two different gamma-ray 
spectroscopy methods.  
 The map shows the highest values in the granitoids of the La Maddalena pluton, where 
the eU content ranges between 6.2 and 9.3 µg/g. However, in the metamorphic basement, 
outcropping in the southwest of the study area (Figure 2.1), the presence of eclogites intruded 
in the migmatitic orthogneisses contributes to the lowest uranium abundances (< 2 µg/g). 
 We suggest that the distribution of the eU content is related to the Post-Variscan brittle 
structure, reported in [Casini et al., 2015b], that affects the metamorphic units and the plutons 
of the VBNS. In particular, in the Tempio Pausania pluton (southwest of the study area), the 
major NE-SW faults correspond to anomalies in the eU distribution and mark an area with 
higher eU content (5 - 7 µg/g) compared to the adjacent sectors of the pluton with lower eU 
content (~ 3.5 µg/g). 
 In the AZN, the eU content increases in the more differentiated rocks. This behavior 
can be verified in the spatial model, even if the ranges of the estimated values for 
granodiorites, monzogranites and leuco-monzogranites are affected by the 'smoothing effect' 
typically associated with the Kriging method.  
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 The presented map, integrated with available and more detailed geological maps, is a 
useful tool for studying the assembly of the intruded plutons and the relationships between the 
different petrological associations, based on the eU behavior during crustal magmatic 
processes. Indeed, the study of the eU distribution in the VBNS, particularly in the AZN, 
could help to refine existing models explaining the post-collisional magmatic processes of the 
southern European Variscides. 
 We emphasize that about 90% of the territory of the VBNS is characterized by eU 
concentrations higher than the average upper continental crust abundance (2.7 µg/g) [Rudnick 
and Gao, 2003]. Since uranium rich rocks are generally the main source of radon, the 
presented distribution is a primary criterion for identifying radon-prone areas. Although radon 
migration depends on many geophysical parameters (e.g. porosity, fractures and permeability 
of rocks), the assessment of radon gas emission from the underlying bedrock is strongly 
recommended for mapping the Radon risk, which could be relevant in the coastal areas where 
the tourism enhances the population density especially in the summer. 
 
The content of this chapter is based on the following publication: 

 
Kaçeli Xhixha M., Albèri M., Baldoncini M., Bezzon G. P., Broggini C., Buso G.P., Callegari 
I., Casini L., Cuccuru S., Fiorentini G., Guastaldi E., Mantovani F., Mou L., Oggiano G., 
Puccini A., Rossi Alvarez C., Strati V., Xhixha G. and Zanon A. Uranium distribution in the 
Variscan Basement of Northeastern Sardinia. Journal of Maps, (2015) 1-8.  
DOI: 10.1080/17445647.2015.1115784 
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Chapter 3 

A multivariate spatial interpolation of airborne γ-ray data 
using the geological map as constraining variable 

Taking advantage of the correlation existing between two or more variables, the goal 
of a multivariate analysis is the improvement of the estimation of one under-sampled variable 
on the base of a well-sampled variable. However, sometimes primary and ancillary variables 
are sampled by different supports, measured on different scales, and organized in different 
sampling schemes, which makes the realization of a single optimized prediction model more 
difficult. In this framework the collocated cokriging technique was recently introduced to 
facilitate the integration process and it was demonstrated as the cokriging estimates at one 
point can be obtained enhancing the kriging estimates with the collocated secondary data 
[Doyen et al., 2013]. This approach is also used for mapping soil organic matter [Pei et al., 
2010], rainfall, or temperature over a territory [Goovaerts, 1997; Hudson and Wackernagel, 
1994]; ground based radiometry data [Atkinson et al., 1992]; estimating environmental 
variables, such as pollutants or water tables [Desbarats et al., 2002]; and mapping geogenic 
radon gas in soil [Buttafuoco et al., 2009]. However, the use of the continue information 
included in a geological map as secondary variable is poorly explored and moreover some 
specific questions arise. How to consider qualitative information of the geological map as a 
quantitative constraining variable? How to assign the progressive number to the geological 
variables? Does the frequency distribution of the secondary variable affect the final results?  

This Chapter concerns a study case of remote sensing of environmental radioactivity 
achieved through the same experimental setup used in the extensive survey in the Veneto 
region (see Chapter 1). The target area is the Elba island, an island of 224 km2 in Tuscany 
(Italy), characterized from the geological point of view by a high lithologic variability and at 
the same time by an excellent exposure of outcropping rocks. For the first time the collocated 
cokriging (CCoK) is applied as a multivariate estimation method for interpolating the natural 
abundances of K, eU, or eTh measured via airborne γ-ray spectrometry whereas the secondary 
variable refers to the continuous distribution of the geological formations, i.e. the geological 
map at 1:10000 scale. I took part in the geostatistical analysis and in the realizations of the 
radiometric maps as well as in the discussions arisen from the interpretation of the results here 
reported. After studying the spatial autocorrelation among the two variables, I faced the 
practical problems related to the application of the CCoK described previously and I 
participated to the tests performed in order to verify the non-dependency of the estimated 
results from the random numbering of the geological formations. The radiometric maps 
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showed as the internal variability of the radiometric data is not biased by the multivariate 
interpolation, as demonstrated by the evidences and anomalies observed and confirmed also 
in literature by published studies performed in the study area. 

3.1  Background 

Airborne γ-ray spectrometry (AGRS) is a fruitful method for mapping natural 
radioactivity, both in geoscience studies and for purposes of emergency response. One of the 
principal advantages of AGRS is that it is highly appropriate for large scale geological and 
environmental surveys [Bierwirth and Brodie, 2008; Minty, 2011; Rybach et al., 2001; 
Sanderson et al., 2004]. For fixed conditions of flight a challenge is to increase the amount of 
geological information, developing dedicated algorithms for data analysis and spatial 
interpolation. The full spectrum analysis (FSA) with the non-negative least squares (NNLS) 
constraint [Caciolli et al., 2012] and noise-adjusted singular value decomposition (NASVD) 
analysis [Minty and McFadden, 1998] introduces notable results oriented to improve the 
quality of the radiometric data. On the other hand, the multivariate interpolation has the great 
potential to combine γ-ray data with the preexisting information contained in geological maps 
for capturing the geological local variability. 

The Elba Island (Italy) is a suitable site for testing a multivariate interpolation applied 
to AGRS data because of its high lithological variability, excellent exposure of outcropping 
rocks and detailed geological map. In this study the collocated cokriging (CCoK) was used in 
a non-conventional way for dealing with the primary (AGRS data) and secondary (geological 
data) variables when the variable of interest was sampled at a few locations and the secondary 
variable was extensively sampled. Using this approach, the maps of natural radioactivity of 
Elba Island were obtained. 

3.2  Geological setting 

Elba is the biggest island of the Tuscan Archipelago and is located in the northern part 
of the Tyrrhenian Sea, between Italy and Corsica Island (France). It is one of the westernmost 
outcrop of the Northern Apennines mountain chain (Figure 3.1). 

The geological distinctive features of this island are linked to its complex stack of 
tectonic units and the well-known Fe-rich ores, as well as the well-exposed interactions 
between Neogene magmatic intrusions and tectonics [Dini et al., 2002b; Musumeci and 
Vaselli, 2012]. The structure of Elba Island consists of thrust sheets stacked during the late 
Oligocene to middle Miocene northern Apennines deformation. Thrust sheets are cross-cut by 
late Miocene extensional faults [Keller and Coward, 1996; Smith et al., 2010]. 
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Figure 3.1 Geological map of Elba Island [CGT, 2011]: the western sector is mainly characterized by intrusive 
igneous rocks (magenta), the central and eastern sectors are characterized by a wide lithological variation (green, 
purple, and pink), while the southeastern outcrop is constituted almost exclusively of metamorphic rocks (Mt. 
Calamita). For the legend of the geologic map, see http://www.geologiatoscana.unisi.it.  

The tectonics of Elba Island is composed of a structural pile of five main units called 
by [Trevisan, 1950] as “Complexes" and hereafter called "Complexes of Trevisan” (TC): the 
lowermost three belong to the Tuscan Domain, whereas the uppermost two are related to the 
Ligurian Domain. [Bortolotti et al., 2001] performed 1:10,000 mapping of central-eastern 
Elba and proposed a new stratigraphic and tectonic model in which the five TC were 
reinterpreted and renamed. TCs are shortly described below. 

The Porto Azzurro Unit (TC I) (Mt. Calamita Unit Auct.) consists of Paleozoic 
micaschists, phyllites, and quartzites with local amphibolitic horizons, as well as Triassic-
Hettangian metasiliciclastics and metacarbonates. Recently [Musumeci et al., 2011] point out 
Early Carboniferous age for the Calamita Schist by means of U-Pb and 40Ar-39Ar 
radioisotopic data. In particular, in the Porto Azzurro area and the eastern side of Mt. 
Calamita, the micaschists are typically crosscut by the aplitic and microgranitic dykes that 
swarm from La Serra-Porto Azzurro monzogranitic pluton (5.1-6.2 Ma, [Dini et al., 2002a] 
and references therein). Magnetic activities produced thermometamorphic imprints in the host 
rocks [Garfagnoli et al., 2004; Musumeci and Vaselli, 2012]. 

The Ortano Unit (lower part of TC II) includes metavolcanics, metasandstone, white 
quartzites and minor phyllites. The Acquadolce Unit (upper part of TC II) is composed of 
locally dolomitic massive marbles, grading upwards to calcschists [Pandeli et al., 2001]. This 
lithology is capped by a thick siliciclastic succession. Ortano and Acquadolce units 
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experienced late Miocene contact metamorphism under low to medium metamorphic grade 
conditions [Duranti et al., 1992; Musumeci and Vaselli, 2012].  

The Monticiano-Roccastrada Unit (lower part of TC III) includes basal fossiliferous 
graphitic metasediments of the Late Carboniferous-Early Permian, unconformably overlain by 
the detrital Verrucano succession (Middle-Late Triassic) [Bortolotti et al., 2001]. The Tuscan 
Nappe Unit (central part of TC III) is represented by calcareous-dolomitic breccias and 
overlying carbonatic outcrops northwards. Most of Grassera Unit (upper part of TC III) is 
composed of varicolored slates and siltstones with rare metalimestone or meta-chert 
intercalations; basal calcschists also occur. 

The Ophiolitic Unit (TC IV) is composed of several minor thrust sheets or tectonic 
sub-units, which are characterized by serpentinites, ophicalcites, Mg-gabbros, and Jurassic-
Lower Cretaceous sedimentary cover [Bortolotti et al., 2001]. 

The Paleogene Flysch Unit (lower part of TC V) mainly consists of shales, marls with 
limestone, sandstone, and ophiolitic breccia intercalations including fossils of the Paleocene-
Eocene age. The Lower-Upper Cretaceous Flysch Unit (upper part of TC V) consists of basal 
shales and varicolored shales. These lithologies vertically pass to turbiditic siliciclastic 
sandstones and conglomerates, which in turn alternate with marlstones and marly limestones. 
Both Flysch Units were intruded by aplitic and porphyritic dykes and laccoliths 
approximately 7-8 Ma ago [Dini et al., 2002b]. 

The geological structure of the island allows a nearly complete representation of 
lithologies present in the Northern Apennines mountain chain (Figure 3.1). This feature 
makes Elba Island a complex system in terms of both geological formations and lithologies. 
Therefore, it is a formidable research site for applying a multivariate interpolation of 
radiometric data in relationship to lithologic properties. 

3.3  Experimental setup, survey and data 

The airborne survey performed with the AGRS_16 L (see section 1.5) was planned to 
be as perpendicular as possible to the main N-S strike of the geological structures of the area 
(Figure 3.1). The flight lines were designed in a spiral structure, constrained by the 
morphology of the terrain (elevations 0÷1010 m a.m.s.l.), starting from the shore and 
following the heights of the mountains in the counterclock direction (Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8). 
The unique region not properly covered by the airborne γ-ray survey is the top of Capanne 
Mt., because of the cloudy weather conditions. Averaging the flight altitudes recorded every 
two seconds we have 140 ± 50 m (standard deviation). The survey parameters were designed 
for a cruise speed of approximately 100 km/h, with space lines at most 500 m from one 
another. For our flight conditions, the detection system is able to measure the signal (97%) 
coming from a spot area of approximately 600 m radius, even if 90% comes from the half of 
this radius. In this study, the effect of attenuation of the signal from the biomass [Carroll and 
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Carroll, 1989; Schetselaar, 2000] was neglected since Elba Island is covered by a large 
extension of rock outcrops and scattered vegetation of Mediterranean scrub. 

The signal was acquired in list mode (event by event) using an integrated electronic 
module with four independent signal-processing channels and then analyzed offline in 10s 
intervals. This time interval was chosen such as to optimize the loss in spatial resolution and 
to reduce the statistical uncertainty to less than 10%. The γ-spectra were calibrated and 
analyzed using the Full Spectrum Analysis with Non-Negative Least Squares (FSA-NNLS) 
approach as described in [Caciolli et al., 2012]. According to the FSA method the spectrum 
acquired during the offline analysis was fitted as a linear combination of the fundamental 
spectra derived for each radioelement and for background from the calibration process. The 
abundances were determined applying the non-negative least squares to minimize the χ2: the 
NNLS algorithm reduces the presence of non-physical results, which can lead to systematic 
errors [Caciolli et al., 2012].  

Several corrections were applied to the signal measured at different flight altitudes to 
determine the concentrations of K, eU (equivalent uranium) and eTh (equivalent thorium) at 
the ground: a) aircraft and cosmic background correction; b) topology correction; c) flying 
altitude and height correction and d) atmospheric radon correction. The dead time correction 
was found to be negligible due to relatively low count rates measured during the flight. The 
background correction was taken into account during the calibration process where the 
fundamental spectra of the background due to the aircraft and cosmic radiation is estimated. 
The numeric regional topographic map at 1:10,000 scale of the ground surface was accounted 
for the digital elevation model, which has a 10 m spatial resolution. The effects of the steep 
Elba Island’s topography (ranging between 0 m to 1010 m a.m.s.l.) were corrected following 
the method described in [Schwarz et al., 1992]. Finally, to compute the concentration at the 
ground surface, the signal was further corrected by an empirical factor obtained by measuring 
the signal at several altitudes over a flat surface well characterized by ground measurements. 
The altitude and topography corrections introduced a total systematic uncertainty on the order 
of 10% in the final results. 

Further corrections were required for eU concentration because the signal coming 
from ground uranium is increased by the radon gas in the air. It was evaluated by using the 
method of the 'upward-looking' detector, following the procedure described in [IAEA, 1991]. 
The atmospheric radon concentration is estimated by analyzing the spectrum acquired with 
the 'upward-looking' detector, which was calibrated by flying over the Tyrrhenian sea at the 
beginning and the end of the survey. The radon concentration was calculated for each time 
interval and was almost stable during the entire flight (0.2 ± 0.1 μg/g). Since the ground 
abundance of eU varies from 0.2 μg/g up to 28.0 μg/g over all of Elba Island, the uncertainty 
concerning the atmospheric radon subtraction for each single measurement varies from 2% up 
to 100%: indicatively in average the relative uncertainty was 23%. 
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The relative uncertainties for K, eU, and eTh abundances in the final results are 
summarized in Table 3.1. The activity concentrations of 1 μg/g U (Th) corresponds to 12.35 
(4.06) Bq/kg and 1% K corresponds to 313 Bq/kg. The systematic relative uncertainties were 
estimated by combining the contributions from the altitude and topography corrections and 
the calibration process. For the eU it includes the uncertainty related to atmospheric radon 
correction. The data used as input in the CCoK interpolation were taken into account without 
experimental uncertainties and that their positions are related to the center of the spot area. 

Table 3.1 Experimental relative uncertainties for the measured abundances of K, eU, and eTh. 

Radionuclide Statistical Systematic 
K 7% 14% 
eU 8% ~30% 
eTh 8% 15% 

3.4  Collocated cokriging: theoretical background 

Geostatistical interpolation algorithms construct probability distributions that 
characterize the present uncertainty by the coregionalization among variables [Wackernagel, 
2003]. The CCoK is an interpolation method widely used when applying a linear 
coregionalization model (LCM) to a primary under-sampled variable 1( )Z x  and a secondary 

widely sampled variable 2( )Z x  continuously known at all grid nodes [Goovaerts, 1997]. 

[Xu et al., 1992] advanced a definition in which the neighborhood of the auxiliary 
variable 2( )Z x  is arbitrarily reduced to the target estimation location 0x  only. They 

formulated CCoK as a simple cokriging linked to the covariance structure [Chiles and 
Delfiner, 1999]: 

12 12 11( ) (0) ( )h hρ ρ ρ=      (3.1) 

where ( )h11ρ  is the correlogram of the primary variable 1( )Z h  and ( )h12ρ  is the cross-

correlogram, which quantifies the spatial correlation between the primary ( 1Z ) and the 

secondary ( 2Z ) data at a distance h . 

Assuming 1( )Z x  to be known, the value of the primary variable 1Z  at target location 

0x  is independent of the value of the secondary variable 2Z  if 1Z  and 2Z  have a mean of 

zero and a variance of one. In this case, which is called a “Markov-type” model, the cross 
covariance functions are proportional to the covariance structure of the primary variable 
[Almeida and Journel; Xu et al., 1992]. A strictly CCoK estimator 1CCoK

Z ∗∗  at target location 0x  
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depends on both the linear regression of the primary variable 1Z  and the simple kriging 

variance 2
SKσ , for ( )12 0ρ ρ=  as follows [Chiles and Delfiner, 1999]. 
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where 1Z ∗  is the kriging estimation of 1Z at the target location 0x  and the accuracy of the 

CCoK estimation is given by 
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3.5  Interpolating airborne γ-ray data on geological constraints 

In this study, the CCoK was used as a multivariate estimation method for the 
interpolation of airborne γ-ray data using the geological map information. The primary 

variable 1( )Z x  refers to the discrete distribution of the natural abundances of K, eU, or eTh 

(equivalent thorium) measured via airborne γ-ray spectrometry, whereas the secondary 

variable 2( )Z x  refers to the continuous distribution of the geological formations (i.e., the 

geological map). In this work, these two sets of information are independent of one another. 
The data gained through airborne γ-ray spectrometry define a radiometric spatial dataset 
integrating the sample point positions with the natural abundances of K (%), eU (μg/g), and 
eTh (μg/g), together with their respective uncertainties.  

The geological map at a 1:10,000 scale [CGT, 2011], obtained from a geological field 
survey, covers the entire area in detail. Moreover, the geological map lists 73 different 
geological formations, defining in this way a categorical variable. For such a large number of 
variables, the approach based on categorical variables [Bierkens and Burrough, 1993] 
[Goovaerts, 1997] [Hengl et al., 2007] [Journel, 1986] [Pardo-Igúzquiza and Dowd, 2005] 
[Rossi et al., 1994] requires a long time for processing and interpretation. Therefore, the 
geological qualitative (categorical) map has to be considered as a quasi-quantitative 
constraining variable. In order to study the frequency of sampling the geological formations 
names were sorted in alphabetical ascending order and then to each one a progressive number 
was assigned. The frequencies were arranged for obtaining normal distributions of the 
secondary variable (geology). As is shown in the following section, this procedure didn't 
affect the final interpolation results. Thus, the airborne γ-ray measures were spatially joined to 
the geological map. This migration of geological data from the continuous grid (the 
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geological map) to the sample points (the airborne γ-ray measuring locations) was performed 
to yield a multivariate point dataset to be interpolated by CCoK. As shown in Table 3.2, K 
(%) and eTh (μg/g) abundances have a quasi-Gaussian distributions, whereas eU (μg/g) 
abundance distribution tends to be positively skewed. The linear correlation is high between 
pairs of abundance variables (Figure 3.2). Based on the previous assumptions, the linear 
correlation coefficient between radioactivity measures and values arbitrary assigned to 
geological formations is meaningless. 

 
Figure 3.2 Correlation matrix of abundance variables: the lower panel shows the bi-variate scatter plots for each 
pair of variables and the robust locally weighted regression, red line; cells on the matrix diagonal show the 
univariate distributions of abundances; the upper panel shows both Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient value 
for each bivariate distribution and the statistical significance testing scores (p-value) for each correlation test. 
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Table 3.2 Descriptive statistical parameters of airborne γ-ray data. 

Parameter K (%) eU (μg/g) eTh (μg/g)
Count 806 805 807 

Minimum 0.2 0.2 0.03 
Maximum 4.8 28.0 34.0 

Mean 1.9 6.4 11.1 
Std. Dev. 0.9 4.4 5.9 
Variance 0.8 19.7 35.2 

Variation Coeff. 0.5 0.7 0.5 
Skewness 0.2 1.3 0.5 

 
The CCoK interpolation models, both for the direct spatial correlation and the cross-

correlation of these regionalized variables, were obtained by calculating experimental semi-
variograms (ESV) and experimental cross-semivariograms (X-ESV), and interpreting the 
models by taking into account factors conditioning the spatial distribution of these 
regionalized variables. The distributions of radioelements of the input dataset show a positive 
skewness of 0.2, 0.5 and 1.3 for K, eTh and eU respectively (Table 3.2). In the case of 
skewness values less than 1, several authors [Rivoirard, 2001; Webster and Oliver, 2001] 
suggest to not perform any normal transformation of the data. Considering that the 
measurement of eU is contaminated by radon, which increases the experimental uncertainty, 
any refinement of data processing was considered redundant. In addition, supported by well-
structured ESVs and X-ESVs for the raw datasets, any normal transformation for K, eU and 
eTh was not performed. 

Table 3.3 Parameters of linear coregionalization models fitted on omnidirectional variograms calculated with 8 
lags of 200 m: groups of primary (radionuclides) and secondary variables; number and types of systems of 
functions fitted on experimental variograms; range distances for each system of function; matrices of each 
structure of variability of linear coregionalization model (LCM) fitted for different groups (model values for 
EVSs in each matrix diagonal cells, model values for XESVs in lower left panel of each matrix; variability 
values of the parametric geology, in the right column, are unitless); cross-validation results of the fitted LCM 
(only the primary variables scores are listed; MSE: mean of standardized errors; VSE: variance of standardized 
errors) for all groups of variables. 

Group of 
variables 

Number and Type of 
Structures of variability Range (m) LCM matrices Cross-validation 

MSE VES 

K 
& geology 

1 Nugget Effect 
Model 

- 0.01 %2 - 

-0.0016 0.68 

0.3 %2 15 
2 Spherical Model 400 0.1 %2 - 

-0.6 %2 87 
3 Spherical Model 1500 0.3 %2 - 

-1.2 %2 105 

eU 
& geology 

1 Nugget Effect 
Model 

- 2.5 μg/g2 - 

-0.00016 0.73 0.1 μg/g2 87 
2 Spherical Model 1500 5.7 μg/g2 - 

-5.7 μg/g2 120 

eTh 
& geology 

1 Nugget Effect 
Model 

- 0.4 μg/g2 - 
-0.0008 0.65 -0.1 μg/g2 15 

2 Spherical Model 400 2.1 μg/g2 - 
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-0.4 μg/g2 87 
3 Spherical Model 1500 11.2 μg/g2  - 

-10.6 μg/g2 105 
 
 
 
The directional X-ESVs show erratic behavior. Therefore, the experimental co-

variability was modeled as isotropic, and an omnidirectional LCM was fitted using a trial-
and-error procedure. As shown in Table 3.3, the Gaussian distribution has the mean of 
standardized errors close to zero and the variance of standardized errors close to unity, which 
allowed the use a cross-validation method.  The quality of the model [Goovaerts, 1997] was 
double-checked by comparing the errors made in estimating airborne γ-ray measures at 
sample locations with the theoretical standard Gaussian distribution.  

Each group of variables shows the same spatial variability of the geology in the 
coregionalization matrices because the same parametric variable is still used for all models in 
the estimation of abundance distribution maps of radioactive elements (Table 3.3). The result 
shows a well-structured spherical variability for all groups of variables (Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 
3.5). 
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Figure 3.3 Omnidirectional Linear Coregionalization Model fitted for the experimental semi-variograms (ESV, 
on diagonal cells of the matrix) and cross-semivariograms (XESV lower left corner cell) for Geology and K. 
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Figure 3.4 Omnidirectional Linear Coregionalization Model fitted for the ESV and XESV for Geology and eTh. 
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Figure 3.5 Omnidirectional Linear Coregionalization Model fitted for the ESV and XESV for Geology and eU. 

3.6  Results and discussions 

On the 3rd of June, 2010, the autogyro flew over Elba Island (224 km2): during 
approximately two hours of flight, the ARGS system collected 807 radiometric data with an 
average spot area of approximately 0.25 km2 (source of 90% of the signal). The average 
altitude of the flight was 140 ± 50 m. 

Performing the post-processing described in section 3.3, homogenous K, eU, and eTh 
abundances were associated to each spot area. Considering that 96% of the total 2574 
geological polygons covering the surface of Elba Island have an area less than 0.25 km2, it 
was observed that many of the airborne γ-ray measurements refer to the contributions coming 
from several geological formations with different lithological compositions. However, these 
polygons cover only 25% of the surface of Elba Island. The high density of radioactivity data 
and the highly refined geological map allowed to construct a well tested LCM: the cross-
validation results are shown Table 3.3. Based on this consistent framework, the multivariate 
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analysis produced data characterized by a good assessment of spatial co-variability. 
 According to the flight plan, the autogyro crossed its own route resulting in a very low 
variability in the first lags of the omnidirectional co-regionalization model (e.g. ESV of K in 
Figure 3.3). The ESV models referred to AGRS measurements show regular structures with 
low variability at small distances and generally higher variability at the spherical parts. 
Indeed, the nugget effect of K abundance contributes almost 2% of the total amount of spatial 
variability, providing evidence of autocorrelation. The same features are found for the eTh 
and eU abundances, whose variances at small distances contribute 3% and 30% of the total 
spatial variation, respectively. 

Moreover, a low spatial variability is clear below 600 m (indicating the spot area 
radius, indicated by the blue dashed line in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5), which corresponds to 
data obtained by partially overlapping spot areas. The maximum distance of spatial 
autocorrelation for K, eU, and eTh is 1500 m (Table 3.3), this also due to their high statistical 
correlation (Figure 3.2). These features reconstructed the spatial resolution of the AGRS 
survey, confirming the consistency of the model and the AGRS data. 

The variability of the parametric geology variogram at small distances shows a weak 
variability discontinuity at lag 0h = , i.e., a nugget effect. This contributes almost 50% of the 
total spatial variability together with the first range of autocorrelation found at 400 m. This 
due to either the random values assigned to the categories of the geological map, where a 
significant difference can be found between the sample values of two adjacent geological 
formations or in the 600 m spot area radius (Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). 

The X-ESVs constructed for radioelement-geology couples generally show well-
defined co-variability structures. Indeed, both the spherical components of the model are well 
structured and the contribution of the random part of the variability is always minimized 
(Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). Therefore, these choices ensure the consistency of the results 
achieved by the CCoK multivariate interpolator. 

The estimated maps of the K, eTh, and eU abundances are shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 
and 3.8. These maps were calculated with a high spatial resolution (pixel size 10 m x 10 m) in 
accordance with the choice of the geological map at scale 1:10,000. The accuracy of the 
estimations in terms of the variance, normalized respect to the estimated values of the 
abundances (normalized standard deviation, NSD) is also reported. The percentage 
uncertainties of the abundances are higher when the absolute measures are smaller, with 
average NSDs of 27%, 28%, and 29% for K, eU, and eTh, respectively. 
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Figure 3.6 Estimation map of K (%) abundance and normalized estimation errors. 
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Figure 3.7 Estimation map of eTh (μg/g) abundance and normalized estimation errors. 
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Figure 3.8 Estimation map of eU (μg/g) abundance and normalized estimation errors. 
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In the geostatistical approach described above, the problem of correlating a 
quantitative variable (radioactivity content) to a typical categorical extensive variable 
(geological map) was faced. As a first solution, the standard Gaussian distribution of the 
secondary variable (Geo1) was chosen in a range of values from -102 to 102. In order to test 
possible bias introduced by the choice of the interval of values, two different distributions in 
the range of values from 1 to 102 (Geo2) and from 1 to 105 (Geo3) were constructed. The 
main results of these tests are summarized in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.9; for the sake of 
simplicity, only the estimated maps of K abundance were compared. However, the entire 
procedure for every radioelement combined with the geological parametrical map was 
performed. The normalized differences between pairs of maps realized for different casual 
geological arrays through CCoK interpolations (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.10) confirm that the 
random assignment didn't introduce any systematic bias. Moreover, the normalized 
fluctuations of K abundances estimated by three different models are contained in a range of 
less than 5%. The quality of the models was not weakened by the assignment of random 
values to geological categories. 

Table 3.4 Descriptive statistics of the CCoK estimation maps of K abundances (unit of measurement: mg/g) 
using three different parametric classifications of the geological map (Geo1, Geo2, and Geo3), the respective 
estimation errors maps (NSD), and their algebraic map differences (unit of measurement: %). 

Type Geological map Min. Max. Mean Std. Dev. 
CCoK 
estim. 

Geo1 0.15 48.80 19.37 0.79 
Geo2 0.15 48.80 19.37 0.79 
Geo3 0.16 48.24 19.36 0.79 

NSD Geo1 0.79 187.62 27.24 19.58 
Geo2 0.79 217.74 27.24 19.69 
Geo3 6.00 255.00 27.22 19.89 

Differ. 
CCoK 

(Geo1-Geo2)/Geo1 -0.33 0.56 -0.001 0.001 
(Geo1-Geo3)/Geo1 -1.84 1.60 -0.004 0.076 
(Geo2-Geo3)/Geo2 -1.72 1.49 -0.007 0.082 

Differ. 
NSD 

(Geo1-Geo2)/Geo1 -44.11 91.87 -1.01 -0.88 
(Geo1-Geo3)/Geo1 -85.19 90.55 -0.09 1.21 
(Geo2-Geo3)/Geo2 -34.67 49.03 0.10 0.81 

The main features of the resulting radiometric maps of abundances for the natural 
radioelements overlay the prominent geological formations of Elba Island. Indeed, the 
relevant geological structures defined by the TCs, described in section 3.2, can easily be 
identified by comparing similar abundances of natural radioelements. 

The radiometric maps of K, eTh, and eU abundances (Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8) show 
high values in the western sector of the island, corresponding to the intrusive granitic complex 
on Mt. Capanne (indicated as the “CAPa” and “CAPb” geological formations in Figure 3.1). 
In 19 rock samples of Mt. Capanne pluton reported in [Farina et al., 2010] the abundances of 
K, Th, and U are 3.6 ± 0.2 %, 20.8 ± 1.6 μg/g and 8.2 ± 5.1 μg/g respectively. The values 
match with those estimated in Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. Although the distributions of 
radioelements do not distinguish among the three intrusive facies, which are mainly 
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Chapter 4 

Geological characterization of the oil fields of Vlora-
Elbasan region (Albania) supporting the assessment of 
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORMs) 

The Naturally Occuring Materials (NORMs) are natural origin materials containing 
radionuclides and subject to regulation. The materials modified by human made processes, 
such as those generated from oil and gas extractions, belong to this controlled category. 
Several environmental studies have shown that the release of produced water into the oil 
well’s surroundings, into decantation plants and into oil spillage sites can result in serious 
soil, water and air contamination from BTEX (acronym for Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, 
and Xylenes), volatile organic compounds or crude oil [Beqiraj et al., 2010; Guri et al., 
2013]. However, after a century of oil exploration in Albania with poor regulatory criteria, 
especially in the early beginnings, the risk of soil contamination from NORMs needs to be 
investigated. Moreover, the implementation in the Albanian legislation of the European 
recommendations regarding the “Basic Safety Standards for the protection against dangers 
arising from exposure to ionizing radiation [CD2013/59/EURATOM, 2014]" is highly 
desirable. According to this directive, the identification and monitoring of industrial processes 
involving NORMs should be conducted by countries to assess the radioactive exposure to 
workers or members of the public.  

In this framework, can the radiological assessment go beyond for predicting future 
hazards, integrating a multi-method approach? The following case study consists in the 
assessment of NORMs in four Albanian oil fields located in the productive region Vlora-
Elbasan through γ-ray spectrometry performed on collected samples of different matrix. The 
radiological evaluation of the oil fields was enhanced by a multidisciplinary approach and I 
was involved in the challenging issue of the geological characterization of the oil reservoirs. 
The goal of this investigation is not only a conventional monitoring, but its ambition is to 
make previsions on the radiological impact on the base of integration of geological, chemical 
and γ-ray data.  

After a necessary understanding of the geological framework of the area, I occupied of 
the textural characterization of the soil samples and of the interpretations of the results in 
terms of radionuclides abundances and mineralogical analysis. In particular I compared the 
abundances measured in soils, oil-sands and sludges to published studies performed in 
different countries. Supported by the results of the mineralogical composition, I described the 
occurrences of NORMs in soils through geological hypotheses. This refined investigation and 
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the comparison with published European reference standard came to light that a radiological 
contamination was not found in the study area and that the radiation exposure to workers in 
the oil industry was negligible from increased gamma dose rates. Moreover the radiological 
characterization of oil-sands were used to discriminate the lithological features of different oil 
fields and to test geodynamic models. In particular from the obtained results, we emphasize 
that the NORMs originated from Kucova oil field show higher activity concentrations, due the 
terrigenous nature of the oil reservoir. This evidence emerged thanks to the multidisciplinary 
approach, the key-point of this study, can permit to make future previsions supporting the 
planning of the oil extraction. 

4.1  Background 

Petroleum exploration and production in Albania began in the second decade of the 
20th century in the Vlora-Elbasan Region, which is characterized by Neogene clastic deposits. 
The primary oil extraction technique in Albania uses beam pumps, which exploit the pressure 
of the gas in the reservoir, forcing oil out and into the well. Recently, several secondary 
recovery techniques, such as water and steam injection, have been employed in pilot wells in 
the area, leading to an increase in the oil production rate. In the future, the use of 
unconventional methods of shale gas extraction such as “fracking” is not excluded. All these 
techniques may cause Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORMs) to rise to the 
surface as part of the flow back and production brine. In general in the oil and gas industry, 
specific attention is dedicated to the contamination of the oil equipment and of the oilfield 
area by NORMs (e.g., scale, sludge and produced water). 

NORMs produced by the oil and gas industry are residues enriched with radium 
isotopes that originate from the uranium and thorium present in reservoir rocks. Indeed, 
whereas both uranium and thorium are present in hydrocarbon reservoir rocks and are 
essentially insoluble under reducing conditions, their progenies 226Ra and 228Ra concentrate in 
formation waters. For this reason, 226Ra and 228Ra are unsupported by the long-lived uranium 
and thorium parent radionuclides, and due to their half-lives of 1600 yr and 5.75 yr, 
respectively, they tend to accumulate in formation water. Produced water (i.e., water brought 
to the surface) may contain various cations in solution, such as barium, calcium, and 
strontium, as well as sulfate and carbonate anions, with which radium can consequently co-
precipitate as radium sulfates or radium carbonates. This effect can lead to the subsequent 
formation of scales in oil and gas equipment, for which the 226Ra and 228Ra specific activities 
can be as high as 1500 × 104 Bq/kg and 280 × 104 Bq/kg, respectively, though highly variable 
concentrations are typically observed [Xhixha et al., 2013]. Furthermore, sludge wastes 
(mixture of crude oil, oil-sand and soil) can also be generated, which show slightly lower 
activity concentrations with respect to scales, up to 350 × 104 Bq/kg and 205 × 104 Bq/kg, 
respectively, for 226Ra and 228Ra [Xhixha et al., 2013]. However, no study up to now has been 
performed on oil-sands wastes produced during heavy oil extraction. 
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This study is the first investigation of the radioactivity concentration in soils, oil-
sands, sludges, crude oil and produced water from the KUçova (KU), MArinza (MA), BAllsh 
(BA) and HEkali (HE) oilfields. This original dataset will provide baseline information 
concerning possible contaminations due to oil-sands. The geological framework and 
mineralogical analysis provide an exhaustive interpretation of the radiometric data. This 
analysis will allow the assessment of the environmental and human impact of the oil 
industry’s activities on the four areas. 

4.2  Geological setting 

Albania is part of the Alpine Mediterranean Mountain belt and can be subdivided into 
two groups of tectonic units with NNW - SSE orientation: the Inner Units, characterized by 
intense deformation comprising ophiolites and metamorphic rocks, and the Outer Units, 
which are made up of regional thrusts involving sedimentary rocks of Triassic to Pliocene age 
[Prifti and Muska, 2013]. The main rocks characterizing the units of the two groups, 
according to the tectonic scheme, are shown in Figure 4.1. The Outer Units are affected by a 
major transfer zone, i.e., the Vlora-Elbasan lineament, along which most of the oil and gas 
fields occur [Roure et al., 2010]. 

The onshore petroleum extraction in Albania is primarily located in the IONian unit 
(ION) and in the Durrës Basin, also referred to as the Peri-Adriatic Depression (PAD). The 
ION is an unbroken, elongate tectonic unit (ca. 60-70 km long x 60 km wide) that extends 
continuously southwards into Greece. In the ION, two main tectonics phases are recognized 
(i.e., Middle Miocene and Miocene-Pliocene), forming large anticlines and synclines cut by 
major high-angle reverse faults [Robertson and Shallo, 2000].  

The exposure in the ION begins with evaporites and then passes upwards into shallow-
marine platform carbonates (limestone and dolomites) of Late Triassic-Early Jurassic age. 
This succession culminates in a hardground (ancient lithified seafloor) overlain by pelagic 
carbonates and cherts (Middle–Late Jurassic to Eocene age, having a thickness of 2.5–4 km) 
and by terrigenous turbidites (Late Eocene-Early Miocene age, with thickness on the order of 
4-6.5 km). Paleogene units are disconformably overlain by Neogenic sediments. The PAD is 
filled by molasses mega-sequences of conglomerates, sandstone and clastic limestones, with 
clays, shale, coal and gypsum at the top. The thickness of the molasses deposits increases 
from southeast to northwest, reaching a maximum of 5 km [Silo et al., 2013]. 

According to [Silo et al., 2013], we can recognize six hydrocarbons potential source 
rocks in the Mesozoic limestone stratigraphic column of the ION. The main ones are the 
Triassic bituminous dolomite at the bottom, the lower Jurassic schists and other Jurassic 
source rocks. We also find Cretaceous shales under thrust synclines, which in the future could 
be exploited as hydrocarbon generators.  

The migration of crude oil from the Mesozoic limestone towards the Neogene 
reservoirs results from successive episodes driven by the aforementioned tectonic structures. 
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The oil currently explored in the Neogenic molasses sediments is the product of a secondary 
migration from underlying limestone (ION). The hydrocarbons are generally accumulated in 
stratigraphic traps of the PAD’s clastic deposits. Because these phenomena evolved over 
geological time with different horizontal and vertical distributions, each reservoir displays its 
own characteristics due to the local geochemical conditions. 

 
Figure 4.1 Simplified geological map of Albania modified from [Havancsák et al., 2012].The labels refer to the 
geological units. The red squares represent the locations of the sampling areas; the solid black lines show the 
sections (not to scale). 

4.3  Sample collection 

4.3.1  Kuçova oilfield 

The Kuçova (KU) oilfield is located in the central eastern part of the Durrës Basin and 
extends along a flat surface of approximately 14 km2. The area is covered by alluvial 
sediments that were investigated with 21 soil samples (Figure 4.2-KU), collected at a depth of 
0–10 cm, with the aim of characterizing the terrestrial component of the outdoor absorbed 
dose rate. According to the classification of USDA Soil Taxonomy, the textural 
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characteristics of the soil samples are overall sandy (percentage of sand > 50% for most of the 
samples) with medium amounts of silt (approximately 30%) and low amounts of clay (<20%).  

The hydrocarbon reservoir is set in the Driza, Gorani, Kuçova and Polovina members 
of the Tortonian-Messinian molasses sediments (PAD). In particular, the oil being extracted is 
accumulated in sand lenses (Figure 4.3 sect. AA’) (extending from 100 to 1500 m) sealed by 
shales [Popescu, 1994] with a high amount of clay [Prifti and Muska, 2013]. The depth of the 
reservoir has a range variable from the surface down to 1500 m. 

The KU oilfield was discovered in 1928 and Bankers Petroleum Ltd., a Canadian 
company with the full rights to develop it, declared in 2013 approximately 297 million barrels 
of Original Oil in Place (OOIP). The oil extracted is characterized by API gravity values and 
sulfur content belonging to the ranges 14-22° and 4-5%, respectively [Popescu, 1994; Prifti 
and Muska, 2013]. During the periodical pipe cleaning process, we collected 10 samples of 
oil-sand from three different operative wells (500 – 1000 m depth) and 3 samples of sludge 
from the surrounding area. Furthermore, produced water and crude oil were collected in 
polyethylene bottles directly from the decantation plants. 

4.3.2  Marinza oilfield 

The Marinza (MA) oilfield, located in the southeastern part of the Durrës Basin, is the 
northern part of the Patos-Marinza oilfield system that extends for 5 km WE and 14 km NS. 
The wide plain is covered by alluvial sediments that were investigated for radiological 
assessment with 3 soil samples (Figure 4.2- MA) classified according to their texture as clay-
loam with sand < 40% (less than Kuçova soil), clay at 35% and silt at 25%.  

The Driza, Gorani, and Marinza members of the Tortonian-Messinian molasses 
formation (PAD) are the main hydrocarbon reservoirs. The multiple layers of unconsolidated 
fine grain sandstone are located at a depth ranging from 900 to 2000 m. The depositional 
environment is a marine environment with fluvial-channel and shore face deposits. In some 
cases, the underlying fractured carbonates (ION), which are located below a major 
unconformity (Figure 4.3 sect. BB’), can be oil reservoirs [Popescu, 1994; Weatherill et al., 
2013]. The Patos-Marinza oilfield was discovered in 1929 and the amount of OOIP is 
approximately 5.4 billion barrels, according to 2013 data reported by Bankers Petroleum Ltd.  

The two separate fields (Patos in the south and Marinza in the north) have productive 
sands at different depths, i.e., 0 - 1200 m for Patos and 1200 - 1800 m for MA. The oil 
extracted is characterized by an API gravity value range of 3 - 33° and a sulfur content range 
of 2-7% [Prifti and Muska, 2013; Weatherill et al., 2013]. We collected 1 sludge sample and 
1 oil-sand sample for each of the two investigated wells (2000 and 2500 m depth) in the MA 
oilfield. 
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4.3.3  Ballsh-Hekali oilfield 

The Ballsh-Hekali oilfield system is located in a hill area 29 km SE of Fieri. The 
radiological assessment of the two distinct fields, Ballsh (BA) and Hekali (HE), was 
performed by collecting 3 and 5 soil samples, respectively (Figure 4.2-BA and Figure 4.2-
HE), whose textures are classified as sand or loamy sand with sand > 80%, clay < 10% and 
silt at 20%.  

The reservoirs are restricted to Paleocene-Eocene carbonate rocks (ION) and have a 
depth range of 1000 - 3000 m. The geological structure consists of two superposed faulted 
anticlines (Fig. 4.3 sect. C-C’), and the oil stratigraphic column has a thickness greater than 
550 m [Popescu, 1994]. The BA and the HE oilfields were discovered in 1966 and the OOIP 
is approximately 440 million barrels [Popescu, 1994]. The oil extracted is characterized by an 
API gravity value of 2-30°, with a sulfur content of 3-7.5% [Prifti and Muska, 2013]. For the 
radiological characterization, 2 samples of sludge were collected in an operative well of the 
BA oilfield. 

 
Figure 4.2 Approximate locations of the oils wells (red stars) and of the soil samples collected in the study area 
(yellow triangles). 
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Figure 4.3 Cross sections a) A-A’ in the KU oilfield, b) B-B’ in the MA oilfield and c) C-C’ in BA-HE oilfield 
(horizontal dimensions are not to scale), modified from [Silo et al., 2013], obtained from the seismic lines shown 
in Figure 4.1. The colors of the sections are consistent with that of  Figure 4.1 and correspond to the PAD 
(yellow) and ION (green) zones. 

4.4  Sample preparations and measurements 

4.4.1  HPGe gamma-ray spectrometry measurements 

The samples were homogenized to a grain size of less than 2 mm and dried for at least 
24 h at a temperature of 105°C until a constant weight was achieved. Produced water and 
crude oil were collected in polyethylene bottles directly from the decantation plants at the KU 
oilfield. The samples were then transferred in cylindrical polycarbonate boxes of 180 cm3 
volume, sealed hermetically and left undisturbed for at least four weeks prior to being 
measured with the MCA_Rad system (see section 1.4) to establish radioactive equilibrium in 
the 226Ra decay chain segment. 

The radionuclides studied in this work are 226Ra, 228Ra, 228Th and 40K by analyzing 
different gamma lines [Santawamaitre et al., 2014]. The presence of 137Cs in soils was also 
investigated as a proxy of Chernobyl fallout. The 226Ra activity concentration was determined 
by analyzing the two main gamma emissions of the radon progenies, 214Pb (at 352 keV) and 
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214Bi (at 609 keV), and calculating the weighted average. 228Ra was determined through its 
direct progeny 228Ac, giving rise to gamma emissions at 338 keV and 911 keV. The 228Th 
activity concentration was determined by analyzing the two main gamma emissions of radon 
progenies, 212Pb (at 239 keV) and 208Tl (at 583 keV). The activity concentrations of 40K and 
137Cs were determined from their respective gamma emissions at 1460 keV and 662 keV. The 
acquisition time was set to 4 hours for soil, oil-sand and sludge samples and 24 hours for 
produced water and crude oil samples. 

4.4.2  X-ray diffractometry measurements 

Before undergoing mineralogical analysis, the samples were dried at 50°C for a few 
hours and gradually grounding on agate mortar to preserve the crystalline structure of the 
minerals. The XRD patterns of oriented and random samples were recorded using a GNR 
APD2000PRO diffractometer, with Cu Kα radiation and a graphite monochromator, operating 
at 40 mA and 40 kV. X-ray diffractometry of 5 samples was carried out with the divergence 
and scatter slits set at 1° and the receiving slit at 0.2 mm. The step size and the counting time 
were 0.03° (2θ) and 3s/step, respectively. A quasi-random orientation of powder samples was 
obtained by filling a side-entry aluminum holder. The XRD patterns were processed by the 
SAX Analysis software and the identification of minerals was based on the comparison with 
PDF-2 reference data supplied from the International Centre for Diffraction Data [ICDD, 
2013]. A semi-quantitative analysis of the minerals identified by XRD was calculated based 
on chemical analysis, thermo gravimetric data related to volatile components and the 
Reference Intensity Ratio method. 

4.5  Results and discussions 

4.5.1  Activity concentrations in soil samples 

The average concentration of results for the 40K, 226Ra and 228Ra and 228Th activity 
concentrations with ±1σ uncertainty (in Bq/kg) in soil, oil-sand and sludge samples are shown 
in Table 4.1. For the soil samples, the overall averages of the activity concentrations (± 
standard deviations) of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th are found to be 326 ± 83 Bq/kg, 20 ± 5 
Bq/kg, 25 ± 10 Bq/kg and 25 ± 9 Bq/kg, respectively. These results are found to be lower or 
comparable to the global median activity concentrations of 40K, 238U and 232Th, which are 400 
Bq/kg, 35 Bq/kg and 30 Bq/kg [UNSCEAR, 2000], respectively. Moreover, we compared our 
results with data reported in several studies on the activity concentrations in soil samples from 
oilfields (Table 4.1). These data show a great variability, which can be attributed to natural 
features, such as geological and geochemical characteristics of different areas, and to human 
activities, such as the presence of contamination due to scales and sludges. Another case of 
study on natural radioactivity in Qatar [Al-Sulaiti et al., 2012] relates the high concentration 
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of 226Ra in soil samples to the NORM associated to oil and gas extraction processes. In our 
study, although most soil samples were found to be contaminated by crude oil and probably 
produced water, we do not observe any clear contamination from a radiological point of view. 
This is probably due to the fact that measured samples of produced water and crude oil show 
minimum detectable activities (MDA) for all radionuclides, corresponding to 0.4, 1.1, 0.4 and 
1.4 Bq/kg, respectively, for 26Ra, 228Ra, 228Th and 40K.  

Table 4.1 Average activity concentrations (±1σ) for 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th in soil, oil-sand and sludge 
samples for different oilfields studied in Albania are reported together with the average (±1σ), absorbed dose 
rates (DR) and annual effective dose rates (AEDR). Average activity concentrations (±1σ) and ranges for 40K, 
226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th in soil samples compared with those from oilfields reported in different studies. 

Sample 
type Country (Author) No. 

40K 
(Bq/kg) 

226Ra 
(Bq/kg) 

228Ra 
(Bq/kg) 

228Th 
(Bq/kg) 

DR 
(nGy/h) 

AEDR 
(mSv/yr) 

Soil 

Albania 
(this study) 

KU 21 297 ± 48 17 ± 2 19 ± 5 20 ± 5 32 ± 5 0.04 ± 0.01 

MA 3 360 ± 42 19 ± 3 33 ± 6 29 ± 5 44 ± 5 0.05 ± 0.01 

BA 3 253 ±75 21 ± 7 29 ± 8 29 ± 9 38 ± 11 0.05 ± 0.01 

HE 5 472 ± 41 30 ± 1 42 ± 6 40 ± 4 58 ± 4 0.07 ± 0.01 
Albania 

(this study) 32 326 ± 83 
(204 – 535) 

20 ± 5 
(12 – 32) 

25 ± 10 
(11 – 51) 

25 ± 9 
(11 – 44) 

38 ± 11 
(32 – 58) 

0.05 ± 0.01 
(0.04 – 0.07) 

Tunisia 
[Hrichi et al., 2013] 1 176 ± 1 9 ± 0.1 11 ± 0.1a 18 ± 0.2 0.022 

Kuwait 
[Abdullah et al., 2013] 47 (191 – 296) (12 – 25) (9 – 16) a - - 

Nigeria 
[Avwiri and Ononugbo, 2012] 12 263 ± 10 

(134 – 395) 
30 ± 1 

(16 – 52) 
17 ± 1 a

(10 – 34) 
35 

(23 – 47) 
0.04 

(0.03 – 0.06) 
Nigeria 

[Jibiri and Amakom, 2010] 9 129 ± 70 
(MDA – 248) 

76 ± 34 
(30 – 122) 

21 ± 6 a

(12 – 29) 
53 ± 18 

(25 – 73) 
0.06 ± 0.02 

(0.03 – 0.09) 
Canada 

[Saint-Fort et al., 2007] 21 - (10 - 
10×103) (7 – 260) (MDA – 

10) - - 

Egypt 
[Shawky et al., 2001] 4 (MDA - 

45×103) 
(18×103 - 
438×103) 

(35×103 -
987×103) 

(MDA – 
9×103) - - 

Sludge Albania 
(this study) 

- 3 348 ±115 19 ± 4 22 ± 4 23 ± 6 36 ± 8 0.04 ± 0.01 

MA 1 314 ± 18 18 ± 3 22 ± 6 25 ± 3 35 ± 6 0.04 ± 0.01 

BA 2 175 ± 89 20 ± 11 21 ± 7 13 ± 1 29 ± 3 0.04 ± 0.01 

Oil-sand Albania 
(this study) 

KU 10 549 ± 12 23 ± 2 23 ± 2 24 ± 3 47 ± 2 0.06 ± 0.01 

MA 2 366 ± 49 12 ± 2 14 ± 4 12 ± 4 29 ± 2 0.04 ± 0.01 

aReported as 232Th 

Radium isotopes are generally unsupported in formation water, and because a fraction 
of them can precipitate with oil-sands during oil extraction, an increase in concentration and 
disequilibrium in the decay chain can occur. The disequilibrium in the 228Ra decay segment 
was studied in terms of the ratio between the activity concentrations of 228Th and 228Ra 
(Figure 4.4). We observed ratio values systematically greater than unity; however, this cannot 
be considered a strong evidence of disequilibrium within the standard uncertainties. The ratios 
between the activity concentrations of 228Ra/228Th for soil, sludge and oil-sand samples (the 
last will be discussed below) and the corresponding goodness of the fit, expressed in terms of 
reduced χ2 reported in parentheses, are 1.02 ± 0.07 (χ2 = 0.5), 0.99 ± 0.20 (χ2 = 3.9) and 1.05 ± 
0.09 (χ2 = 1.6), respectively. We also observe in this case ratio values close to unity for both 
sludge and oil-sand samples. However, in the context of the environmental legacy issue, only 
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226Ra is of long-term concern because after 25 years only approximately 5% of 228Ra remains, 
but the evaluation of secular equilibrium conditions is beyond the capacity of the MCA_Rad 
system. 

 
Figure 4.4 228Th/228Ra activity concentration ratios for the soil samples. The linear fit function corresponds to 
228Th/228Ra = 1.02 ± 0.07, with a reduced χ2 value of  0.5. 

The highest concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th are systematically observed 
in the HE oilfield, while the lowest ones in the KU oilfield. The KU and MA oilfields belong 
to the same hydrographic basin, located in the upstream and downstream sectors of the basin, 
respectively. This is confirmed by the presence of round pebbles with dimensions on the order 
of centimeters in the KU oilfield which are not present in fine grain soils of the MA oilfield. 
The higher concentration of 228Ra and 228Th observed in the sediments of the MA oilfield with 
respect to that of the KU oilfield may be correlated to a selective mechanical deposition, 
which could be observed in placer deposits. Indeed, as reported by [Ostrosi et al., 1998], 
heavy mineral placers are exploited along the Adriatic Sea’s shore. However, the higher 
activity concentrations observed in the HE oilfield can be a consequence of either different 
host rocks or differences in the geomorphological structure (slope debris) with respect to the 
KU and MA oilfields. Indeed, the genetic processes of soils originated on carbonate substrates 
tend to enrich the sediments, in particular with uranium and thorium; this may be the case for 
the soils from the HE oilfield [Greeman et al., 1999]. 

137Cs was observed only in the soil samples and with highly variable concentrations: 
the average concentration is 6 ± 4 Bq/kg in the KU oilfield, 14 ± 6 Bq/kg in the BA oilfield, 9 
± 9 Bq/kg in the HE oilfield and 15 ± 7 Bq/kg in the MA oilfield. Indeed, for undisturbed 
soils with a high presence of minerals, the vertical migration of 137Cs is rather slow, and a 
greater fraction of activity concentration is expected in the topsoil (0–10 cm) [UNSCEAR, 
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2008]. The non-presence of 137Cs in oil-sands can be used as a tracer to discriminate them 
from soil samples.  

The activity concentration ratios (±1σ uncertainty) for 228Ra/226Ra, 226Ra/40K and 
228Ra/40K (Figure 4.5) (hereafter, assuming secular equilibrium, reported as Th/U, U/K and 
Th/K, respectively) are summarized in Table 4.2 and studied to understand the hidden 
geochemical patterns of the analyzed samples. We observe in general that the activity 
concentration ratios in the soil samples show a specific signature (confirmed at ±1σ) over the 
oilfield reservoirs, which allows us to attribute a clastic sedimentary origin to them (main 
constituents of the PAD unit, see Figure 4.1). Indeed, the measured activity concentration 
ratios Th/U, U/K and Th/K are comparable with the average activity concentration ratios in 
sandstone, which are 1.06, 0.062 and 0.068, respectively, and in shale, which are 1.07, 0.055 
and 0.058, respectively [Van Schmus, 2013]. This is reasonable as the soils originated in 
alluvial deposits overlaying the PAD unit.  

The oil-sand samples (discussed later) also have similar ratios (Figure 4.5); 
collectively interpreting the results from the oil-sands is relatively complex due to their 
different lithological origins. In the case of the MA oilfield, the activity concentration ratios 
(Figure 4.5) indicate an increase in Th and K with respect to an average carbonate rock, 
characterized by Th/U, U/K and Th/K values equal to 0.25, 0.32 and 0.082, respectively [Van 
Schmus, 2013]. This can be possibly ascribed to the lithological characteristics of the MA 
reservoir rock, which has a significant amount of terrigenous minerals (ION unit described in 
Figure 4.1). In the case of the KU oilfield, the activity concentration ratios are particularly 
similar to sandstone rocks [Van Schmus, 2013]; the slight difference can be attributed to the 
highly heterogeneous composition of  the sandstone rocks. 

Table 4.2 The ratio m (±1σ uncertainty expressed in significant digits) of 228Ra/226Ra, 226Ra/40K, 228Ra/40K in 
soil, sludge and oil-sand samples obtained through the reduced χ2 minimization method. The goodness of the fit 
is expressed in terms of reduced χ2. 

Sample 
type 

228Ra/226Ra 226Ra/40K 228Ra/40K 
m (±1σ) χ2 m (±1σ) χ2 m (±1σ) χ2 

Soil 1.14 (18) 2.6 0.057 (7) 6.1 0.066 (13) 4.0 
Sludge 1.27 (23) 3.1 0.049 (11) 15.3 0.065 (13) 4.0 
Oil-sand 1.03 (3) 0.2 0.040 (4) 6.0 0.042 (4) 2.2 
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Figure 4.5 (A) 228Ra/226Ra, (B) 226Ra/40K and (C) 228Ra/40K  activity concentration ratios for soil (blue), oil-sand 
(red) and sludge (green) samples 
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4.5.2  Activity concentrations in sludge samples 

The averages of the activity concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th in the 
sludges are found to be comparable, within the uncertainty, for all the oilfields investigated 
(Table 4.1). As the sludges are a mixture of crude oil, oil-sand and soil, the variability 
observed in their activity concentrations is difficult to understand as it depends on the mixing 
fractions. However, we can state that a significant fraction of crude oil will result in a 
decreasing radioactivity level because the concentrations of radionuclides are very low. In the 
case of sludge samples from the KU oilfield, we observe a slight increase in the activity 
concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th with respect to the soil samples; this is probably 
due to the relatively high concentrations of oil-sand in the sludge samples. This assumption is 
confirmed in the case of the MA oilfield, where we observe a slight decrease in the activity 
concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th with respect to the soil samples due to the 
relatively low concentrations of oil-sand in the sludge samples. 

4.5.3  Activity concentrations in oil-sand samples 

The activity concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th in the oil-sand samples from 
the KU and MA oilfields differ significantly (within 2σ uncertainty) (Table 4.1). The two 
oilfields can be easily recognized using the patterns of the 226Ra/40K and 228Ra/40K ratios 
(Figure 4.5 B and 4.4 C). The discrimination between the two oilfields has also been achieved 
via a mineralogical analysis (Table 4.3) performed for oil-sand samples collected in different 
wells from the KU and MA oilfields. These results confirm that the KU oilfield reservoir is 
located in sandy lenses belonging to the PAD (absence of dolomite and very low calcite, 
along with the presence of muscovite and chlorite and an increase in K-feldspar), while the 
MA oilfield reservoir is located in the fractured limestones of the ION (presence of calcite and 
dolomite) (see Figure 4.1). This interpretation is also supported by the observation of a higher 
radioactivity content in the KU oilfield samples (more radioactive sandy lenses) with respect 
to that of the MA oilfield (less radioactive limestones) (Figure 4.5). 

Table 4.3 Mineral percentage content measured by X-ray diffractometry and activity concentration measured by 
the MCA_Rad system for oil-sand samples collected in the KU and MA oilfield. The uncertainty associated to 
the mineralogical analysis is approximately 10-15% for Quartz and 20-30% for the other minerals (minerals 
estimated with an uncertainty greater than 30% are reported as <5). The Limit of Detection (LD) for XRD 
measurements is 1%. 

Sample 
ID Qtz Pl Kfs Cal Dol Ms Chl 

40K 
(Bq/kg) 

226Ra 
(Bq/kg) 

228Ra 
(Bq/kg) 

228Th 
(Bq/kg) 

KU_OS1 40 20 6 <5 <LD 15 7 534 ± 8 22 ± 1 22 ± 2 25 ± 2 
KU_OS5 44 20 13 <5 <LD 8 8 547 ± 8 25 ± 1 26 ± 1 29 ± 2 
KU_OS6 43 20 8 <5 <LD 10 6 560 ± 9 21 ± 1 19 ± 2 21 ± 1 
MA_OS1 60 12 8 12 <5 <LD <5 331 ± 15 13 ± 2 16 ± 4 9 ± 2 
MA_OS2 55 11 8 20 <5 <5 <LD 400 ± 18 10 ± 2 10 ± 5 14 ± 2 

Qtz. Quartz, Pl. Plagioclase, Kfs.K-Feldspar, Cal.Calcite, Dol. Dolomite, Ms. Muscovite, Chl.Chlorite 
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The KU oil-sand samples are characterized by a significant terrigenous content (deep-
sea sediments transported to the oceans by rivers from land sources) made up of quartz, 
feldspars, mica, chlorite and a very low amount of calcite. The presence of chlorite and 
muscovite minerals confirms the geodynamic model that predicts a dismantling of the 
magmatic rocks belonging to the Inner Units. In particular, the chlorite could be formed by 
the alteration of other silicate minerals that contain Mg and Fe (e.g., olivine, augite 
(pyroxene), hornblende, and biotite), which is typical of ophiolitic suites (deep-sea marine 
sediments overlying, from top to bottom, pillow basalts, sheeted dikes, gabbro, dunite, and 
peridotite). The percentages of Quartz, Feldspar and Lithics (QFL) (plotted in the ternary 
diagram of Figure 4.6) measured in 3 samples of KU oil-sand are comparable with those 
reported in [Dickinson, 1985], which correspond to mineralogical signatures typical of 
terrigenous Cenozoic sandstones deposited in different sites. Referring to the QFL triangle of 
[Dickinson, 1985], we can affirm that the oil-sand samples can be related to a source rock 
environment, such as a "dissected arc", which is connected to the exposure of volcanic and 
basement rocks (in this case the ophiolitic rocks of the Inner unit). Because the reservoir is 
formed by sands containing many minerals of magmatic derivation (muscovite, chlorite and 
feldspars), this may confirm the higher amount of radionuclides with respect to MA. 

 
Figure 4.6 Quartz, Feldspar and Lithics ternary diagram after [Dickinson, 1985]. The studied oil-sand plot 
mainly in the dissected arc and recycled orogenic fields for KU (triangles) and MA (rectangles) oilfields. 
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In the MA oilfield, the depth provenance of oil-sand is greater with respect to that of 
the KU oil-sand samples due to the geological structure and to the existence of deep 
stratigraphic traps. In particular, the MA oil-sand samples come from a reservoir that is 
located near a planar discontinuity called a "major unconformity" (dashed line in Figure 4.3 
Sect. BB'). The higher calcite content (Table 4.3) of both MA oil-sand samples indicates that 
the reservoir is located in the carbonate source rock (ION) or near the interface with overlying 
molasses sediments (PAD) (see Figure 4.1). The data from MA and KU in the QFL (Quartz, 
Feldspar and Lithics) confirm our analysis. In particular, the MA oil-sands are the result of 
recycled orogens. The deformation and uplift of supracrustal strata include sedimentary and 
volcanic rocks exposed in varied fold-thrust belts of orogenic regions. The lower radioactivity 
content fits perfectly with the geodynamic framework and the mineralogical nature of the oil-
sand reservoir. In particular, the source rock with clear calcite content, which is typical for the 
ION, seems to lack radionuclides, making the extracted oil-sands a negligible source of 
NORM. 

4.6 Radiological assessment 

The absorbed dose rate (DR) in air from external gamma radiation at 1 m above 
ground level due to the presence of uniformly distributed natural radionuclides in measured 
soils is calculated according to [UNSCEAR, 2000]: 

 

DR (nGy/h) = 0.0417AK + 0.462AU + 0.604ATh     (4.1) 

 
where AK, AU, and ATh are the activity concentrations (in Bq/kg) for 40K, 238U (as 226Ra) and 
232Th (as 228Ra), respectively. Secular equilibrium was assumed for the dose calculation. The 
average outdoor absorbed dose rate (DR) (at ±1σ uncertainty) in the KU oilfield area is 32 ± 5 
nGy/h; in MA 44 ± 5 nGy/h; in BA 38 ± 11 nGy/h; and in HE 58 ± 4 nGy/h (Table 4.1). This 
dose rate is lower than or comparable to the population weighted average absorbed dose rate 
in outdoor air from terrestrial gamma radiation (60 nGy/h) [UNSCEAR, 2000].  

The average outdoor absorbed dose rates (at ±1σ uncertainty) from the sludge and oil-
sand samples are reported in Table 4.1, which range between 27 and 50 nGy/h. Assuming the 
worst case scenario in the KU oilfield, which corresponds to oil-sands uniformly distributed 
over the topsoil, the absorbed dose rate was estimated to increase on average 50%, i.e., to a 
maximum value of 47 ± 2 nGy/h. In the same hypothesis, we observe a decrease in the 
absorbed dose rate for the other oilfields. Therefore, negligible radiation exposure to workers 
in the oil and gas industry can occur from increased gamma dose rates due to the relatively 
higher radioactivity content in the oil-sand residues in the KU oilfield.  

The radiological hazard for workers and populations living in the oilfield areas is 
evaluated in terms of the Annual Effective Dose Rate (AEDR). The evaluation of the AEDR 
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was performed by adopting an outdoor time occupancy factor equal to 20% and a conversion 
factor of 0.7 (Sv/Gy), which accounts for the dose rate’s biological effectiveness in causing 
damage to human tissues: 

 

AEDR (mSv/yr) = DR × 10-6 (mGy/h) × 8760 (h/yr) × 0.7 (Sv/Gy) × 0.2  (4.2) 

 

The results concerning the radiological assessment are summarized in Table 4.1. The 
annual outdoor effective dose rate of 0.05 ± 0.01 mSv/y associated to the radioactive content 
in soils is lower than the worldwide annual effective dose value of 0.07 mSv/y, as reported by 
[UNSCEAR, 2000]. Considering the worst-case scenario described above, we predict an 
increase in the AEDR of approximately 0.02 ± 0.01 mSv/y for the KU oilfield. This value is 
negligible considering the recommended excess limit of an effective dose for the local 
population (1 mSv/y). Therefore, in the KU, MA, BA and HE oilfields, there is no concern 
from a radiological point of view. 

4.7 Final remarks 

This study is the first screening campaign on the identification and monitoring of oil 
and gas industry processes involving NORMs. Accordingly, the KU, MA and BA-HE 
oilfields are chosen as pilot study areas, where secondary recovery techniques for oil 
extraction have recently been introduced. In particular, soil (N = 32), sludge (N = 6), oil-sand 
(N = 12), produced water (N =1) and crude oil (N = 1) samples are measured using the 
gamma-ray spectrometry method. The results reveal baseline information for local 
environmental legacy policies and the implementation of EU legislations. 

The average activity concentrations (± standard deviations) of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 
228Th in the soil samples collected in the main oilfields in Albania are 326 ± 83 Bq/kg, 20 ± 5 
Bq/kg, 25 ± 10 Bq/kg, 25 ± 9 Bq/kg and 6 ± 4 Bq/kg, respectively. The results for the soil 
samples are found to be comparable with data reported in several studies on activity 
concentrations in soil samples from oilfields. The activity concentrations in the soil samples 
show great variability, which can be attributed mainly to the geological and geochemical 
characteristics of the different areas and in a lower grade probably to human activities, such as 
the release of oil-sands and sludges. The impact caused by the contamination of the 
investigated soils collected in the surroundings of Albanian oilfields by crude oil and 
produced water is negligible from a radiological point of view, as the activity concentrations 
measured in the produced water and crude oil samples are found to be very low (below 
MDA). Geological and geochemical arguments are used to describe the observed activity 
concentrations in different oilfields. The higher radioactivity content observed in the soils 
from the HE oilfield with respect to that from the KU oilfield was attributed to both the 
carbonate origin of the host rocks and to different geomorphological structure. Indeed, 
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bibliographic studies confirm that soils that originate on carbonate substrates tend to enrich 
the sediments in uranium and thorium. In the case of the KU and MA oilfields, which are part 
of the same hydrographic basin, the increasing trend for the activity concentrations of thorium 
progenies gives an indication on the selective deposition and, as supported by bibliographic 
studies, on the occurrence of heavy placer deposits along the Adriatic Sea’s shore. According 
to the Th/U, U/K and Th/K ratios, the origin of the soil samples can be reasonably connected 
to alluvial deposits overlaying the PAD unit.  

The activity concentrations in the sludge samples are reasonably understood when 
considering sludges as a mixture of soil, crude oil, and oil-sand. This study is the first one 
reporting results on the activity concentrations in oil-sand samples generated during heavy oil 
extraction. The average activity concentrations of the oil-sand samples measured in the KU 
and MA oilfields differ at 2σ level, and are equal to 549 ± 12 Bq/kg (40K), 23 ± 2 Bq/kg 
(226Ra), 23 ± 2 Bq/kg (228Ra) and 24 ± 3 Bq/kg (228Th) in the KU oilfield and 366 ± 49 Bq/kg 
(40K), 12 ± 2 Bq/kg (226Ra), 14 ± 4 Bq/kg (228Ra) and 12 ± 4 Bq/kg (228Th) in the MA oilfield. 
Based on the mineralogical analysis of the oil-sand samples, we confirm bibliographic 
geophysical evidence regarding the origin of the oilfield reservoirs: sandy lenses located in 
the PAD unit for the KU oilfield and fractured limestone located in the ION unit for the MA 
oilfield. Indeed, the KU oil-sand samples are characterized by terrigenous contents with very 
low amounts of calcite, and the presence of chlorite and muscovite minerals confirms the 
geodynamic model that predicts a dismantling of magmatic rocks in the Inner Unit. On the 
other side, the MA oil-sands confirm their connection to the geological structure due to the 
higher amount of calcite. This different origin is also confirmed from the activity 
concentration results, as the KU samples containing many minerals from magmatic deviation 
show higher activity concentrations of 40K, 226Ra, 228Ra and 228Th with respect to the MA 
samples, which originate from carbonate rocks known to have a lower radioactive content. 
Based on this geological framework, the future radiological assessment of other fields in the 
region can be strategically planned to focus on the investigation of the oil-sands from 
Neogene molasses deposits. 

The absorbed dose rate and annual effective dose rate were calculated to assess the 
radioactive exposure of workers or members of the public due to NORMs produced in the oil 
and gas industry, in compliance with EU recommendation. Assuming the worst case scenario, 
i.e., that sludge and oil-sands are uniformly distributed over the topsoil, the absorbed dose rate 
and the AEDR of the KU oilfield were estimated to increase on average by a maximum of 
50%, i.e., to a maximum value of 47 ± 2 nGy/h or the corresponding 0.06 ± 0.01 mSv/y. In 
the other investigated oilfields, the impact of industrial processes has been estimated to be 
negligible. Considering the worldwide annual effective dose value of 0.07 mSv/y associated 
to the radioactive content in soils and the recommended excess limit of an effective dose for 
the local population of 1 mSv/y, we conclude that there is no concern from a radiological 
point of view in the KU, MA, BA and HE oilfields. 
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Chapter 5 

A 3D geophyisical and geochemical model of the crust 
surrounding the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory 

(SNO+) for the prediction of geoneutrino flux 

The geophysical and geochemical modeling of the crust, especially of the portion near 
to the detector, is certainly one of the most thorny charge for the scientists of the geoneutrino 
community. This is what was emphasized during the recent International workshop on 
KamLAND Geoscience (January 2015, Tokyo) and the Neutrino Geoscience Conference 
(June 2015, Paris) in which I had the privilege to participate. During these fruitful debates, a 
lot of questions arose about the strategies to follow for the construction of a model for the 
prediction of geoneutrino signal. The choice of a suitable spatial resolution, the integration of 
appropriate gephysical inputs and the compilation of a coherent geochemical dataset are just 
some of the crucial aspects for a reliable estimation of the geoneutrino signal and above all for 
the evaluation of the uncertainties. When in the next geoneutrino data will be available for 
several sites and looking forward the reduction of experimental uncertainties, improving 
prediction of the crustal geoneutrino is mandatory for discriminate the mantle signal and in 
turn to get insights about the composition of Earth's interior.  

In this Chapter are described the methodology and the results of the construction of a 
detailed 3-D model of the regional crust centered at SNO+ from compiled geological, 
geophysical, and geochemical information. This study represented for me the opportunity to 
face the problematic aspects of the geoneutrino modeling and to propose advanced solutions 
taking advantages from the experiences developed in the geostatistic field and discussed in 
the previous chapters.  

My main tasks consisted in the construction of the geophysical model that led to 
define the geometry of the lower and middle crust and of the main reservoirs of the upper 
crust. Thanks to application of the Ordinary Kriging on the seismic data inferred from the 
refraction and reflection cross sections, I provided the depth maps of the geophysical 
discontinuities together with the map of the uncertainty of the estimates. So, for the first time 
the masses of the main crustal reservoirs containing U and Th are estimated together with 
their uncertainties in the region surrounding SNO+. Moreover, the estimation of the 
geoneutrino signal comes from a refined evaluation of the different sources of uncertainties 
that permitted to individuate the major source of uncertainty, namely the lithologic unit 
including the Huronian Supergroup characterized by rocks with a high compositional 
variability. The recommendation for improving the knowledge of the U and Th content of this 
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unit is a key result of this study that highlights the necessity to put more stringent constraints 
on the local contribution to the geoneutrino signal for inferring the Earth’s heat budget and 
chemical composition.   

5.1 Background  

Geoneutrinos, electron antineutrinos generated during beta decays of radioactive 
nuclides in the Earth, offer a means to determine the concentrations of heat-producing 
elements (HPEs, namely U, Th, and K), and hence the total radiogenic heat power of the 
Earth [Dye, 2010; 2012; Šrámek et al., 2012; Šrámek et al., 2013]. A better constraint on the 
total radiogenic heat power is critical for determining the Earth’s heat budget, understanding 
the power driving plate tectonics, and the thermal and chemical evolution of the planet. 
Compositional models for the bulk silicate Earth (BSE) differ by a factor of three in U 
concentration and total radiogenic heat power of the planet [Turcotte and Schubert, 2002] 
[Javoy et al., 2010; McDonough and Sun, 1995; O'Neill and Palme, 2008]. Geoneutrino data, 
when available for several sites on the Earth, should be able to define the range of permissible 
compositional models that describe the BSE. 

The physical properties of geoneutrinos have been reviewed in the literature [e.g., Dye, 
2012; Fiorentini et al., 2007; Šrámek et al., 2012]. The current detection mechanism is the 
inverse beta reaction, where an anti-neutrino combines with a free proton to produce a 
positron and a neutron, which are detected by prompt and delayed light flashes recorded in 
large underground liquid scintillation detectors. This reaction is sensitive to geoneutrinos 
produced from four beta decays: two each in the 238U and 232Th chains; all other geoneutrinos 
have energies lower than the threshold level (1.806 MeV) that is required to initiate the 
reaction. Geoneutrinos originating from U and Th decay chains can be distinguished based on 
their different energy spectra, e.g., only the 238U chain can produce geoneutrinos with energy 
>2.25 MeV. KamLAND (Kamioka Liquid scintillator ANtineutrino Detector) in Japan [Araki 
et al., 2005; Gando et al., 2013; Gando et al., 2011] and Borexino in Italy [Bellini et al., 
2010; Bellini et al., 2013] are the two detectors that are currently accumulating geoneutrino 
events, and the experimental results have provided some constraints on the radiogenic heat 
power from U and Th in the Earth. The SNO+ detector will come on-line in 2014. This 
kiloton scale detector, a redeployment of the former Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) at 
SNOLAB, is located in Ontario, Canada, and will have a higher signal-to-noise ratio for 
geoneutrino events compared to other operating detectors [Chen, 2006]. SNO+ will provide 
new data on the geoneutrino signal mainly originating from U and Th in the surrounding 
continental crust.     

 [Huang et al., 2013] developed a global reference model that predicted the 
geoneutrino signal from the crust and mantle. Using this model they predicted the geoneutrino 
flux at KamLAND, Borexino, SNO+, and Hanohano, the latter a proposal for a sea floor 
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detector. The predicted signal from the lithosphere at SNO+ was estimated at 7.5
6.336.7+

−  TNU (a 

Terrestrial Neutrino Unit is one geoneutrino event per 1032 target protons per year), of which 
6.3
5.734.0+

−  TNU originates from the crust. The far field crust (FFC; defined as the remainder of 

the crust after removing the closest six 2° × 2° crustal tiles near the detector) contributes 
2.8
2.415.1+

−  TNU, and the regional continental crust (closest six tiles) is the dominant geoneutrino 

source, contributing ~19 TNU. The geoneutrino signal from the mantle at SNO+ is predicted 
to be between 2 to 16 TNU [Šrámek et al., 2013].  

Since SNO+ will accumulate statistically significant amounts of geoneutrino data in 
the coming years, the calculated signal that is predicted to be derived from the lithosphere can 
be subtracted from the experimentally determined total geoneutrino signal to estimate the 
mantle contribution. Such a calculation is key to resolving different BSE compositional 
models [Dye, 2010; Fogli et al., 2012]. It is therefore useful to construct a regional scale 
reference model based on detailed geological, geochemical and geophysical studies in order to 
calculate the geoneutrino signal and its uncertainties originating from the local crust. The 
construction of such a regional reference model is the primary aim of this study. 

5.2 Constructing the model 

We use the published 1:5,000,000 scale Geological Map of North America [Reed et 
al., 2005] to describe the surface geological characteristics in the six 2°× 2° crustal tiles 
centered at SNO+ (outlined in Figure 5.1 including lithologies, boundaries between different 
geological terranes/provinces, and their relative proportions. Refraction seismic surveys 
carried out in this region provide information on the crustal velocity structure and thickness 
[Epili and Mereu, 1991; Mereu et al., 1986; Musacchio et al., 1997; John A. Percival and 
West, 1994; Winardhi and Mereu, 1997], whereas reflection seismic surveys and receiver 
function analysis provide additional constraints on the Moho depth (Figure 5.2) [Brown et al., 
1982; Eaton et al., 2006; Spence et al., 2010]. All of the above information is integrated into a 
3-D regional crust model. In this model, the layer with P-wave velocities (Vp) between 6.6 
and 6.8 km/s is defined as the middle crust, and the underlying layer having Vp between 6.8 
and 8.0 km/s is the lower crust.  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic map of the region around Sudbury, where the SNO+ detector (red star) is located. The six 
2°× 2° tiles (outlined by red lines) centered at SNo+ cover the area from which we build the 3-D regional crustal 
model. Light black lines show the major terrane boundaries within the Superior Province, which is separated 
with the Grenville Province by the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone (GFTZ). The Great Lakes region is covered by 
Paleozoic sediments, extending to the Great Lakes Tectonic Zone (GLTZ) in the north. The Kapuskasing 
Structural Zone (KSZ) is a prominent metamorphic zone in the Superior Province. 

The upper crust is subdivided into seven different lithologic units based on surface 
exposures (Figure 5.3): 1) tonalite and tonalite gneiss of the Wawa-Abitibi sub-provinces, 2) 
Archean felsic intrusive rocks (granite, granodiorite, etc.), 3) gneissic rocks in the Central 
Gneiss Belt of the Grenville province, 4) Huronian Supergroup sedimentary to 
metasedimentary rocks, 5) volcanic/metavolcanic rocks in the Abitibi sub-province, 6) the 
Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC), and 7) Paleozoic sediments in the southern portion of the 
study area. 

Published databases of litho-geochemical studies performed by the Ontario Geological 
Survey (OGS) provide high quality U and Th abundance data, determined by ICP-MS or 
INAA, for most of the major lithologies in the region. The composition of 
volcanic/metavolcanic rocks in Abitibi is compiled mostly from data in GEOROC. The lake 
sediments in the Ontario area are assumed to have the same U and Th abundances as the 
Paleozoic sediments that cover the Great Lakes region. Data from the published literature for 
the chemical compositions of major lithologies in the study area that are not compiled by 
GEOROC are also incorporated into the model. Direct samples of the deep crust are limited 
(lower granulite facies rocks are only exposed in the Kapuskasing Structural Zone, which is at 
the northwest corner of the six tiles). Therefore, we follow the approach described by [Huang 
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et al., 2013], which is based on previous studies [e.g., Christensen and Mooney, 1995; 
Rudnick and Fountain, 1995] that link the seismic velocity data from refraction seismic 
surveys with the chemical composition of global amphibolite and granulite facies rocks  
[Huang et al., 2013], in order to infer the U and Th abundances in the middle and lower crust 
in the region.  

 
Figure 5.2 Geophysical constraints in the 3-D crustal model are from local refraction surveys (red lines), 
reflection surveys (purple lines), interpreted crustal cross sections (green-dotted lines), and broadband 
seismometers (blue triangles). Only refraction and reflection surveys provide seismic velocities to determine the 
boundaries between three crustal layers. Interpreted crustal cross sections are used to cross check our 3-D model. 

The 3-D model is constructed based on the physical and chemical (U and Th 
abundances) properties of the regional crust. From these data, the geoneutrino signal at 
SNO+, as well as the heat production within the study area are calculated, and the associated 
uncertainties are propagated using Monte Carlo simulations. The geoneutrino signal from the 
regional model is compared with previous estimates for SNO+ [Huang et al., 2013]. Heat 
production and heat flow in our model are compared with heat flow measurements in the area 
[e.g., Perry et al., 2006]. We also evaluate SNO+’s sensitivity to the mantle geoneutrino 
signal in order to shed light on Earth’s chemical composition. 
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Figure 5.3 Simplified geological map of the six 2°× 2° tiles centered at SNO+. Each color represents a single 
subreservoir in the upper crust that is assumed to be chemically uniform. The dashed black line is the extension 
of GFTZ under the Paleozoic sedimentary cover in the Great Lakes region. 

5.3 Geology framework of the regional crust 

The six 2° × 2° crustal tiles centered at SNO+ (approximately 440 km × 460 km), 
outlined in Figure 5.1, comprise the study area used to construct the 3-D regional reference 
model and calculate the resulting regional geoneutrino signal. The SNO+ regional crust 
includes Precambrian rocks of the southeastern Canadian Shield and Paleozoic sediments of 
the Great Lakes and Michigan basin. The distribution of the Paleozoic sediments, extending 
to the Great Lakes Tectonic Zone (GLTZ in Figure 5.1), separates the study area into two 
distinct portions. The northern portion of the region consists of crystalline rocks of the 
Neoarchean southeastern Superior Province and the Mesoproterozoic Grenville Province, 
which borders the southeastern part of the Canadian Shield. The boundary between the 
Superior Province and Grenville Province is referred to as the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone 
(GFTZ). The Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC) and Southern Province are distributed along 
the GFTZ in the study area (Figure 5.1). The southern portion of the study area is covered by 
Paleozoic sediments with thicknesses increasing in a southerly direction to the Michigan basin 
where the total sedimentary cover is up to ~5 km [e.g., Howell and van der Pluijm, 1999]. 
The crystalline basement in the southern region is obscured by this sedimentary cover. In the 
following sections, the geology of each of these regions is reviewed. 
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5.3.1 Superior Province 

The Superior Province was constructed from fragments of much smaller Archean 
microcontinents from the Paleoarchean through the Neoarchean and later modified by 
subsequent collisional events during the Proterozoic. It is one of the world’s largest Archean 
cratons and contains rocks ranging in age from 0.1 to 4.2 Ga. On the basis of lithology, 
structure, metamorphism, ages, and tectonic events, the Superior Province can be subdivided 
into several sub-provinces. The Wawa, Abitibi, and Pontiac sub-provinces occur within the 
six 2° × 2° crustal tiles of our model [e.g., Benn and Moyen, 2008; Card, 1990; Pease et al., 
2008; J. A. Percival, 2007]. The following geological descriptions are taken from Card 
[1990] and J. A. Percival [2007]. 

The Wawa sub-province has an east-west extent of about 600 km, extending east 
towards the Kapuskasing structure zone (KSZ in Figure 5.1). This sub-province is bounded on 
the southeast by the Early to Middle Proterozoic Southern Province, on the southwest by the 
Mid-Continent Rift (Figure 5.2), and on the north by the Quetico and Opatica sub-provinces. 
The southern extent of the Wawa sub-province is obscured by Lake Superior and Paleozoic 
sedimentary cover. The eastern Wawa sub-province consists of upper amphibolite facies 
gneiss that continues gradationally into granulite facies in the KSZ. The Wawa sub-province 
is composed of Neoarchean juvenile crustal additions of submarine volcanic successions of 
komatiites, tholeiites and andesites that are intruded by tonalite, granodiorite and granite. 
Foliated to gneissic tonalitic to granodioritic rocks with zircon U-Pb ages around 2.7 Ga are 
dominant in the eastern border near the KSZ. The gneiss is cut by younger granodioritic to 
granitic plutons. 

The Abitibi sub-province is the world’s largest Archean granite-greenstone belt. The 
sub-province is bounded on the west by the KSZ and on the east by the GFTZ, a zone of 
faulting that separates the Superior and Grenville provinces. The southern boundary of the 
Abitibi sub-province is the GLTZ. The Abitibi region comprises mafic to felsic 
volcanic/metavolcanic rocks concentrated in the central Abitibi greenstone belt. Tonalite 
gneiss forms batholithic complexes in and around greenstone belts and is intruded by granitic 
to granodioritic plutonic rocks. 

The small Pontiac sub-province is bounded on the south and east by the GFTZ and on 
the north by the Abitibi sub-province. It is a Late Archean terrane comprised of lesser 
exposures of metasediments intruded by tonalite, granodiorite, quartz syenite and granite.  

The main lithologies of the Superior Province in the regional model are the tonalite to 
tonalite gneiss in the Wawa and Abitibi sub-provinces, volcanic/metavolcanic rocks in the 
Abitibi greenstone belt, and scattered granitic to granodioritic intrusions. The 
metasedimentary rocks in the Pontiac sub-province are obscured by intrusions. 
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5.3.2 Grenville Province 

The Grenville Province, located to the southeast of the GFTZ, is the primary exposure 
of the Grenville orogen, which extends from Lake Huron northeastward to the coast of 
Labrador. In the western Grenville of Ontario, seismic refraction and reflection surveys [e.g., 
Mereu et al., 1986; White et al., 2000] suggest a tectonic construct involving northwestward 
stacking of crustal segments to produce the Grenville orogen and an over-thickened crust. The 
Grenville orogen resulted from ~1100 Ma continent-continent and/or continent-arc collisions 
and consists of stacked Neoarchean, Paleoproterozoic, and Mesoproterozoic crustal sections 
[e.g., Carr et al., 2000; Ludden and Hynes, 2000]. The Grenville Province comprises a 
complex assemblage of poly-metamorphosed crustal rocks including plutonic rocks, 
migmatites, ortho- and para-gneiss, as well as other metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. 
The rocks present in the regional study area range in age from 1.8 to 1.0 Ga. Of the two major 
belts in the Grenville Province, the Central Gneiss Belt (CGB) and the Central 
Metasedimentary Belt (CMB) [e.g., Wynne-Edwards, 1972], only the former belt is located 
within the area of interest. The GFTZ is a crustal-scale shear zone marking the northwestern 
edge of the Grenville orogeny. 

The CGB is the oldest part of the Grenville Province, and is dominantly comprised of 
rocks from the Laurentian craton (pre-1.4 Ga) and younger supra-crustal rocks deposited 
along the craton margin. The rocks have been subjected to high pressure and high temperature 
metamorphism during Grenvillian orogenesis. These high-grade metamorphic rocks (e.g., 
gray gneisses) are exposures of deep sections of Earth’s crust to depths of 20 – 30 km. The 
CMB is a lower grade metasedimentary belt that also corresponds to a lower crustal section. 
Since the CMB does not fall within the regional study area, we do not consider it further.  

Because the seismic surveys coverage in the CGB is insufficient, we cannot identify 
all the smaller domains within the CGB in the 3-D model. Consequently, we simplify the 
regional reference model by treating the GFTZ and CGB as a single crustal type and assume 
that the high-grade gneiss is representative of the dominant lithology. 

5.3.3 Southern Province and Sudbury Igneous Complex 

The Southern Province comprises a passive margin sedimentary sequence deposited 
between 2.5 and 2.2 Ga on the southern margin of the Superior Province [e.g., Long, 2004; 
Long, 2009]. In the Sudbury region, strata of the Huronian Supergroup crop out extensively in 
the Southern Province. The main lithologies in the Huronian Supergroup are clastic 
sedimentary rocks such as sandstones, mudstones, conglomerates, and diamictites (with minor 
volcanic rocks) that have been metamorphosed at low grades. These sedimentary units crop 
out along the northern shore of Lake Huron and continue along the GFTZ to the Cobalt 
Embayment in the northeast. The thickness of the Huronian Supergroup can reach up to ~12 
km to the south of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC) [e.g., Long, 2009]. Some granitic 
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intrusions with ages 2.1 to 2.3 Ga, including the Skead, Murray and Creighton plutons were 
emplaced into the Huronian Supergroup.  

The Sudbury Structure is a unique geological feature that straddles the boundary 
between the Superior Province and Southern Province immediately north of the Murray Fault, 
and about 15 km northwest of the Proterozoic GFTZ. The Sudbury structure is famous for its 
ore deposits of nickel, copper, cobalt and platinum group elements. The formation of this 
structure is due to a meteorite impact event 1.85 Ga ago [e.g., Rousell et al., 1997; Therriault 
et al., 2002]. The three major components of the structure include the Sudbury Basin, the SIC 
surrounding the basin in the form of an elliptical collar, and an outer zone of Sudbury Breccia 
[e.g., Long, 2009].  

The Sudbury Basin is filled with sedimentary rocks of the Whitewater Group, which is 
approximately 3 km thick and consists of breccias of the Onaping formation, pelagic 
metasedimentary rocks of the Onwatin formation, and metagraywackes of the Chelmsford 
formation. The SIC consists of four units: the contact sublayer, norite, quartz gabbro, and 
granophyre [e.g., Lightfoot et al., 1997c; Naldrett and Hewins, 1984]. The latter three units 
comprise the so-called Main Mass [Naldrett and Hewins, 1984]. The relative mass portions of 
the three units are approximately 40%, 10% and 50%. Footwall rocks consist of Archean 
granitic and mafic igneous rocks, including granulite facies rocks of the Levack gneiss 
complex to the north of the Sudbury Structure, and metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks 
of the Huronian Supergroup to the south. 

5.3.4 Palezoic sedimentary units 

Paleozoic sediments, obscuring the underlying basement, cover approximately 25% of 
the surface of the study area. The Yavapai, Mazatzal, and Grenville boundaries beneath this 
Paleozoic sedimentary cover are extrapolated into the crust based on results from Holm et al. 
[2007] and Van Schmus et al. [2007]. Only one refraction seismic survey is available for the 
study area, the GLIMPCE – GLJ line [Epili and Mereu, 1991]. For this reason, we simplify 
the model and interpret the deep crust underlying this Paleozoic cover as extensions of 
Archean Superior Province and Proterozoic Grenville Province.  

5.3.5 Simplified surface geology 

The spatial resolution of existing seismic surveys available for determining the crustal 
structure in our regional model is less than that of the geological map of North America. 
Therefore, we have simplified the surface geological map on the basis of characteristic 
lithologies, metamorphism, tectonic events and U and Th abundances. For the upper crust in 
the 3-D model, we have identified seven main lithologic units (Figure 5.3, Table 5.5): 

1. Tonalite and tonalite gneiss in Wawa and Abitibi sub-provinces; 
2. Gneiss in the Central Gneiss Belt (CGB) of the Grenville Province; 
3. Granitic to granodioritic intrusions of the Abitibi sub-province; 
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4. Paleozoic sedimentary cover in Great Lakes area;  
5. Volcanic/metavolcanic rocks in the Abitibi greenstone belt; 
6. The Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC); 
7. Sedimentary rocks of the Huronian Supergroup.  
To construct the 3-D physical model of the study area, the simplified surface geology 

is combined with information for the vertical crustal structure obtained from refraction and 
reflection seismic surveys. Receiver function analyses from the Grenville Province provide 
additional constraints on the crustal thickness in this area [Eaton et al., 2006]. The details of 
the geophysical inputs into the 3-D model are provided in the next section. 

5.4 Geophysical 3-D model of the Regional Crust 

Here we develop the 3-D geophysical model of the main reservoirs of U and Th in the 
regional crust centered at SNO+, including estimates of the volumes and masses of upper 
(UC), middle (MC) and lower crust (LC), together with their uncertainties. The seismic 
velocity data from deep crustal refraction surveys are used to distinguish the three crustal 
layers [Epili and Mereu, 1991; Mereu et al., 1986; Musacchio et al., 1997; John A. Percival 
and West, 1994; Winardhi and Mereu, 1997] . In this way, three boundary surfaces are 
defined in the 3-D model: the top of middle crust (TMC), the top of lower crust (TLC) and the 
Moho depth (MD). The P-wave velocities 6.6 km/s, 6.8 km/s and 8.0 km/s are adopted as 
contours to identify these surfaces. The upper crust is further modeled in detail for the seven 
dominant lithologic units as defined in the previous section by combining the simplified 
geological map and vertical crustal cross sections. 

 
Table 5.1 The five seismic experiments that provide the 18 seismic lines used to model the crust in the region 
Surrounding SNO+. 

Experiment Main investigated area Number 
of lines Typea Labels in 

Figure 5.2 Reference 

LITHOPROBE 

Sudbury Basin 2 RF XY; AB Winardhi and Mereu [1997] 

Superior Province 2 RF EF; MG Winardhi and Mereu [1997] 

Kapuskasing Structural 
Zone 5 RF 

PW1; PW2; 
PW3; PW4; 

PW5 

John A. Percival and West 
[1994] 

COCRUST Grenville Province 4 RF AO; OB; 
BC; CD Mereu et al. [1986] 

O-NYNEX Appalachian Province 1 RF SP Musacchio et al. [1997] 

GLIMPCE Great Lakes 
1 RF GLJ Epili and Mereu [1991] 

1 RL GLA Spence et al. [2010] 

COCORP Michigan Basin 2 RL MIC1; 
MIC2 Brown et al. [1982] 

aRF: refraction; RL: reflection 
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5.4.1 Geophysical model of boundary surfaces 

The geophysical inputs used for estimating the depth of the TMC, TLC and MD come 
from seismic surveys and receiver function analyses. To construct this 3-D model, five main 
reflection and refraction seismic experiments, performed over the last 30 years (Table 5.1), 
were used over an extended area that includes the six tiles (Figure 5.2). Some interpreted 
crustal cross sections based upon these seismic experiments (Table 5.2) were used to define 
the contacts between the seven lithologic units in the upper crust.  

Table 5.2 The interpreted crustal cross sections used to define the contact between the seven dominant lithologic 
unit in the physical model of upper crust in the region surrounding SNO+. 

Main investigated areas Labels in Figure 5.2 Reference 

Sudbury Basin 
AA’ - A’B Easton [2000] 

40 - 41 Adam et al. [2000] 

Superior Province 12 - 15 - 16a - 16c - 25 - 28 - 52 Ludden and Hynes [2000] 

Kapuskasing Structural 
Zone 

PP  J. A. Percival and Peterman [1994] 

G Geis et al. [1990] 

Grenville Province 31 - 32 - 33 White et al. [2000] 

Great Lakes J White et al. [2000] 

 
The Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville Seismic Refraction Experiment, which began in 

1992, aimed to explore the main tectonic features of the Grenville and Superior provinces in 
the southeastern Canadian Shield [Winardhi and Mereu, 1997]. This project includes the 
acquisition of about 1250 km of seismic profiles along four long refraction lines. The profiles 
XY and AB, forming a cross-arm array centered a few kilometers away from SNO+, are 
particularly important for modeling the crustal structure directly beneath the detector (Figure 
5.2). Profile EF images seismic discontinuities of the deep crustal layers beneath the Abitibi 
greenstone belt. The Central Metasedimentary Belt (CMB), the Central Gneiss Belt (CGB), 
the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone (GFTZ), the Pontiac sub-province and the Abitibi 
greenstone belt are investigated by the long refraction line MG. The five refraction profiles 
across the Kapuskasing Structural Zone ["PW" in Fig. 1b; John A. Percival and West, 1994] 
and the GLJ line in Lake Huron [Epili and Mereu, 1991] are used for constraining the crustal 
structure of the northern and southern region, respectively.  

To increase the quality of the 3D model around the borders of the regional crust, we 
used data from four other seismic experiments that occur outside of the study area. The 
Ontario-New York-New England (O-NYNEX) refraction profile SP in the Appalachian 
Province [Musacchio et al., 1997] and four refraction surveys made by the Canadian 
Consortium for Crustal Reconnaissance (COCRUST) [Mereu et al., 1986] across the Ottawa 
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Graben are used to constrain the eastern boundary of our study area. Three reflection lines, 
GLA [Spence et al., 2010], MIC1 and MIC2 [Brown et al., 1982], located in the marginal 
western and southern area (Lake Superior and Michigan Basin) provide data on Moho depth 
in the southwestern region of the study area, but no refraction studies are available for this 
region.  

The crustal thickness in the Grenville Province is obtained from receiver function 
analyses of 537 seismic events registered by 32 broadband seismic stations (blue triangles in 
Figure 5.2) [Eaton et al., 2006]. The average uncertainty for the Moho depth obtained by the 
receiver function technique is ± 0.8 km, which is negligible and is not included in our model. 

The Moho depth at the 32 teleseismic stations are combined with 343 and 22 data 
points digitized on 15 refraction and 3 reflection sections, respectively, in order to determine 
the depth of the different crustal layers. The average interval of digitalization along the 4552 
km of refraction and reflection lines is 12.5 km. For refraction tomography, 343 depth points 
were digitized following the velocity contours of 6.6 and 6.8 km/s, which define the TMC and 
TLC surfaces. In Table 5.3 we report the descriptive statistics of depth-controlling points 
along each of the three boundary surfaces. 

 
Table 5.3 Descriptive statistics of depth-controlling data points from refraction and reflection seismic profiles 
and receiver function analyses that are used to produce the TMC, TLC and MD depth maps. The minimum, 
mean and maximum values of the data points along each boundary surface are reported. 

 N° point 
input 

Variance 
(km2) 

Depth (km) 
Min Mean Max 

TMC 343 24.5 10.0 19.7 35.0 
TLC 343 27.6 18.0 28.3 40.0 
MD 397 23.2 31.0 42.6 56.0 

 
Depth maps for TLC, TMC and MD surfaces are obtained by applying a geostatistical 

estimator (Ordinary Kriging) that infers the depths of these surfaces for locations without 
direct observations by interpolating between depth-controlling data points. The main 
advantages of this method are that it takes into account the spatial continuity of the depths and 
it provides the uncertainties of the estimated depths of three surfaces for each grid cell. The 
continuous depth maps for the TMC, TLC and MD surfaces (Figure 5.4 A, C, E) are obtained 
using this method. We also report the Normalized Estimation Errors (NEE) maps (Figure 5.4 
B, D, F) that provide estimated uncertainties in terms of variance, normalized with respect to 
depth and expressed in percentage.  

The average Moho depth in the six tiles is 42.3 ± 2.6 km, while the average TMC and 
TLC depths are 20.3 ± 1.1 km and 26.7 ± 1.5 km, respectively. The uncertainties associated 
with the average depths of TMC and TLC are correlated, and their sum corresponds to 
average uncertainty in the MD. Table 5.4 reports the average thickness and volumes of upper, 
middle and lower crust within the six tiles. The regional crustal model yields a very similar 
estimate of average crustal thickness (42.3 ± 2.6 km) as the global crustal reference model of  
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[Huang et al., 2013] for the same region (42.6 ± 2.8 km). These two crustal thickness 
estimates are larger than the estimate provided in the new global crustal model CRUST 1.0, 
which yields an average crustal thickness of only 39.2 km for the study area, without 
uncertainty [Laske et al., 2013]. The regional crustal model is based on in situ seismic 
surveys, which were carried out to understand the deep crustal structure, and thus provide a 
more accurate and precise evaluation of the crustal thickness and its uncertainty in this region 
than any global-scale crustal model. Another obvious difference between the regional crustal 
model and previous global models is the relative thickness of middle crust, which is very thin 
in the new 3-D regional model. This occurs because of our selection of the Vp interval from 
6.6 to 6.8 km/s as the velocity range of the middle crust, which results in the thin middle 
crust.  

Table 5.4 Physical properties (thickness, volume, volume fraction, density) of upper, middle and lower crust 
within the 3-D regional model, and comparisons with previous models. 

 Thickness (km) 
Volume 

(106 km3) 
Volume 

(%) 

ρ (g/cm3) 

 C 1.0a H’13b This study C 1.0 H’13 This study 

UC 11.8  14.7 ± 1.0 20.3 ± 1.1 4.2 ± 0.2 47.9 2.75 2.80 2.73 ± 0.08 

MC 14.1  15.2 ± 1.0 6.4 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.1 15.3 2.82 2.88 2.96 ± 0.03 

LC 13.3  12.7 ± 0.8 15.6 ± 1.0 3.2 ± 0.2 36.8 2.92 3.03 3.08 ± 0.06 

Total 39.2 42.6 ± 2.8 42.3 ± 2.6 8.7 ± 0.5 100 == == == 

aC 1.0 is the updated CRUST1.0 model by Laske et al. [2013] at http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/~gabi/rem.html; No 
uncertainty is provided in CRUST 1.0 for the thickness of crustal layers; 
bAverage of individual uncertainties for the 24 1° × 1° voxels in the reference model of [Huang et al., 2013] 

The densities of the middle and lower regional crust are estimated using the functional 
relationship between Vp and density provided by Christensen and Mooney [1995] (see their 
Table 8). Since the depth to center of the middle crust in the study area is about 25 km, we use 
the average densities obtained using the functions ρ = a + b/Vp (where a and b are the 
empirically determined coefficients linking Vp and density) applied to 20 km, and 30 km 
depths, respectively, with average middle crust Vp as 6.7 ± 0.1 km/s. The center of the lower 
crust in the study area is about 35 km, and most of the layer has Vp of 7.0 ± 0.2 km/s. Thus, 
we use the functions for 30 km and 40 km depth. The average density of middle crust and 
lower crust are estimated to be 2.96 ± 0.03 and 3.08 ± 0.06 g/cm3, respectively. The model of 
[Huang et al., 2013] adopted the density information provided in CRUST 2.0 [Bassin et al., 
2000], and the updated CRUST 1.0 [Laske et al., 2013] provides an even lower density crust 
(Table 5.4). The average densities for this region in the previous two global crust models are 
both lower than what we obtain here. This is perhaps due to the fact that the middle crust in 
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The tonalite or tonalite gneiss in the Wawa and Abitibi sub-provinces is the dominant 
lithology within the study area, accounting for 60% of the total volume of the regional upper 
crust. The top of this unit corresponds to the bottom of some minor lithologic units, or a flat 
Earth’s surface, while its bottom is the TMC surface underneath the Superior Province, as 
revealed by interpreted crustal cross sections. Gneissic rocks in the CGB of the Grenville 
Province is the next most voluminous lithology, encompassing ~30% of the total volume of 
the regional upper crust; its surface exposure is not obscured by any other lithologies except 
for a thin veneer of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the southern portion of the study area 
(Figure 5.5 A and E). All other five lithologic units account for the remaining 10% of upper 
crustal volume. The thicknesses of these remaining lithologic units are constrained from 
interpreted crustal cross sections based on reflection seismic surveys. The thickness of the 
Paleozoic sedimentary cover in the Great Lakes region is further constrained by the contours 
of thicknesses of sedimentary rocks in the Michigan Basin [Howell and van der Pluijm, 
1999]. South of the SIC, the thickness of the Huronian Supergroup can reach up to 12 km 
[e.g., Long, 2009] and, thus, for the purpose of better constraining its thickness, some virtual 
points with depths of 12 km are added to the 3-D model. The thickness of several regionally 
distributed granitic to granodioritic intrusions were estimated using reflection seismic 
surveys. The structure of the SIC has been extensively explored [Boerner et al., 2000; 
Milkereit et al., 1994; Snyder et al., 2002] and existing seismic surveys are sufficient to 
constrain the SIC precisely. Some extrapolations regarding the thickness of the volcanic to 
metavolcanic rocks in the Abitibi greenstone belt were made based on existing geological 
cross-sections in order to estimate their thickness in areas lacking direct observations.  

The density of each upper crustal lithologic unit is obtained from the literature. 
Fountain et al. [1990], Salisbury and Fountain [1994] and Fountain and Salisbury [1996] 
provide laboratory density measurements for a variety of samples from the Canadian Shield. 
The samples are here reclassified into tonalite-tonalite gneiss, granite-granodiorite and 
greenstone belt volcanic rocks and the average and standard deviation of the density are used 
for these lithologic units. The CGB gneissic rocks are assumed to have similar density to 
tonalite gneiss of comparable metamorphic grade. Hinze et al. [1978] provide drill core 
density information for sedimentary rocks in the Michigan Basin and we adopt this density for 
the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Densities of sedimentary rocks in the Huronian Supergroup 
are obtained from Ontario Geological Survey published preliminary map 2297. The density of 
the SIC is obtained from drill core information published by Snyder et al. [2002] and 
Milkereit et al. [1994]. Since 90% of the regional upper crust has a density of 2.73 ± 0.08 
g/cm3, the average upper crust is assumed to have the same density. With the volume and 
density information, the mass of each lithologic unit was calculated (Table 5.5). 
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Table 5.5 Physical properties (Geology feature, thickness, volume, volume fraction, density, and mass) of the 
seven lithologic units in the Upper Crust within the 3-D regional model. 

Lithology/Geology  Average 
Thickness (km) 

Volume 
 (106 km3) 

Volume 
 (%) ρ (g/cm3) Mass 

(1018 kg) 

Tonalite/Tonalite gneiss  
(Wawa-Abitibi) 16.6 2.51 60.6 2.73 ± 0.08a 6.9 ± 0.5 

Central Gneiss Belt  
(Grenville Province) 14.5 1.25 30.2 2.73 ± 0.08b 3.4 ± 0.2 

(Meta)volcanic rocks 
(Abitibi sub-province) 5.5 0.12 2.9 2.84 ± 0.14a 0.34 ± 0.01 

Paleozoic sedimentary 
rocks 1.1 0.06 1.3 2.62 ± 0.19c 0.16 ± 0.01 

Granite or granodiorite 
(Wawa-Abitibi) 5.2 0.09 2.2 2.67 ± 0.02a 0.24 ± 0.00 

Huronian Supergroup, 
Sudbury Basin 4.4 0.11 2.7 2.69 ± 0.04d 0.30 ± 0.01 

Sudbury Igneous 
Complex 6.1 0.006 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1e 0.02 ± 0.00 

aAverage values of data from [Fountain and Salisbury, 1996], [Fountain et al., 1990] and [Salisbury and 
Fountain, 1994].    
bDensity of green unit is assumed equal to the density of the pink unit. 
cAverage values from data taken by [Hinze et al. 1978].  
dOntario Geological Survey - Geophysical Series - Preliminary map. 2297 - North Bay Marten River Area – 
Districts of Nipissing and Sudbury. Scale 1:100.000 (1980). 
e[Snyder et al., 2002], [Milkereit et al., 1994]. 

5.4.3 Cross-checking the 3-D model 

Six schematic E-W and N-S cross-sections of the region show the results of the 
numerical 3-D model (Figure 5.5), with the correct positions and shapes of major tectonic 
features, such as the GFTZ in cross sections A-A’, C-C’ and D-D’, and the SIC in cross 
sections A-A’ and B-B’. The thickness of each minor lithologic units in the upper crust agrees 
with the interpreted cross-sections based on seismic surveys. 
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assumed to be sourced by Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. We use the composition of these lake 
sediments to represent the composition of the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. 

The quality of the dataset is improved by excluding all U and Th data determined by 
XRF, which is less sensitive and accurate compared to ICP-MS or INAA data. Some 
lithologic units are further subdivided into end members according to lithology/composition, 
such as Abitibi volcanic rock, the SIC, and felsic intrusions. The volcanic rocks of the Abitibi 
greenstone belt are a mixture of felsic, intermediate, and mafic rocks with relative mass 
proportions of 5%, 40% and 55%, respectively [Card, 1990]. The Main Mass of the SIC is 
composed of norite (40%), quartz gabbro (10%), and granophyre (50%) [e.g., Lightfoot et al., 
1997a]. Granite (60%) and granodiorite (40%) are the two dominant types of intrusive rocks. 
These proportions are obtained from the geological map by comparing the surface exposure 
areas of the two rock types in the red unit. For these three lithologic units, the weighted 
average composition is obtained using Monte Carlo simulations [Huang et al., 2013] to 
predict the geoneutrino signals from these units. 

After constructing the databases, average U and Th abundances for each of the 
lithologic units can be estimated, along with uncertainties. It has long been known that the 
frequency distributions of the abundances of highly incompatible elements, such as U and Th, 
in typical crustal reservoirs are strongly skewed and fit a log-normal distribution, rather than a 
Gaussian distribution [Huang et al., 2013]. To reduce the influence of rare enriched or 
depleted samples on the log-normal average, we apply a 1.15-sigma filter that removes about 
25% of the data. Then the median value of the distribution is used to represent the central 
tendency of the distribution, and 1-sigma uncertainty covers 68.3% of the remaining data 
population. The abundances of U and Th in each lithologic unit in the regional upper crust are 
reported in Table 5.6.  

The U abundances in the tonalite and CGB gneiss, which together account for 90% of 

the upper crustal volume in the 3-D model, are 0.5
0.30.7+

−  ppm and 2.6 ± 0.4 ppm, and the Th 

abundances of these two units are 2.3
1.33.1+

−  ppm and 6.0
2.85.1+

−  ppm, respectively. There are only 

five high quality measurements of U abundances in the CGB gneiss, which is the key 
limitation of the statistics. This is also the reason why the U abundance in the CGB gneiss has 
a symmetric uncertainty. The Wawa-Abitibi volcanic rocks are depleted in HPEs compared to 
other lithologic units in the study area. The Huronian Supergroup metasedimentary rocks are 

the closest unit to the SNO+ detector and are enriched in U 2.9
1.74.2+

− ppm and Th 8.2
4.811.1+

−  ppm 

relative to the greenstone belt rocks; therefore, this minor lithologic unit, due to its proximity 
to the detector, could be the dominant source of the geoneutrino signal at SNO+.   

The composition of the middle and lower crust in the 3-D model is inferred from 
seismic velocity data from the refraction seismic surveys, using the same approach as that 
adopted by [Huang et al., 2013]. The seismic velocity in the middle crust is 6.7 ± 0.1 (1-
sigma) km/s, and for the top 70% of the lower crust is 7.0 ± 0.2 (1-sigma) km/s while the 
lower 30% has velocity >7.2 km/s.  
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Compiled laboratory ultrasonic velocity measurements of deep crustal samples taken 
at room temperature and various confining pressure are used to estimate the composition of 
the deep crust. At 600 MPa, felsic amphibolite-facies rocks have an average Vp of 6.34 ± 0.16 
(1-sigma) km/s, while mafic amphibolite-facies rocks have a Vp of 6.98 ± 0.20 km/s. Felsic 
granulite-facies rocks have an average Vp of 6.52 ± 0.19 km/s, while mafic granulites have an 
average Vp of 7.21 ± 0.20 km/s [Huang et al., 2013]. The temperature and pressure correction 
derivatives are -4 × 10-4 km s-1 °C-1 and 2 × 10-4 km s-1 MPa-1 [Christensen and Mooney, 
1995] [Rudnick and Fountain, 1995]. Assuming a typical conductive geotherm [Pollack and 
Chapman, 1977] corresponding to a surface heat flow of 50 mW m-2 (the observed average 
surface heat flow in the Sudbury region [Perry et al., 2009]), the temperature in the crust 
increases linearly to 600°C at 50 km depth. The average depth of middle crust in the regional 
model is about 25 km, corresponding to a pressure of ~700 MPa and a temperature of 
~300°C. Therefore, the pressure-temperature corrected felsic amphibolites have a Vp of 6.25 
± 0.16 km/s and mafic amphibolites have a Vp of 6.89 ± 0.20 km/s. For the lower crust, the 
pressure is ~1000 MPa and the temperature is ~400°C; therefore, the corrected felsic 
granulites have Vp of 6.45 ± 0.19 km/s and mafic ones have 7.14 ± 0.20 km/s. Given the Vp 
in the middle and top layer of lower crust is set to be 6.7 ± 0.1 km/s and 7.0 ± 0.2 km/s in the 
model, the fractions of felsic end member in the two reservoirs are 0.3 ± 0.4 and 0.2 ± 0.4, 
which are combined with the compositions of felsic and mafic end members from [Huang et 
al., 2013] to calculate the U and Th abundances in the deep crust. 

The abundances of U and Th in any single lithologic unit (except the CGB gneiss, for 
which only five U analyses are available) in the regional model are significantly correlated. 
Table 6 reports the correlation between logarithmic values of U and Th abundance in each 
reservoir. This correlation introduces a non-negligible effect on the uncertainties of the 
geoneutrino signal and radiogenic heat power. Previous reference models (global scale or 
regional scale) for the geoneutrino signal [Coltorti et al., 2011; Dye, 2010; Huang et al., 
2013; Mantovani et al., 2004] ignored the correlation between U and Th abundances. Here we 
use Monte Carlo simulations to incorporate fully the variations in U and Th abundances and 
the influence of the correlation between them in estimating uncertainties. 
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Table 5.6 U and Th abundances in Seven Lithologic Units in the Regional Upper Crust in the 3-D Model. 

Lithologic Unit 
 U meana 1-sigma median n Th meana 1-sigma median n Correlationb + - + - 

Tonalite/Tonalite gneiss all 0.7 1.0 0.4 0.7 141 

 

3.0 4.6 1.8 3.2 146 0.74 filtered 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.7 111 3.1 2.3 1.3 3.1 107 

Gneiss in CGB all 2.6 0.4 0.4 2.7 5 3.9 8.9 2.7 5.3 96 -- filtered 2.6 0.4 0.4 2.7 5 5.1 6.0 2.8 5.9 68 

(Meta)volcanic rocks 

Felsic (5%) all 1.1 1.7 0.7 1.0 472 4.3 6.7 2.6 4.3 531 0.86 filtered 1.1 0.8 0.5 1.0 402 4.3 3.0 1.8 4.1 416 

Intermediate (40%) all 0.5 1.1 0.3 0.5 192 1.6 3.3 1.1 1.6 246 0.87 filtered 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.5 135 1.5 1.3 0.7 1.6 170 

Mafic (55%) all 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.3 333 0.9 2.4 0.6 0.8 414 0.88 filtered 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 249 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.7 316 

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks all 3.1 5.5 2.0 2.5 10606 4.5 3.0 1.8 4.4 2196 0.55 filtered 2.5 2.0 1.1 2.3 8466 4.4 1.6 1.2 4.3 1700 

Felsic intrusion 
Granite (60%) all 3.9 4.1 2.0 4.1 26 24.1 26.8 12.7 28.0 25 0.60 filtered 4.0 2.3 1.4 4.1 18 29.7 12.0 8.6 28.9 19 

Granodiorite (40%) all 1.1 0.8 0.5 1.1 92 5.4 6.2 2.9 5.5 92 0.81 filtered 1.2 0.5 0.3 1.2 70 5.2 3.1 2.0 5.2 69 

Huronian Supergroup, Sudbury Basin all 4.2 6.4 2.5 4.1 207 11.8 20.8 7.5 11.4 214 0.90 filtered 4.2 2.9 1.7 4.2 156 11.1 8.2 4.8 11.3 177 

Sudbury Igneous Complex 

Norite (40%) all 1.1 0.5 0.3 1.2 80 5.6 1.6 1.2 5.7 80 0.76 filtered 1.2 0.2 0.2 1.3 71 5.7 0.7 0.7 5.7 72 

Quartz Gabbro (10%) all 1.7 0.5 0.4 1.6 19 7.5 2.4 1.8 6.7 19 0.99 filtered 1.5 0.2 0.2 1.5 13 6.7 0.9 0.8 6.6 14 

Granophyre (50%) all 3.3 0.2 0.2 3.2 25 14.9 1.0 1.0 14.8 25 0.95 filtered 3.3 0.1 0.1 3.2 18 15.2 0.7 0.6 15.3 18 
aLog-normal mean, see Huang et al. [2013]. 
bCorrelation between logarithmic values of the U and Th abundances. 
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5.6 Geoneutrino signal 

In order to predict the geoneutrino signal and assign precise oscillation parameter 
values, the 3-D regional crustal model was divided into cells of 1 km × 1 km × 0.1 km 
dimension, generating a grid with about 9 × 107 cells. In each of these cells spatial, 
geophysical, and geochemical data were assigned.    

Using the abundance and distribution of U and Th in the 3-D regional crustal model 
given above, the regional contribution to the geoneutrino signal at SNO+ is calculated by 
summing the geoneutrino signal produced by U and Th in each of the 9 × 107 cells.  

For each cell the geoeneutrino flux is: 

2
( ) ( )( )

4
X X X

X X

n C r a rX
m R r

ρφ
πτ

=
−

 

where: 

• .nX is the number of antineutrinos emitted per decay chain. 

• CX , τX and mX  are the isotopic concentration, lifetime and mass of the nucleus X (i.e. U and 
Th).  

• aX is the elemental mass abundance of the nucleus X in each cell.  

• ( )rρ  is the density of the cell. 

• R r− is the distance between the detector and the source of antineutrinos, assumed to be 

the at the centre of the cell. 

The oscillated geoneutrino flux at SNO+ is calculated by taking into account three-
flavor survival probability Pee and the geoneutrino energy spectrum [Fiorentini et al., 2012]: 

2 57.58 10mδ −= ⋅ eV2, 2
12sin ( ) 0.306θ =  and 2

13sin ( ) 0.021θ = . The survival probability for ev  

having energy
e

Eν (in natural units) produced at distance r from the detector is: 
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2

4 2 2 4
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e

ee
m rP E r
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ν

δθ θ θ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞

= − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 

For subsequent shells of Δr = 10 km the probability ( , )eeP r X  is tabulated adopting the 
geoneutrino energy spectrum  for U and Th. Assuming the detector efficiency ε = 1 and 1032 

free target protons Np. the geoneutrino signal in TNU originated by the radionuclide X for a 
fixed distance r , can be calculated: 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )ee X
S r X r X P r Xφ σ=  
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where 
X

σ is the integrated inverse beta reaction cross section, i.e. 12.8×10-6 (TNU cm2 s) 

and 4.04×10-6 (TNU cm2 s) for U and Th, respectively. The total geoneutrino signal is 
calculated summing the contribution for each shell. 

Monte Carlo simulation, as described by [Huang et al., 2013] is employed to predict 
the uncertainty of the geoneutrino signal at SNO+. The uncertainties for thickness and density 
of each lithlogic unit, correlated abundances of U and Th, and fractions of felsic end members 
in the middle and lower crust are expressed by distributions of generated random number 
matrices. These input matrices are propagated through the geoneutrino signal calculation to 
obtain the distribution of the geoneutrino signal. The median value is chosen to describe the 
central tendency of the skewed output distribution, which is due to the propagation of log-
normal distributions of U and Th abundances. 

The predicted geoneutrino signals from U and Th and associated uncertainties (1-
sigma) are reported in Table 5.7 for the seven dominant lithologic units in the upper crust, the 
middle and the lower crust. The uncertainties on the geoneutrino signals are apparently 
dominated by the uncertainties in U and Th abundances. For the upper crust, the Huronian 

Supergroup is the dominant geoneutrino source ( 5.0
3.07.3+

−  TNU; 55% of the total contribution of 

the upper crust) because of its proximity to SNO+ and its high U and Th abundances. The 
tonalite/tonalite gneiss in the Wawa-Abitibi sub-provinces and CGB gneissic rocks contribute 
comparable geoneutrino signals (~2 TNU) at SNO+. The felsic intrusions and the SIC both 
contribute less than 1 TNU. The other two lithologic units (volcanic rocks in the Abitibi 
greenstone belt and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in Great Lakes area) add negligible 
contributions. The total geoneutrino signal at SNO+ from the regional crust is predicted to be 

5.3
3.415.6+

−  TNU, 85% of which originates from the upper crust. 

It is of note that the Elliot Lake uranium deposit occurs within the study area (Figure 
5.1). However, this deposit does not produce a significant geoneutrino signal at SNO+. 
Uranium mining in the area of Elliot Lake, Ontario was initiated in the mid-1950s, but 
operations have now ceased. The U abundances in the ores ranged between 100-1000 ppm. 
These inactive uranium mines are ~100 km to the west of the SNO+ detector. Assuming an 
exceptionally generous total volume of all the mines in Elliot Lake reached 5 km × 5 km × 5 
km (5 km is projected to 1 mm in the 1:5M geology map used to construct the regional crust 
model) and the density of the ore is 3000 kg/m3, the total mass of U is 3.8 × 1010 to 3.8 × 1011 
kg. Given the geoneutrino activity of U is 7.64 × 107 kg-1 s-1 [Fiorentini et al., 2007], the 
geoneutrino luminosity of these deposits in Elliot Lake is 2.9 × 1018 to 2.9 × 1019 s-1, and the 
corresponding geoneutrino flux at the SNO+ is only 2.3 × 103 to 2.3 × 104 cm-2 s-1, which 
translates into a geoneutrino signal of 0.02 to 0.2 TNU. Comparing to the total U signal at 
SNO+ originating from the regional crust (Table 5.7), the Elliot Lake U deposit can contribute 
only 0.2% to 2%, which is negligible given that the uncertainty on the geoneutrino signal is 
near 30%. For this reason, the Elliot Lake uranium deposit is not included in our regional 
crust model 
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Table 5.7 Abundances of  U and Th (ppm), heat production (μW m-3) and geoneutrino signal (TNU) at SNO+ 
from all reservoirs in the 3-D regional model. 

Lithology/Geology A(U) A(Th) H(U) H(Th) S(U) S(Th) S(U+Th) 

Tonalite/Tonalite 
gneiss  

(Wawa-Abitibi) 

0.5
0.30.7+

−  2.3
1.33.1+

−  0.1
0.10.2+

−  0.17
0.090.22+

−  1.1
0.71.6+

−  0.4
0.20.5+

−  1.4
0.92.2+

−  

Central Gneiss Belt  
(Grenville Province) 

0.4
0.42.6+

−  6.0
2.85.1+

−  0.11
0.100.70+

−  0.43
0.200.36+

−  0.3
0.31.8+

−  0.3
0.10.2+

−  0.4
0.32.1+

−  

(Meta)volcanic rocks 
(Abitibi sub-province) 

0.3
0.10.4+

−  0.9
0.51.5+

−  0.1
0.00.1+

−  0.06
0.040.11+

−  0.01
0.010.02+

−  0.003
0.0020.004+

−  0.01
0.010.02+

−  

Paleozoic sediments 2.0
1.12.5+

−  1.6
1.24.4+

−  0.51
0.290.65+

−  0.11
0.080.30+

−  0.03
0.020.04+

−  0.00
0.000.01+

−  0.04
0.020.05+

−  

Granite or 
granodiorite (Wawa-

Abitibi) 

1.4
0.82.8+

−  7.1
5.219.6+

−  0.36
0.230.76+

−  0.51
0.371.41+

−  0.2
0.10.3+

−  0.1
0.00.2+

−  0.2
0.10.5+

−  

Huronian 
Supergroup, Sudbury 

Basin 

2.9
1.74.2+

−  8.2
4.811.1+

−  0.77
0.461.13+

−  0.59
0.330.78+

−  4.3
2.66.2+

−  0.8
0.51.1+

−  5.0
3.07.3+

−  

Sudbury Igneous 
Complex 

0.2
0.12.3+

−  0.4
0.410.7+

−
0.03
0.020.63+

−  0.03
0.030.77+

−  0.0
0.00.6+

−  0.0
0.00.2+

−  0.0
0.00.8+

−  

Upper crust 0.3
0.21.4+

−  2.3
1.44.6+

−  0.08
0.060.38+

−  0.17
0.100.33+

−  4.4
2.810.9+

−  1.0
0.62.4+

−  5.2
3.313.3+

−  

Middle crust 0.5
0.30.8+

−  2.8
1.63.5+

−  0.1
0.10.2+

−  0.20
0.110.25+

−  0.5
0.30.9+

−  0.2
0.10.3+

−  0.7
0.41.2+

−  

Lower crust 0.2
0.10.2+

−  1.8
0.71.4+

−  0.04
0.020.06+

−  0.13
0.050.10+

−  0.3
0.20.5+

−  0.3
0.10.2+

−  0.6
0.30.7+

−  

Total Crust  0.2
0.10.9+

−  0.6
0.73.6+

−  0.1
0.00.3+

−  0.11
0.070.26+

−  4.4
2.812.5+

−  1.0
0.73.0+

−  5.3
3.415.6+

−  

5.7 Discussions 

5.7.1 Heat production 

The estimates of U and Th abundances in different upper crustal lithologic units are 
based on measurements of outcrops of representative rock types. The heat flow measurements 
carried out in the Canadian Shield [e.g., Perry et al., 2006] provide a test of the 3-D regional 
crustal model. 

We calculate the heat production in each of the upper crustal lithologic unit in the 
regional crust model (Table 5.7). The heat production of the isotope X (i.e. 235U, 238U and 
232Th) for unit of volume is calculated as: 

' ( )( ) ( )H XH X a Xε ρ= ⋅ ⋅  

where ρ is the density (Table 5.4 and Table 5.5), a  and '
Hε  are the abundances (Table 5.7) 

and the heat production rate for unit of mass at natural isotopic composition respectively 
[Fiorentini et al., 2007]. 
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The heat production and its uncertainty strictly depend on the U and Th abundances. 
We have not included K in our regional model, as geoneutrinos generated during its decay 
cannot be detected using current technology. We therefore assume that the K/U in the crust is 
about 104 [e.g., Rudnick and Gao, 2003; Wasserburg et al., 1964], and therefore the heat 
production of K is 1/3 of that of U. 

For the Superior Province, the tonalite/tonalite gneiss in the Wawa and Abitibi sub-
provinces dominates the heat production in the upper crust. The calculated heat production of 
the upper crust of the Superior Province is 0.62 μW m-3 (with contributions from U, Th and K 
of 0.25, 0.29 and 0.08 μW m-3, respectively), while that of the middle crust is 0.54 μW m-3 
and the lower crust is 0.18 μW m-3. Given a thickness of upper, middle and lower crust in the 
Superior Province of 20.3, 6.4 and 15.6 km, respectively, then the heat flow contribution from 
the bulk crust in the Superior Province (Wawa and Abitibi sub-provinces region) is estimated 
at 19 mW m-2. If the mantle heat flow in this area is between 12-18 mW m-2 [e.g., Perry et al., 
2006], the average surface heat flow in the Superior Province is between 31-37 mW m-2, 
which is lower than the measured average heat flow of 40.9 ± 0.9 mW m-2 [Perry et al., 2006, 
where the uncertainty is expressed as the standard error of the mean and is likely to be an 
underestimate of the true uncertainty]. Given that the uncertainty on the estimate of crustal 
heat flow contribution from our model is greater than 25% (± 5 mW m-2) or even higher 
considering the variations of U and Th abundances, the heat flow measurements and the 3-D 
regional model agree. 

The upper crust of the CGB of the Grenville Province is relatively enriched in U and 
Th with a heat production of 1.29 μW m-3 compared to the Superior Province. Thus, given the 
thickness of upper, middle and lower crust in Grenville Province is 14.5, 6.4 and 15.6 km, the 
crustal contribution to surface heat flow is 25 mW m-2. The Grenville Province also has an 
average surface heat flow of 41 mW m-2[Mareschal and Jaupart, 2004]. Assuming the mantle 
heat flow is 12-18 mW m-2, the total surface heat flow is predicted to be 37-43 mW m-2. Thus, 
the 3-D regional crustal model predicts a surface heat flow that agrees with surface 
measurements for the Grenville Province. 

 Heat flow measurements made near the SIC yield an average of 53 mW m-2 [Perry et 
al., 2009]. The locally enhanced heat flow is interpreted as being due to the thick Huronian 
Supergroup and granitic intrusions that are present around the SIC. The 3-D model shows a 
maximum thickness of Huronian Supergroup to the south of the SIC of 12 km, which can 
itself contribute a heat flow of 27 mW m-2. If the rest of the upper crust is high-grade gneissic 
rock such as tonalite gneiss [Lightfoot et al., 1997a], this unit can generate 4 mW m-2. With 6 
mW m-2 from deep crust and 12-18 mW m-2 mantle flow, the surface heat flow near the SIC is 
calculated to be 49-55 mW m-2 for the 3-D model presented here. This range agrees with the 
surface heat flow measurements. However, the 3-D regional model does not have sufficiently 
high resolution to enable one to determine the variation of surface heat flow in the area near 
the SIC due to the lack of dense seismic survey coverage. 
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5.7.2 Mantle geoneutrino signal 

The motivation for undertaking this regional crustal study in the Sudbury area is, in 
part, to determine whether the SNO+ detector, on its own, has the sensitivity to discriminate 
the mantle geoneutrino signal, which can be obtained by subtracting the crustal signal from 
future experimentally measured signal (Stot, meas): 

Smantle = Stot,meas - SFFC - SLOC. 

The crustal signal is divided into two components FFC (Far Field Crust) and LOC 

(LOcal Crust). [Huang et al., 2013] predicted the FFC signal at SNO+ to be 2.8
2.415.1+

−  TNU and 

the LOC to be 3.5
3.318.9+

−  TNU.  

Our regional crustal study predicts an updated LOC signal of 5.3
3.415.6+

−  TNU, which is 

within 1-sigma uncertainty of the prediction obtained in the global reference model. The 
uncertainty for the LOC signal from the regional crustal study is larger than the uncertainty 
from the global reference model. The main reason for the larger uncertainty is the large 
variations in U and Th abundances in each of the dominant upper crustal lithologic units, 
especially the Huronian Supergroup (Table 5.6). Our model yields a larger uncertainly on U 
and Th abundances in the regional crust than global model, since the grid on the global model 
was so coarse that it could not account for regional variability. The only exception is the SIC, 
for which only a single dataset from an OGS Open File Report 5959 [Lightfoot et al., 1997b] 
is used to estimate the U and Th abundances. Considering the much larger surface exposures 
of other lithologic units, the variations of rock type and chemical composition become larger.  

The bulk crustal geoneutrino signal at SNO+ is estimated to be 6.0
4.230.7+

−  TNU, by 

summing the FFC signal [Huang et al., 2013] with LOC signal from this study. Since the FFC 
and LOC geoneutrino signals at SNO+ are independently estimated, their individual 
uncertainties should be summed up in a quadratic approach, rather than linear. In this way, 
this regional crustal study for Sudbury slightly reduces the uncertainty on the predicted bulk 
crustal geoneutrino signal compared to the prediction based on global reference model, which 

is 6.3
5.734.0+

−  TNU [Huang et al., 2013]. The continental lithospheric mantle is predicted to 

produce about 2 TNU at SNO+ [Huang et al., 2013]. Assuming a BSE compositional model 
of W F McDonough and S S Sun [1995], the predicted mantle signal at SNO+ is 7 TNU 
[Šrámek et al., 2013]. Without taking into account the uncertainties on the signal from 
continental lithospheric mantle and convecting mantle, the total geoneutrino signal at SNO+ 

is predicted to be 6
440+

−  TNU. 

For the sake of simplicity, we adopt an uncertainty on the bulk crustal signal at SNO+ 
as 5.1 TNU in the discussion below. Following the equations defined by Dye [2010], the 
mantle signal determination at SNO+ has a systematic uncertainty of 2.1 TNU, assuming the 
systematic uncertainty for nuclear reactor events is 0.9 TNU and for detection exposure 
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determination is 1.9 TNU. Counting uncertainty for geoneutrino detection decreases with 
accumulation of geoneutrino events following Poisson’s law. Assuming SNO+ can “see” 30 
geoneutrino events per year, the counting uncertainty on the geoneutrino detection rate drops 
to 11% of 40 TNU after three years. By summing the counting and systematic uncertainties 
for the geoneutrino event rate at SNO+, the combined uncertainty becomes 4.7 TNU. 
Therefore, the mantle signal determination at SNO+ has a total uncertainty of 6.9 TNU after 
three years of full operation and after subtracting the crustal signal from the measured total 
signal. 

Šrámek et al. [2013] predicted the mantle geoneutrino signal at SNO+ using various 
BSE compositional models and mantle structure to range between 2 to 16 TNU. To resolve 
these different mantle signals, the uncertainty for determining the mantle signal should be, at 
most, 7 TNU, which is the same as SNO+’s sensitivity to the mantle signal as described 
above. Unfortunately, the current constraints on the abundances and distributions of U and Th 
in the regional crust, especially in the Huronian Supergroup, are not good enough to make the 
goal of resolving the signal from the mantle feasible. There are three possible ways to 
advance this situation: 1) improving our knowledge of the distribution of the Huronian 
Supergroup by undertaking higher density seismic surveys, as well as performing a systematic 
study of the U and Th abundances in different representative metasedimentary/sedimentary 
rocks; 2) combing the experimental results at the three operating detectors to determine the 
mantle signal, rather than relying on any single detector; 3) conducting a geoneutrino 
experiment, such as the proposed Hanohano detector [Learned et al., 2008], which is carried 
out in the oceans in order to minimize the signal from continental crust. 

Performing high-density seismic surveys within the Huronian Supergroup would allow 
better estimation of its physical structure with smaller uncertainty (~10%). The geophysical 
uncertainty will contribute ~±1 TNU on the geoneutrino signal originating from the Huronian 
Supergroup. The relatively large variations of U and Th abundances in the Huronian 
Supergroup are the dominant sources of uncertainty on the geoneutrino signal from this 
source. Ideally, detailed geochemical mapping of U and Th abundance variations in the area 
will improve the geoneutrino signal prediction significantly. If the geochemical uncertainties 
on the Huronian Supergroup (e.g., U and Th abundances) can be reduced to 10 to 20%, they 
would contribute ~±1 to ±2 TNU uncertainty on the geoneutrino signal. Combining the 
geophysical and geochemical uncertainty contributions, higher resolution studies of the 
Huronian Supergroup are likely to reduce the uncertainty on the geoneutrino signal from this 

source to ~±2 TNU, smaller than the 5.0
3.0

+
−  TNU obtained in this study. Given that this task is 

feasible in the near future, the uncertainty on the LOC geoneutrino signal at SNO+ could be 
reduced to ~±2.5 TNU, and the bulk crust signal would have an uncertainty ~±3 TNU. 
Following this approach, the extracted mantle signal from future experimental results at 
SNO+ will have an uncertainty ~±5.6 TNU, which would allow better resolution of the 
various BSE compositional models. 
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5.8 Final remarks 

We have constructed a 3-D regional crustal reference model aimed at predicting the 
geoneutrino signal at SNO+, a third geoneutrino detector located in Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada, which is scheduled to come on-line in 2014. The uncertainty of the predicted 
geoneutrino signal is estimated through Monte Carlo simulation, and stems mainly from the 
large uncertainties on U and Th abundances in the upper crust. The main results of this study 
are as follows: 
1. Surface geology, refraction and reflection seismic surveys, receiver function analyses, 
and interpreted vertical crustal cross sections in the Sudbury region are integrated into a 3-D 
model for the six 2° × 2° tiles centered at SNO+. The average thickness of the regional crust 
is estimated to be 42.3 ± 2.6 km, which is in good agreement with the results obtained in the 
previous global crustal reference model [Huang et al., 2013]. The thickness of upper crust 
reaches 20.3 ± 1.1 km, which accounts for about half of the bulk regional crust. 
2. The upper crust is subdivided into seven dominant lithological units in order to improve 
the resolution in predicting the geoneutrino signal. The tonalite/tonalite gneiss in the Wawa 

and Abitibi sub-provinces is the dominant rock type (60% of upper crust), and has 0.5
0.30.7+

−  ppm 

U and 2.3
1.33.1+

−  ppm Th. The low proportion of HPEs relative to global average upper 

continental crust reflects the fact that the Superior Province is an Archean craton with 
intrinsically low heat production, consistent with other Archean cratons globally. The high-

grade gnessic rock, with 2.6 ± 0.4 ppm U and 6.0
2.85.1+

−  ppm Th, in the Central Gneiss Belt 

(CGB) of Grenville Province is the second dominant rock type in the 3-D model (30% of 
upper crust). Huronian Supergroup metasedimentary rocks are the closest unit to the SNO+ 

detector and are enriched in U 2.9
1.74.2+

− μg/g and Th 8.2
4.811.1+

−  μg/g relative to the other units. All 

of the uncertainties are propagated through Monte Carlo simulations to the geoneutrino signal 
prediction. 
3. The total regional crust contribution of the geoneutrino signal at SNO+ is predicted to be 

5.3
3.415.6+

−  TNU. This signal is somewhat lower than the prediction made using the global 

reference model [Huang et al., 2013], which is 3.5
3.318.9+

−  TNU. This difference is likely to be 

due to the lower HPEs in Archean to Proterzoic rocks of the Canadian Shield relative to the 
global average bulk upper continental crust. Considering the uncertainty, the two predictions 
of geoneutrino signal are consistent with each other. The Huronian Supergroup is predicted to 
be the dominant source of the geoneutrino signal and its uncertainty at SNO+, and variation in 
U and Th abundances within the Huronian Supergroup is the primary source of the large 
uncertainty on the predicted geoneutrino signal. 
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4. Assuming that the continental lithospheric mantle and convecting mantle together 
contribute a 9 TNU signal to SNO+, the total geoneutrino signal at SNO+ is estimated to be 

6
440+

−  TNU.  

5. The large uncertainty in the crustal geoneutrino signal indicates that SNO+, on its own, is 
unlikely to provide constraints on the mantle geoneutrino signal, and therefore to the debate 
regarding BSE compositional models. Several future approaches to constrain mantle 
geoneutrino signal are: improve the 3-D regional model for predicting the regional crustal 
contribution by increasing the resolution of the distribution of the Huronian Supergroup using 
a higher density of local seismic surveys and geochemical analyses; combining experimental 
results at the three operating detectors to place better constraints on the mantle signal; and 
conducting geoneutrino detection in the oceans, such as the proposed Hanohano detector, in 
order to minimize the signal from continental crust. 

 
The content of this chapter is based on the following publication: 
 
Huang Y., Strati V., Mantovani F., Shirey S.B. and McDonough W.F. Regional study of the 
Archean to Proterozoic crust at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO+), Ontario: 
Predicting the geoneutrino flux. Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystem (2014) 15(10): 3925-
3944.  
DOI: 10.1002/2014gc005397 
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Chapter 6 

Expected geoneutrino signal at JUNO 

Since Pauli theorized the existence of antineutrinos in 1930, giant steps were made in 
the knowledge of neutrino physics (i.e. oscillation parameters, flavor states). Nevertheless to 
date the determination of the mass hierarchy as well as the absolute mass of electron, muon 
and tau neutrinos is still a missing piece of understanding. The construction of the JUNO 
detector represents the attempt of the Chinese scientific community to address these questions 
and at the same time to play a decisive role in Neutrino Geoscience. The Jiangmen 
Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) located in southern Guangdong Province, has the 
manifest goal to determine neutrino mass hierarchy and precisely measure oscillation 
parameters by detecting reactor antineutrinos. Indeed beside the large mass (20 kton), the 
peculiarity of JUNO is the site location very close (~ 50 km) to the under construction 
Yangjiang and Taishan Nuclear Power Plants. So in 2020, when the data taking is expected to 
start, JUNO will be able to collect statistically significant reactor antineutrino data and also to 
observe supernova neutrinos and study the atmospheric, solar neutrinos and geoneutrinos. 

This study represented for me the opportunity to provide the first estimate of the 
geoneutrino signal expected at JUNO that will be a reference point for the future studies of 
the whole Collaboration, to which I recently joined. On the base of existing reference model 
and following a well consolidated strategy [Huang et al., 2013], I produced and studied 
geoneutrino spectrum adopting update oscillation parameters, with particular regards to the 
interference with reactor antineutrinos. The expected signal is predicted and the different 
contributions from the main Earth reservoirs are highlighted. I focused in particular in the 
area dedicated to the 6° × 4° local crust surrounding the detector that, as is explained in the 
previous chapter, is the most relevant aspect in the geoneutrino modeling. Taking advantage 
of the reference worldwide model for antineutrinos  from reactors of [Baldoncini et al., 2015] 
in which I was involved, I was able to provide also the ratio between reactor antineutrino and 
geoneutrino signals considering two different scenarios. These results shed light on the 
sensitivity of JUNO for the geoneutrino measurements and will guide the next refined 
modeling of the local crust, identifying the significant targets for improving the prediction of 
JUNO geoneutrino signal.  

6.1 Background 

Reactor antineutrino, i.e. electron antineutrinos emitted during the beta decays of 
fission products from 235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu burning, are the most significant source of 
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background for geoneutrino measurements. Approximately 30% of the reactor antineutrino 
events are recorded in the geoneutrino energy window extending from the IBD threshold up 
to the endpoint of the 214Bi beta decay spectrum (3.272 MeV) [Fiorentini et al., 2010]. The 
Terrestrial Neutrino Unit (TNU), which is the signal that corresponds to one IBD event per 
1032 free protons per year at 100% efficiency, is used to compare the different integrated 
spectral components (i.e. antineutrinos from U, Th and reactors) measured by the detectors or 
just beneath the Earth’s surface.  

In the past decade reactor antineutrino experiments played a decisive role in 
unraveling the neutrino puzzle, which currently recognizes three flavor eigenstates (νe, νµ, ντ), 
each of which mixes with three mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2, ν3) via three mixing angles (θ12, θ13, 
θ23). The quantities that govern the oscillation frequencies are two differences between 
squared masses, (i.e. δm2 = m2

2-m1
2 > 0 and Δm2 = m3

2-(m1
2+m2

2)/2). Central to neutrino 
studies is understanding the neutrino mass hierarchy (i.e. Δm2 > 0 or Δm2 < 0) [Capozzi et al., 
2014; Ge et al., 2013]. 

Massive (>10kton) detectors such as the JUNO [Li, 2014] and Reno-50 [Kim, 2013] 
experiments are being constructed at medium baseline distances (a few tens of km) away from 
bright reactor antineutrino fluxes in order to assess significant physics goals regarding the 
neutrino properties, in first place the mass hierarchy. These experiments intend also to obtain 
sub-percent precision measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters and along the way 
make observations of events of astrophysical and terrestrial origin.  

The Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) is located (N 22.12° E 
112.52°) in Kaiping, Jiangmen, Guangdong province (South China), about 53 km away from 
the Yangjiang and Taishan nuclear power plants, which are presently under construction. The 
combined thermal power of these two units is planned to be on the order of 36 GW [Li and 
Zhou, 2014] (Figure 6.1). The JUNO experiment is designed as a liquid scintillator detector of 
20 kton mass that will be built in a laboratory some 700 m underground (approximately 2000 
m water equivalent). This amount of overburden will attenuate the cosmic muon flux, which 
contributes to the overall detector background signal, but this overburden is significantly less 
than that at the KamLAND and Borexino experiments. The detector energy response and the 
spatial distribution of the reactor cores are the most critical features affecting the experimental 
sensitivity [Li et al., 2013] required to achieve the intended physics goals. 

The goal of this present study is to predict the geoneutrino signal at JUNO on the basis 
of an existing reference Earth model, together with an estimate of the expected reactor 
antineutrino signal. Since a significant contribution to the expected geoneutrino signal comes 
from U and Th in the continental crust surrounding the site, we follow past approaches to 
study the local contribution [Coltorti et al., 2011; Fiorentini et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014], 
with a particular interest in focusing in on the closest 6° × 4° grid surrounding the detector, 
we define this latter region as the LOcal Crust (LOC) (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 Map of LOC surrounding JUNO. JUNO (yellow star) is located in Kaiping, Jiangmen, Guangdong 
province (South China) and the planned (orange square) and operational (green circle) nuclear power plants. The 
six 2° × 2° Tiles (dark red lines) define the LOC. 

6.2 Methods 

The reference Earth model developed in [Huang et al., 2013] provides a description of 
the abundances and distribution of the Heat-Producing Elements (HPEs, i.e. U, Th and K) in 
the Earth’s crust, along with their uncertainties. According to this model the silicate portion of 
the Earth is composed of five dominant reservoirs: the Depleted Mantle (DM), the Enriched 
Mantle (EM), the Lithospheric Mantle (LM), the Continental Crust (CC) and the Oceanic 
Crust (OC). The continental crust is dominantly composed of Lower Crust (LC), Middle 
Crust (MC) and Upper Crust (UC) and it is overlain by shallow layers of Sediments (Sed) 
which also covers the OC. 

The surface geoneutrino flux is calculated by dividing the Earth surface in 1° × 1° tiles 
that are projected vertically into discrete volume cells and each cell is assigned physical and 
chemical states (see section 5.6). The total crustal thickness of each cell and its associated 
uncertainty correspond, respectively, to the mean and the half-range of three crustal models 
obtained from different approaches: the global crustal model based on reflection and 
refraction data “CRUST 2.0” [Bassin et al., 2000; Laske et al., 2001], the global shear-
velocity model of the crust and upper mantle “CUB 2.0” [Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002] and 
the high-resolution crustal model “GEMMA” [Negretti et al., 2012; M. Reguzzoni and 
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Sampietro, 2015] based on the GOCE satellite gravity mission [Drinkwater et al., 2003; 
Mirko Reguzzoni and Tselfes, 2009]. The reference model incorporates the relative 
proportional thickness of the crustal layers along with density and elastic properties 
(compressional and shear waves velocity) reported in CRUST 2.0. The same information are 
adopted for the Sed layer using the global sediment map of [Laske and Masters, 1997]. In 
Figure 6.2 the thickness of the continental crust layers in the 24 cells constituting the LOC for 
JUNO are reported. Their total crustal thickness ranges between 26.3 km and 32.3 km with an 
uncertainty for each cell of ~7%. 

The HPEs abundances in the Sed, OC and UC layers are assumed to be relatively 
homogenous and correspond to the values reported in Table 3 of [Huang et al., 2013]. The 
ratio between Felsic and Mafic components in the deep CC (MC and LC) is inferred from 
seismic velocity data and these data are in turn used to estimate the U and Th content of each 
cell of the reference crustal model. Focusing on the LOC, the central values of U abundance 
in MC and LC vary in the range 0.8 - 1.2 µg/g and 0.3 - 0.1 µg/g, respectively. The Th/U ratio 
in deep CC of the LOC is typically ~5 as compared to a bulk silicate Earth ratio of 3.9 or a 
bulk CC ratio just greater than 4.0; the higher Th/U ratio in the deep CC is likely due to the 
greater upward mobility of U during dehydration reactions that accompany granulite facies 
metamorphism of the deep CC. 

In the reference model of [Huang et al., 2013] the LM corresponds to the portion of 
Earth between the Moho discontinuity and an assumed standard depth of 175 km beneath the 
surface. The thickness of this unit in the LOC ranges between 143 km and 149 km and its 
composition is modeled from the database reported in [McDonough, 1990] and the update in 
[Huang et al., 2013]. In our calculation we adopt for the LM the U and Th abundances of 

0.05
0.020.03+

−  µg/g and 0.28
0.100.15+

−  µg/g, respectively. 

The sublithospheric mantle extends down from the base of the lithosphere to the core-
mantle boundary and is divided in two spherically symmetric domains, the Depleted Mantle 
(DM) and the Enriched Mantle (EM), whose density profiles are derived from the Preliminary 
Reference Earth Model, “PREM” [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. Adopting a mass ratio 
MDM / MEM = 4.56 [Arevalo et al., 2013], we calculate the masses of these two reservoirs 
MDM = 3.207 ·1024 kg and MEM = 0.704 ·1024 kg. In a survey of MidOcean Ridge Basalts 
(MORB) [Arevalo and McDonough, 2010] reported the log-normal based average abundances 
of aMORB(U) = 80 ng/g and aMORB(Th) = 220 ng/g, and from this calculated the aDM(U) = 8 
ng/g and aDM(Th) = 22 ng/g based on a simple melting model. Based on these assumptions the 
aEM can be calculated: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )BSE C DM
EM DM

EM EM

M U M U Ma U a U
M M

−
= −  

where MBSE (U) = 8.1 ·1016 kg is the U mass in the Bulk Silicate Earth (BSE) 
[McDonough and Sun, 1995] and MC (U) = 3.1 ·1016 kg is the total U mass in the crust 
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[Huang et al., 2013]. The mantle geoneutrino signals reported in Table 6.1 are calculated with 
aDM(U) = 8 ng/g and aEM(U) = 34 ng/g together with (Th/U)DM = 2.8 and (Th/U)EM = 4.8. 

 
Figure 6.2 Thicknesses of the 4 crustal layers in the LOC. The thicknesses in km of the Sed, UC, MC and LC 
layers are reported for each of the 24 cells constituting the LOC surrounding JUNO (black circle), with color 
coding to illustrate gradients in thickness. 

6.3 Results and discussions 

In Table 6.1 we summarize the contributions to the expected geoneutrino signal at 
JUNO produced by U and Th in each of the reservoirs identified in the model. The central 
value and the asymmetric uncertainties are respectively the median and 1σ errors of a 
positively skewed distribution obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. This approach was 
developed for the first time in [Huang et al., 2013] in order to combine Gaussian probability 
density function of geophysical and (some) geochemical inputs, together with the lognormal 
distributions of U and Th abundances observed in the felsic and mafic rocks of MC and LC.  

The total geoneutrino signal at JUNO is 6.5
5.239.7G +

−=  TNU where the 1σ error only 

recognizes the uncertainties of the inputs of the lithosphere, which are mainly due to the 
uncertainties in the composition of the rocks and subsequently to the geophysical inputs. The 
predicted mantle contribution at JUNO, SM ≈ 9 TNU, is estimated with no confidence due to 
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the large uncertainty accompanying the prediction of the lithospheric contribution, δG ≈ ±6 
TNU. The expected geoneutrino signal from the mantle is essentially model dependent and it 
is estimated according to a mass balance argument. An exhaustive discussion of different 
mantle's structure is described in [Šrámek et al., 2013], in which ranges of geoneutrino signals 
for different mantle’s models are reported. 

 Table 6.1 Geoneutrino signals from U and Th expected in JUNO. The inputs for the calculations are taken 
from [Huang et al., 2013] and the signals from different reservoirs indicated in the first column are in TNU. 

 S (U) S (Th) S (U+Th) 

Sed CC 0.1
0.10.5+

−  0.02
0.020.16+

−  0.1
0.10.64+

−  

UC 3.5
3.414.6+

−  0.5
0.53.9+

−  3.6
3.418.5+

−  

MC 3.0
1.84.7+

−  1.6
0.81.7+

−  3.6
2.36.8+

−  

LC 0.7
0.40.9+

−  0.7
0.20.4+

−  1.0
0.61.5+

−  

Sed OC 0.02
0.020.08+

−  0.01
0.010.03+

−  0.02
0.020.11+

−  

OC 0.02
0.020.05+

−  0.01
0.010.01+

−  0.02
0.020.06+

−  

Bulk Crust 4.8
4.221.3+

−  1.9
1.26.6+

−  5.2
4.528.2+

−  

CLM 2.4
0.91.3+

−  1.0
0.30.4+

−  2.9
1.32.1+

−  
Total 

Lithosphere 
5.9
4.823.2+

−  2.4
1.57.3+

−  6.5
5.230.9+

−  

DM 4.2 0.8 4.9 

EM 2.9 0.9 3.8 

Gran Total 5.9
4.830.3+

−  2.4
1.59.0+

−  6.5
5.239.7+

−  

Thus, a future refinement of the abundances and distribution of HPEs in the UC 
surrounding the JUNO detector is strongly recommended, as this region provides ~ 47% of G 
and is a significant contributor to the total uncertainty. 

Plotting the cumulative geoneutrino signal as a function of the distance from JUNO 
for the different Earth reservoirs (Figure 6.3), we observe that half of the total signal comes 
from U and Th in the regional crust that lies within 550 km of the detector. Since the 
modeling of the geoneutrino flux is based on 1° × 1° cells, we study the signal produced in 
LOC subdivided in six 2°× 2° tiles (Figure 6.1). 

The geoneutrino signals from U and Th in the lithosphere of each tile are reported in 
Table 6.2 with their uncertainties. The main contribution (27% of G) comes from tile T2 in 
which the JUNO experiment is located (Figure 6.1). The thick UC in this tile, which is 
covered by a very shallow layer of Sed (Figure 6.2), is predicted to give a signal of 1.5

1.47.6+
−
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TNU. Therefore a refined study of the U and Th content of the UC in tile T2 is a high-value 
target for improving the accuracy and precision of the predicted geoneutrino signal at JUNO. 

 
Figure 6.3 Geoneutrino signal contribution. The cumulative geoneutrino signal and the percentage contributions 
of the Bulk Crust, Continental Lithospheric Mantle (CLM) and Mantle are represented as function of the 
distance from JUNO. 

Table 6.2 Geoneutrino signals from 6 tiles of the LOC. The expected geoneutrino signal in TNU from U and Th 
contained in the lithosphere (CC+CLM) of the 6 tiles in Figure 6.1. In the last column contributions in 
percentage are reported. 

Tile S (U) S (Th) S (U+Th) Percentage 

T1 0.1
0.10.4+

−  0.1
0.10.1+

−  0.1
0.10.5+

−  3.0 

T2 1.9
1.78.1+

−  0.8
0.52.6 +

−  2.1
1.810.8+

−  62.1 

T3 0.3
0.21.1+

−  0.2
0.10 .4 +

−  0.3
0.31.5+

−  8.6 

T4 0.1
0.10.3+

−  0.1
0.10.1+

−  0.1
0.10.4+

−  2.2 

T5 0.5
0.52.5 +

−  0.2
0.10 .7 +

−  0.6
0.53.2+

−  18.2 

T6 0.2
0.20.8+

−  0.1
0.10.2+

−  0.2
0.21.0+

−  5.9 

Evaluating the antineutrino signal requires knowledge of several ingredients necessary 
for modeling the three antineutrino life stages: production, propagation to the detector site and 
detection in liquid scintillation detectors via the IBD reaction. The propagation and detection 
processes are independent by the source of the particles and we modeled these two stages 
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using the oscillation parameters from [Ge et al., 2013] and the IBD cross section from 
[Strumia and Vissani, 2003]. Spectral parameters for U and Th geoneutrinos are from 
[Fiorentini et al., 2007] and modulation of these fluxes are based on [Huang et al., 2013]. 
Reactor antineutrino production is calculated adopting data from a worldwide reference model 
from [Baldoncini et al., 2015]. Reported in Figure 6.4 are the energy distributions of 
geoneutrinos and reactor antineutrino signals in two different scenarios: in the full energy 
region ROFF = 2.6

2.495.3+
−  TNU is obtained with data from worldwide commercial reactors 

operating in 2013 and RON = 111
1001566+

− TNU, including the Yangjiang (17.4 GW) and Taishan 

(18.4 GW) nuclear power plants operating at a 80% annual average load factor [Baldoncini et 
al., 2015]. In the geoneutrino energy window (i.e. 1.806 - 3.272 MeV) the reactor signal is 
SOFF = 2.2

2.326.0+
−  TNU and SON = 45

41354+
− TNU (Table 6.3). Assuming a scenario whereby 

JUNO’s signal does not have a background signal from Yangjiang and Taishan nuclear power 
plants, the ratio of SOFF/G = 0.7, which compares to a value of 0.6 for the Borexino detector  
[Baldoncini et al., 2015]. Considering only the statistical uncertainties, in the ROFF scenario 
JUNO is an excellent experiment for geoneutrino measurements reaching a 10% accuracy on 
the geoneutrino signal in approximately 105 days (assuming a C17H28 liquid scintillator 
composition, a 100% detection efficiency and reactor antineutrinos as the sole source of 
background), given 576 geoneutrino events per year for a target mass of 14.5 ·1032 free 
protons. This optimistic expectation doesn’t take into account the uncertainties of SOFF and the 
background due to production of cosmic-muons spallation, accidental coincidences and 
radioactive contaminants in the detector. 

Table 6.3 The total geoneutrino signal (G) is the sum of the contributions from the local lithosphere (SLOC), from 
the rest of the lithosphere (i.e. Far Field Crust, SFFC) and from the Mantle (SM). The reactor antineutrino signal 
in the geoeneutrino window is calculated from data for commercial reactors operating all over the world in the 
2013 (SOFF) and adding the contribution of the Yangjiang (17.4 GW) and Taishan (18.4 GW) nuclear power 
plants (SON) [Baldoncini et al., 2015]. All the signals are expressed in TNU.   

 S [TNU] 

Local contribution 3.3
2.817.4+

−  

Far Field Crust 3.3
2.413.4+

−  

Mantle 8.8  

Gran total geoneutrinos 6.5
5.239.7+

−  

Reactors OFF 2.2
2.326.0+

−  

Reactors ON 45
41354 +

−  
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Figure 6.4 Antineutrino energy spectra expected at JUNO. Geoneutrino energy spectrum (green) is reported 
together with the energy reactor antineutrino spectra computed considering the commercial reactors operating all 
over the world in 2013 (cyan) and adding the contribution of the Yangjiang and Taishan nuclear power plants 
(red). The reactor antineutrino spectra are computed assuming normal hierarchy and neutrino oscillation. The 
total spectrum (black dashed lines) is obtained assuming the RON scenario. 

6.4 Final remarks 

Designed as a 20 kton liquid scintillator detector, the JUNO experiment will collect 
high statistics for antineutrino signals from reactors and from the Earth. In this study we 
focused on predicting the geoneutrino signal using the Earth reference model of [Huang et al., 
2013]. The contribution originating from naturally occurring U and Th in the 6 ° × 4° LOcal 
Crust (LOC) surrounding the JUNO detector (Figure 6.1) was determined. The main results of 
this study are summarized as follows. 

The thickness of the Sed, UC, MC and LC layers of the 24 1° × 1° cells of the LOC 
are reported (Figure 6.2). The Moho depth of the continental LOC ranges between 26.3 km 
and 32.3 km and the uncertainty for each 1° × 1° cell is of the order of 7%. 

The total and local geoneutrino signals at JUNO are G 6.5
5.239.7+

−=  TNU and SLOC = 
3.3
2.817.4+

− TNU, respectively. The asymmetric 1σ errors are obtained from Monte Carlo 

simulations and account only for uncertainties from the lithosphere. The major source of 
uncertainty comes from predicting the abundances and distribution of U and Th in local 
crustal rocks. 
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High-resolution seismic data acquired in the LOC can improve the present geophysical 
model of the crust and CLM, of which the latter is assumed to have a homogenous depth of 
175 ± 75 km. The CLM composition is derived from data for U and Th abundances inferred 
from the peridotite xenoliths and its geoneutrino signal is of 2.9

1.32.1+
− TNU. 

The HPEs in the regional crust extending out to 550 km from the detector produce half 
of the total expected geoneutrino signal (Figure 3). The U and Th in the 2° × 2° tile that hosts 
JUNO produces 2.1

1.810.8+
−  TNU corresponding to 27% of G. Since this region is characterized 

by a thick UC, which gives 1.5
1.47.6+

− TNU, a refined geophysical and geochemical model of the 

UC of this tile is highly desired.  
The reactor signal in the geoneutrino window assuming two scenarios is SOFF =

2.2
2.326.0+

−  TNU with the 2013 reactor operational data only and SON = 44
41355+

− TNU when the 

contributions of the Yangjiang and Taishan nuclear power plants are added. There is a 
potential to achieve up to 10% accuracy on geoneutrinos after 105 days of data accumulation, 
under conditions of Yangjiang and Taishan nuclear power plants being off. 

The JUNO experiment has the potential to reach a milestone in geoneutrino science, 
although some technical challenges must be addressed to minimize background (e.g. 
production of cosmic-muons spallation, accidental coincidences, radioactive contaminants in 
the detector). Assuming SOFF/G = 0.7, JUNO can collect hundreds of low background 
geoneutrino events in less than a year under optimal conditions. A future refinement of the U 
and Th distribution and abundance in the LOC is strongly recommended. Such data will lead 
to insights on the radiogenic heat production in the Earth, the composition of the mantle and 
constraints on the chondritic building blocks that made the planet.  
 
The content of this chapter is based on the following publication: 
 
Strati V., Baldoncini M., Callegari I., Mantovani F., McDonough W.F. and Ricci B. Expected 
geoneutrino signal at JUNO Progress in Earth and Planetary Science (2015) 2(1): 1-7.  
DOI: 10.1186/s40645-015-0037-6 
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from KamLAND, Borexino, SNO+ and JUNO to understand the radiogenic power and 
radioactivity content of the Earth's mantle? These are just some of the many unsolved 
questions that a scientist positioned in the intersection of particle physics, Earth science and 
statistics will face in the next future. 

As demonstrated in this thesis, the application of appropriate geostatistical methods 
implies a rigorous study of the distributions. Even though a lot of efforts have been invested 
in fitting the experimental frequency distributions with normal or lognormal distributions, 
geochemical data particularly to trace elements (e.g. uranium and thorium) do not follow an 'a 
priori distribution'. Concerning this topic, a recent successful research article entitled "Normal 
and lognormal data distribution in geochemistry: death of a myth. Consequences for the 
statistical treatment of geochemical and environmental data" [Reimann and Filzmoser, 2000] 
animated the debate in the scientific community. The definition of a well-constrained model 
that describes better the positive abundances, usually right skewed, of trace elements still  
lacks of knowledge of the complete distribution and this is a complication for geoscientists.  

The implementation of a statistically significant dataset constituted by γ-ray  
measurements of several hundred rock samples collected in Veneto region shed light on the 
delicate analysis of relevant fractions of measurements below the minimum detection limit. 
Although this problem is very frequent in many environmental surveys, often not enough 
attention is paid in the analysis method. Thus, a bias in the estimation of the statistical 
parameters can be easily introduced. 

In the geochemical characterization of the 3D model of the crust near the SNO+ 
detector, the influence of rare enriched or depleted samples on the lognormal average is 
controlled by a filter proportional to the sigma of the distribution. We developed a strategy 
deal with its affects on geochemical datasets, given the presence of outliers data. Indeed often  
values originated from different distributions associated with processes, that are rare in the 
environment, are superimposed on the investigated population. The detection of these values 
is one of the main tasks in the statistical analysis of the geochemical data.  

As observed the deviations from normal distributions, the presence of outliers and the 
treatment of the censored data have strong influences on the calculation of the statistical 
parameters describing a statistical population. The assessment of NORMs together with the 
evaluation of the outdoor adsorbed dose rate requires a rigorous statistical study, including 
reporting of the mean (or median) and standard deviation of the measured sample.  

In order to reduce uncertainties in the estimate of crustal geoneutrino signals, a better 
characterization of the Huronian Supergroup and a refined model of the crust surrounding 
JUNO are needed. The research documented in the studies reported here reveal the 
importance of collecting representative rock samples and carrying out a full statistical 
interpretation of data. 

Since the geoneutrino signal originated by U and Th in the mantle is dominated by the 
crustal one (in absence of a detector located in oceanic crust or directional detectors), careful 
statistical studies and low-uncertainties crust models are essential ingredients to get insights 
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about Earth interior. Indeed, the mantle signal can be inferred only subtracting form the 
experimental data the estimated signal from the crust. In this framework, the combination 
from ongoing (Borexino and KamLAND) and future experiment (e.g. SNO+ and JUNO) open 
new perspectives but at the same time shed light on some critical issues related to the 
treatment of the uncertainties. The U and Th distribution in the crust is not homogenous and 
so the expected crustal signals at each detector are different but highly correlated. These 
correlated phenomena have significant consequences for the statistical treatment uncertainties 
of the subtraction of the various combined crustal signals. 

Thanks to incessant technological development, the environmental spatial data will be 
more frequently gathered using different measurements instruments. In this framework 
multivariate geostatistical algorithms are available to play a decisive role in making prediction 
of the distribution of the investigated variables and of the uncertainties on these predictions. 
The combination of quantitative information, qualitative constraints, and the analysis of 
different confidence levels the experimental techniques are key points for the elaboration of 
reliable models. 
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